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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
~

E*t*ui.*ea J,t„r S3, uses.
published

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is

»iay, (Sunday exempted,)at 82 Exchange Street,
Portland, N. A. Kobter, Proprietor.
Teh mb : —Eight Dollar? a year in advance.

every

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
name place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
invariably in advance.

> »>■

••

New Advertisements.
«L

KY

II. DRAPER, Auctioneer*

tion

as

almve.

Peering Hall,

Portland.

GOODWIN.MANAGER.
W. II. CHESTER.Stage Diexctob.

GEO

K.

Last Night, Positively!
-OF-

Lucille Western’s
SEASON,

DRAMATIC
-AND-

First and
Oi'

United States Cotton Sale.

Only Appearance

the Great American Artist

Mr. E. L. DAVENPORT,
"Who has kindly volunteered to appear
GALA OCCASION!

on

this

-FOR THE-

Two

Attractive Plays !

Highly

mestic and Emotional

THE

Play

ot

STRANGER!

E. L. DAVENPORT as the.STRANGERI-UCILLE Wi STERN ai.MRS. HALLER.
To

conclude with Tollin’.'- delightful Comedy of the

HONEY

MOON!

LUCILLE WESTERN as.JULIANA.
DAVENPORT aa.DUKE ARANZA.
t‘Sf”Sale of Ticket, at 11 o’clock, at the Box Office
of the Theatre.
June)!

E. L.

Another Home

Manufactory!

FACTORY AND WHALE OIL

SOAP !
Extra Refined,

Family, Chemical

Olive, and Erosive

SOAPS.

On

Wednesday,

AT I O’CLOCK P. Y„

%

IIANOVER

At factory, Corner of

By ordei

2000 Bales

or

of Mobile

j7&

C. J, BA RBO UK,

HAVE

a

of

Goods.

hereby given that

the following degoods were seized at this port, on tbe
days hereinafter mentioned, tor a violation of tbe
Revenue Laws:—

NOTICE

April 17, I860. At 198 Fore Street, one case containing 23 doz. Parasols, marked “John I). Busby,
Arch Street, Boston;” April 19, on Commercial
Street near Grand Trunk Depot, one bag containing
about 100 lbs. sugar; Doc. 2,1865, one ullage bbl. of
Buckwheat Flour, one jug of Brandy on board Strnr.
“Mew York;*’ April 16, 186G, on board Brig “Ada
B.” four bbls Molasses: May 1, on board Schr.
“Ocean Ranger” one hhd. containing 50 gals. Molasses ; May 2, on board Brig
J. C. York, three bbls.
Molasses; May3,onboard Bark “Dency* one bbl.
Molasses; May 4, on board Schr. “Chattanooga,**one
bbl. Molasses, one bag Sugar, one l»ox Sugar; May
9, on board Bk. “Almoner,” two bbls. Molasses; May
10, on board BaTk “Mary C. Fcx,** five l ags Sugar
containing 230 lbs, one keg Molasses; May 12, on
Brig “Rolling Wave,**

bbl, Sugar, one bb1.
Molasses Sugar, marked “C. S. Croker, Mate of the
Brig Rolling Wave, Stores;** May 15, on board Brig
“Lincoln Webb,*’ two bbls. Molasses; May 17. on
l»oard Brig “Iris,” two bbls. Sugar; May 22, on board
Brig “Active,** one bag containing Sugar.
Any person or persons claiming toe same are re-

board

one

quested to appear and make such claim within ninety days from the date hereof; otherwise the said
goods will be disposed oi in accordance with the act
oi

Congress approved April 9, 1844.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,

Collector.

june5-dlaw3w

Junel,lSC6.

Shakspearc.
#
Portland, June 6, I860.
first part of “King Henry the Fourth.”
JLmake8 Jack Falstaff tell the Prince that “his lather’s beard turned white at the news of the rebellion.**
“We know not it it be true,” but one thing is certain
that we r.ad ot several personages in history whose
hair turned white in one night, cauBed by some se\Ve have alveie bereavement or mental suffering.
so known many comparatively voung persons whose
We ourself
hair got prematurely white by disease.
was a case in point: some sixteen years ago our hair

ral Boots.

Boy’s Bnckle Shoes,and Balmoral Boots.
Children’s Cloth and Goat Balmoral “
Together with a largo assortment of all goods usually
found in a Boot and Shoe Store.
Also, Oak aud Hemlock Leather BELTS, Lace
Leather, Rubber Goods, Hemp Packing, Ac.
No. S Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

for

®A

C.

Ottawa
^

House.

THE OTTAWA HOUSE

Oustolnu’s

On

Island,

Will be opened for the recaption of visitors on Tuesday, June 12fh. and tho Steamer Gazelle will
commence her regular trips to the Island on that day.
may23d3w
Portland, May 22, 1S66.

The Latest and Best Invention.
The Ladies

are

informed that the

ship,

with, llememler the
site the U. S. Hotel.
Useful and

prices

placi,

1

can’t ho comiicted
TO Middle St.. opi>omay2!)ootl2w&r/i;*

Important

Invention,

CAT LIN & FREESE’S
Improved Fire and Water Proof

CEMENT!
The Lest preparation yet discovered for repairing
broken articles, such as Glass, Cbinu, Crocker*’, Alabaster, Pearls, Ivory, Furniture, Lo tlier, Marble,
*Vc. For saie by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO. and II. II
H AY, and all Druggists and Crockery Dealers.
.inno7eod*Jw*

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
Dentist,
No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St,
PORTLAND, ME.
Sept 29—eodtl

"~X$f'Jo\> work of every description neatlyexesntgd at the Press Office.

Troops Allowed to go
North.

The Insult to the U. S. Consul.
:ir:

P

AN

:

1

APOLOGY

It.

OFFERED.

Fenians

Arrested.

Despatches from Rutland, Vt., 6th, say the
United States authorities seized large quanti-

ties of Fenian arms and ammunition at Esjunction, last night. They had just ar-

sex

rived from Boston.

v

WANTED.
to

burg.

day canEngraving

a

just published by
For choice of temtorv apply to or a fdross
W. S. C OKE,G iiT Agent,
117 Middle St,, Portland, Mo.
N. B.—An experienced agent wanted to canvass
this city.
june8d2t*

Cheese!
Cheese !
^

_

BKCEIVED a CHOICE LCT
CHEESE, and for Ml. by

OF

JUST

NEW

SCAMMAN & COLBY,
Nos. 0 & 8 Silver Street.

june$d3t

June 7th, 18G8.

Notice.
The Union

Voters of Windham

requested

are

to

House, in said town, on SATURinst., at 5 o’clock, P. M., to chooee

meet at the Town

DAY,

the 16th

Delegates to the Union State and District Conven-

tions,

to be held the 51st and 26th inst.
Per

Order Union Town Committee.

June 8—il&w

REMOVAL.
The establishment of William A. Pearco, Plumber,
is removed from Exchange street to No. 180 Fore
street, at the foot cf Exchange street, where he will
be happy to see all his old customers and many now
ones.
junoSSNlvr

A

House and Lot lor Sale.
Federal street, constory House, No.
taining eight finished rooms, plenty of hard

TWO

—

and soit water In the House, brick cistern. House in
first rate order. Lot 51 feet on tlie street, 115 lect
JOHN C. PROCTER.
deep. Inquire Of

junc8d3w___
For Sale.
STORY House situated In Westbrook, 8 minutes walk from the Horse Railroad, pleasantly
located, with lot 200 x 90, together with stable. House

Al£

COOPER & MORSE,
is thoroughly finished,
corner Lime and Milk Streets.
juncSd3w*

Bricks lor Sale.
/"VBRICKS lor sale at my Yard
»UUU hi Freeport, at Flying Point.
WILLIAM J. COLLINS.
juue8d4t
Freeport, June 6. I860.

Girl Wanted.
GOOD GIRL to do housework.

A bring good recommendations

can

place by applying at No. 5 High St.

One that

can

learn ol a good

june8dtf

POLITICAL.

in that connection even by
is fully satisfied with the
the people of Maine have

name

implication, as he
position in which
placed him.
—The

persistent support of the Bangor
Democrat has compelled Mr. Peters to publish a
letter in the Whig, explaining to the Republicans of the Fourth District, that the course of
the Democrat is inspired by political and personal malice, and declaring his own political
opinions. Mr. Peters says, “Military pressure
has been already, I fear, too much relaxed.
Power cannot be entrusted to the South, and it
would he equally as dangerous in the hands of
And again,
their wicked allies in the North'”
“My heart is full of belief that Congress
should be endorsed by the entire loyal party of
—

the country in all its measures and efforts of reconstruction to create a true and lasting peace.”
Suicide.— Yesterday
Genera] Breck received a

Gas.—Tlie Commercial Bulletin has the following. Of course, it can have no sort of application in this latitude :
What confidence our City Fathers must have
in “the moon, the inconstant moon !” When
she ought to shine the street lamps have a vacation; and during some rainy nights when one
has to take the existence of that luminary upon
trust, dim-sighted pedestrians are sufl'ered to
tumble along their devious way in uncomfortable if not perilous uncertainty. Is the city insolvent ? Gas-trie juice is |>opularly
supposed
to be a
tolvetU; but ienving thestreetsunlighted
is a gaejrick that don’t
pay.
—Little Ella is about four
years old. O..
day she committed au act of disobedience, and
her mother, in correcting her,
spoko in no gentle tone of voice; the child threw her arms
around her mother’s neck and exclaimed,
“Dear mamma, pray forgive me I
If I had
known how spunky it would have made
you I

wouldn’t have done so,”

The British authorities waited on Mr. Blake
and apologized lor the outrage, but say it was
not a British officer who tired on him, nor can
any person be found who committed the outr.ige. It is surmised the act was done to embroil the British and American authorities.
The Fenians here are despondent.
W xtertown, June 7.
Two carloads of Fenians on tlieir way north,
were put off the afternoon train at this place
by the officer In command here, acting under
orders fiom Gen. Meade. A partv was also
put off the morning train at Antwerp. No
more will be allowed to go north.
It is officially reported from Malone that
the northern campaign has fizzled. The principal officers have been arrested and the men
are all leaving for their homes.
St.

Louis, June 7.

Six prominent Fenians were arrested toone of them was brought before the
to-day as a test case. The Court adjourned until to-morrow. Two refused to
find bail. The others were bailed in §1,000

A Cornwall

dispatch says the garrison there
2,500 strong. Confidence is felt in its security.
A Buffalo dispatch announces the arrival
of 600 Fenians from the west, last evening.—
Ten canal boats have been engaged by the
Fenians, for a purpose unknown.
Syracuse, N. Y., June 7.
is

There was great excitement among the Fenians here last night.
The sum of $500 was
raised at a meeting here, and 110 men have
been sent to the front. Several car loads of
Fenians from the west, passed east on the
train last night.
Toronto, C. W., June 7.
All quiet at various points on the -western
frontier. The action of the U. S. Government causes great satisfaction.
Parliament meets to-morrow, when, no
doubt, the Government will be empowered to
suspend the habeas corpus in order to bring
to trial by court martial the lawless aggressors,
the Fenians.

Various

1866.

The steamer Celia, from Liverpool, has ar
rived.
Staten Islanders have appointed a Vigilance
Committee to prevent the erection of buildings for cholera patients at Squim’s Point.—
There is much excitement and ill
feeling on
the subject there, and it is believed the natives
will cause a disturbance as soon as
they dare
against the authorities.
D. D. Homes at the annual convention of
the Masons of this State, was elected to-day
Grand Master, and Stephen McPherson Deputy Grand Master.
From Richmond.

each.

Richmond, Va., June 7.
In the United States Circuit Court to-day
tlie jury presented several true bills.
Judge
Underwood admonished the jury against any
revelation of the proceedings, and that the

Court

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session-

The bill to aid the National Telegraph Company to construct lines, was reported trom the
Select Committee.
The Reconstruction resolution was taken
up, the question being on the amendment offered by Mr. Williams yesterday, as a substitute for the second section.
Mr. Davis opposed it in a long speech, after
which the Senate adjourned.
Mr. Ancona endeavored to offer a joint resolution, terminating the session of Congress
June 28th, but objection was made.
The Senate joint resolution, appropriating
$121,785 to enable the President to negotiate
treaties with Indian tribes of the upper Missouri and upper Platte rivers was considered.
The House refused to second The previous
(question, and it was postponed until Monday.
Mr. Hubbard, of Iowa, introduced a bill to
secure homesteads to actual settlers in the
public domain and to encourage planting of
11
forest trees.
The bill to authoiize the Secretary of the
Navy to accept League Island for naval purposes was debated.
Mr. Spaulding opposed the scheme, and favored the substitute offered yesterday, to appoint a commission of scientific men to examine all sites.
Mr. Randall favored League Island.
Mr. Raymond favored the substitute.
Mr. Rice moved an amendment, that the
Secretary of the Navy accept such site as the

commission may report favorably upon.

Mr. Pike favored the removal of the navy
from Philadelphia to League Island, but
said there were better statians tor irou-clads in
m
many harboas in Maine.
Finally the substitute was rejected—55

yard

against 65.

The bill authorizing the Secretary of the
Navy to accept League Island was then passed
—71 against 46.
The concurrent resolution that Congress
adjourn on the 28th day of June, wa3 passed
—09 against 89.
A motion to reconsider and to lay that motion on the table, was taken, resulting in no
quorum voting, when the House, without finally deciding the question, adjourned.
_

—

InautiuralUn of Guv. Smyth.
Concord. N. H., June 7.
The inauguration of Governor Smyth, today, was ati ended with imposing military and
civic display.
Among those present, were
Governors Bullock, of Massachusetts, and Dillingham, of Vermont.
The Governor’s message is devoted to local
affairs. The State debt is about $4,161,00.
Estimated revenue for the current year is
$$56,800, and expenses $518,500; leaving a
handsome balance towards the reduction of
the debt.
The war expenses incurred hy
towns, amount to between six and seven millions. The assumption of which debt, or any
portion of it, by the State, the Governor considers absolutely impracticable prior to the
action of the general government in that direction. The industries of the State are described to be in a flourishing condition, and
much was in progress to dcvelope its resources.
In agricultural matters there was great
improvement. Manufactures were growing
rapidly, and mineral resources were attracting
unusual attention. The Governor says:‘-It
is gratifying to know that while the resources
and attractions of our State are more intelli-

Buffalo, June 7.
Six Fenian officers were brought before U.
A.
S. Commissioner Parker, this morning.
Mooney was released on bail in the sum of
$5,000 to appear at this Court, Thursday next.
Col. O’Neil, J. M. Fogarty, Wm. Smith, M.
regarded abroad, they are becoming
Faloney and James Rogers gave bonds for gently
better appreciated at home. If the labor and
$6,000 each to appear on the 19th inst., at
of those who emigrate, were apCanandaigua, to answer befor Judge Shipman enterprise
These men are plied to developing home resources, the averof the U. S. Circuit Court.
age reward would be as rich as that obtained
now around town receiving the congratulaabroad, and the State would be much improvtions of their friends.
Fenians are still arriving here.
Some stay ed in all its relations.”
The Governor concludes, by expressing
and others go east. They are very reticent.—
None are armed, but occasionally a man has thankfulness that the question of a restored
Union is no longer doubtful, and hopes that
The recent order from Washington
a sabre.
whatever remains to be done to give solidity
about arresting Fenian leaders makes consderand National unity, will be wisely and speediable talk. No means have been provided for
ly accomplished.
subsistence of Fenians here, and they are scattered all over the city among sympathizers.
The Xcw Brunswick Elections.
Philadelphia, June 7.
A deputation of colored men Waited on the
St. John, N. B., June 6.'
Executive Committee of the Fenian BrotherYesterday four aiiti-contederate candidates
hood this morning and offered the services of were elected for the county of Westmoreland.
100 able bodied colored men, well drilled sol- To-day, tour confederates lor the county of
diers, all of whom served in the late war, to St. John were elected by a majority of 700.
march to the Canada border to fight for Irish
To-morrow a contest tor the city of St. John
takes place. The success of the conlederation
liberty and independence.
may be regarded as certain, there having been
LATEST.
to this time elected, twenty-tour members in
Boston, June 7.
favor of the scheme to four against it.
A St. Albans special to the Herald, reports
St. John, N. B., June 7.
that the Fenians are making tor Stanbridge.
Thirty members of the House Assembly
C. E., seven miles from Franklin, Yt. It is
said that they have come into possession of a have been elected. Of whom twenty-six are
in favor of conlederation, and will support the
large quantity of arms, ammunition^ and provisions. provided by agents who hirt’e been se- existing government This secures the success
of the union scheme in New Brunswick.
cretly collecting them from Canadian sympa- All the
Quebec delegates, who were defeated
thizers. ltumor has it ftirtlier that horses
last year, have been elected, as well as all the
have been found in sufficient numbers to
mount all the cavalry division, and that sabres heads cf the departments and members of the
executive council. There are still more memwere also plenty.
Gen. Spear and staff have clandestinely left bers to be elected, the majority of whom will,
it is expected, be confederates. The city of
town.
St. John, to-day, gave 700 majority for confedThere was a heavy seizure of arms by the
U. S. forces between Ogdensburg and Pots- eration.
daam, last night.
From California.
U. S. Commissioner Foot, of Burlington,
San Francisco, Juno 3.
has been summoned to this place, which inA fire yesterday evening in Sansom street,
dicates that Gen. Sweeney is to have his case
speedily investigated. It is believed he will near Pacific, destroyed twenty buildings, chiefbe discharged on bail.
ly frame, valued at $20,000.
In the suitof the California State Telegraph
New York, June 7.
Col. Roberts was arrested to-day under di- Company vs. the U. S. Pacific Telegraph ComThe warrant pany, in the District Court of the United
rection of Maarshal Murray.
States lor Nevada, Judge Baldwin to-dsy
was issued by U. S. Commissioner Betts, ana
served by the Deputy Marshals at the Fenian awarded an injunction restraining the delcnuHeadquarters, Roberts having declined the re- ants from telegraphing between"the cities of
Nevada and California, on the ground that the
He
quest trom Murray to come to his office.
was brought before the Commissioner and deplaintiffs have exclusive and irrepealable franchise from the Nevada Legislature, which even
clined to give bail for his appearance tor trial,
and refusing to accept bail that was tendered.
Congress cannot invade. This closes the line
He also declined to give personal parole to of the defendants.
appear or parole not to violate the neutrality
laws. The Commissioner proposed to release
Dcatrudtivc l*lre,
He was remanded to
him on $20,000 bail.
N. Y., June 7.
Poughkeepsie,
the custody of the Marshal and quartered at
There was a destructive fire at Port Ewen,
the Astor House. It is said he will be sent
opposite Khinebeck on the Hudson, this mornto Fort Lafayette.
ing. Twenty-three buildings were destroyed.
It is rumored that Col. Kerrigan has also
Chicago, 111., June 7.
been arrested, but subsequently released, and
A fire occcurred this morning hi the Ellecis now keeping out of sight. It is also luraored the warrants have been issued for Colonels tral Politan block. Randolf building was damMcKenna and Murray, recruiters of troops at aged to the amount of $25,000. Fully insuij
ed. The Academy of Science suffers a loss of
Tammany Hall.
$14,000. Insured. The fire engine Economy
The Fenians here are very despondent.—
The leaders say they can do little more for the while proceeding to the fire was run into by a
locomotive a:?d completely disabled. One firearray in Canada.
The arrest of Sweeney and man was killed, and three men seriously inMidnight.
Roberts caused the wildest excitement among jured.
the Fenians here, to-day. An informal meetThe Turf.
ing was held in the City Hall Park, and
New York, June 7.
several speakers denounced the authorities at
Tlie race3 at Patterson, N. J., to-day, were
Washington, charging them with having played the Irish false, and that they would not largely attended. The first race, a hurdle,
two miles, for $400, was won by Zigzag.
fight twain against the rebels.
The Fenian ardor is a good deal dampened, Time 4.18 1-4. Second race, sweepstakes, two
and there were few if any enlistments to-day. miles dash, for $400, was won by King Leary.
Time, 4.00. Third race, mile heats, for $1,000,
There was a large and enthus'astic Fenian
won by Kentucky.
Time 5.541-2. Fourth
meeting at Cooper Institute to-night. Resolutions were passed denouncing President race, sweepstakes, lialf-iuile dash, two year
tor
was
won
$800,
by Maid of Honor.
Johnson, and declaring the Irish population olds,
Fifth race, 1 1-4 mile dash, tor $3G0, was won
will not support him hereafter. Col. Steiger
declared the French Canadians hated the by Norwich.
English as much as the Irish, and only wanted
Erotn Washington
an opportunity to rise.
He stated money was
wanted greatly, and $4000 was raised. Col.
Washington, June 7.
The President has approved the bill supKerrigan, it was said, had 5,000 men, who only waited for transportation. Objections were plementary to the several acts relating to penmade to persons in the United States uniform sioners, which extends pensions to a larger
class than heretofore, and in extreme cases
acting as British detectives.
increases them.
Buffalo, N. Y., June 7.
T. N. Blake, U. S. Consul at Fort Erie, reExplosion and Loss of Life.
garding the insult offered him during the recent raids, says between 3 and 4 o’clock in the
Ixion, N. Y., June 7.
morning there was a heavy noise of troops
Two men were killed by an explosion of the
marching. He went into the yard and saw a gas house in Mohawk this evening. The
mounted man riding towards him whom he hnilding was saved.

names

of

parties

indicted could not be made

public until their arrest. The jury were then
discharged until the second Tuesday of October, and the Court adjoumed'to that time.

It is reported that several prominent officials
of the late confederate government were indicted for treason.
True bills were found against parties charged with passing counterfeit fractional currency_

The Returning Brave.

In remembering the “unreturning brave,”
in providing for their widows and orphans and
erecting memorials to perpetuate the record
of their

virtues,

there is

danger perhaps

that

the needs of the men who are still coming
home from time to time, at increasing intervals, but still not unfrequently, may he overlooked. Discharged from hospitals, or abandoning the attempt to engage in business elsewhere, the brave men who so gallantly sustained the reputation of the State in the field
turn

homewara,

and on

arriving at Portland
find the Soldiers’ Home closed, the Sanitary
and Christian Commisssions numbered
among
the things that were, no Stale
agency, no provision whatever for their welfare.

The case of Mr. Ca.in, mentioned in our
columns Wednesday, is an instance in point.
This man had been credited on the
quota of
Maine, had lost an arm in the service, and on

returning to
much, found

the State which owes him so

authorized representative of
the State to whom he could apply for the assistance which he had a right to claim. True,
he fell into generous bauds. No soldier ever
has suffered in Portland, and none will suffer.
But it is not right to leave this matter to private charity. It is unjust to the soldier, who
should claim, not ask, assistance. It is unno

just to the generous citizen, who, however
williug, ought not alone to pay the debt of the
community. Is there not a State hmil, which
might be appropriated to this purpose ? We
understand there is, and take leave to suggest
that a portion of that ftind be placed at the
disposal of some authorized agent of the
State at this point, for necessary expenses. It
will he easy to find mqn who will freely devote
their time to this service, if the State will relieve them of the necessity of appealing to
private charity lor means to prosecute the
good work.
The Naval Station.

League Island was the order of the day in
Congress Wednesday, and Mr. Kelley of Philadelphia made an elaborate argument, urging
the advantage of that swamp spot as a naval

station for iron-clads.
Mr. Brandagee of Connecticut offered a substitute for the bill, authorizing the President
of the United States to appoint a commission to consist of seven competent officers and
engineers, who shall make du examination
and survey of all the sites proposed tor a naval station, and report to Congress the advantages of each site.
Mr. Brandagee argued against the bill as
reported by Mr. Kelley, anil characterized it as
a proposition to take three hundred and seventy-four acres of mud from the bottom of the
Delaware river, one hundred miles from the
ocean, and convert it into a naval station.—
For four years this proposition has been bolstered up with unusual pertinacity, and it has
been acted upon again and again.
The government should get the best site it.
could, and should do so by an examination of
all the sites proposed and not of one in particular. In the course of his remarks, Mr.
Brandagee said that the commission appointed in 1803 had reported against League Island
as a
station, but that in spite of that the
Secretary of the Navy had in his last annual
report to Congress said that he proposed to
accept League Island, and that such acceptance was only prevented by a resolution of the
Senate. Mr. Brandagee further asserted that
the bill reported by Mr. Kelly was artfUl in
its character, and that it spoke more for his
ingenuity than for his fairness and magnan-

imity.

Mr. Brandagee’s remarks led to explanations among members of the Committee on
Naval Affairs, and it was asserted that Mr.
Kelly had been advised of the substitute and
had acceded to it.
A general discussion ensued, and as it was
evident that the House would adopt M. Bran-

dagee’s substitute, the League Island advocates secured an early adjournment.
Arrest of (Jen. Bweeney.

The special correspondent of the Boston
'Journal telegraphs the following account of
the arre3t of Gen. Sweeney:
“St. Albans, Vt., June 7, I860.—There is
considerable excitement In this town this morning among the citizens, and not a little indig-

nation amongst the Fenians, at the arrest of
Gen. Sweeney at midnight last night by order
of the United States authorities. He had retired to his room at the Treinont House and
at about 12 o’clock a commissioned officer and
a guard of some half a dozen regulars entered the hotel, ascertained his room, waited upon
him and took him into custody, and he is now
confined under guard in one of the shelter
tents of the regulars on St. Albans Common.
Gen. Sweeney quietly submitted, and it is said
that the proceeding was not wholly unexpected by him.
The officers stated that they were also
charged to arrest Gen. Spear, the commander of the
right wing of the Frnian army, and they went
to his room in the Tremont for that puroose,
but failed to find him. It is stated that he,
learning of the intention of his arrest, secreted himself, and tho rumor is probably true. I
am informed by a Fenian Captain that he is
still in the town, but out of reach of the United States officers unless he chooses to discover
himself.

It is the general opinion among United
States officers and citizens here that Sweeney
will not be released at present.
The New Yobk Am Ship.—On Tuesday
Mr. Solomon Andrew^of New York made a
second trial of his balloon, constructed with
the design of moving against the wind. The
attempt is reported to have been a partial success, though not sufficiently encouraging to

warrant the belief that aerial navigation is
soon to supersede land travel.
The ascent
was made at live p. m., the wind on the surface of the earth then blowing briskly from
the north. After drifting a tew minutes toward the south, during which time it appeared, to observers below, tlial the navigators had
some

Term. ** per annum,<„ „u,

The New England

Items.

New York, June 7.
Officers who have served in the late war
are
numerously applying to Iirev. Maj. Gen.
Ullman. for positions under him in the volunteer corps ot Garibaldi in Italy.
Steamer Santiago de Cuba, from Greytown
1st inst., has arrived. She brings 540 passengers and $125,000 in treasure.

day;

HOUSE.

750

from

supposed to be a British volunteer officer.—
Blake spoke, and the man, who appeared to be
excited, tired a pistol and rode oil'rapidly.

_

PROCTER,

morning Adjutant
telegram from Baltimore, from Major General Hancock, commanding the Middle Depffrtment, informing
him that C. S. Springer, late a clerk in the Adjutant General’s office, committed suicide on
LEK, Agent, Augusta.
dtl
Sunday evening.
Portland, June 7.
The deceased was a native of Maine, bad
served in a Massachusetts regiment, and at
L
!
A
Ki: M O V
the close of the rebellion received a clerkship
in acknowledgment of his meritorious serviCHAS. A. ItACKLEFF & CO.,
ces.
He had been depressed in spirits tor
removod from301 Congress St., to 17C Midsome time past, and it is supposed that he
dle St., opposite the U.S Hotel, where can bo
HAVE
committed the deed during a fit of temporary
found a good assortment of Ladles’, Misses’, Gents’,
Boys* ana Children’s Boots and Shocj of the latest insainty.— Was hington Chronicle, 5th.
of the best stock and workmanand
variety,
styleswhich we oifor at
that

L I F I' E II,”
“S K I R T
Patented May, 18GG, may be obtained of
MRS. J'E.VNfitL* 44 Drown Street.
rI» be worn witli travelling dresses this arrangement is especially desirable. Mrs. M. A. CHAMO-

No More

Molasses.

AGENTS

MORNING, JUNE 8,

SENATE.

House,

Clayed

FRIDAY

Washington, June 7.

Gen. Sweeney would, however, push forward last night or this moniing. Montreal is
Or, C. J. BARBOUR.
juneSri&wlw
believed to be the main object.
Five hundred Fenians arrived at St. Albans
yesterday, from Boston. A company of U.
Ocean
S. Artillery also arrived, numbeiing GOO.
A dispatch from St. Albans yesterday says
EE-OPBNED.
Gen. Sweeney hail ordered an advance. Gen.
This House will be open for the reception
Mahan commands the movement, Gen. Spear
of transient and permanent Visitors, on
bringing up the support.
The U. 8. regulars are represented as symSATURDAY, JUNE 9,
And continue for the Season, except Sundays, when
pathizing strongly with the Fenians.
The grand Fenian movement appears to
it will be clou* d to all transient company.
CHAMBERLIN, HILL & CO.,
have commenced in earnest.
The Fenians
Proprietors.
and their employ wagons were constantly
Cape Elizabeth, June 6,1866.
juneSd2in
moving yesterday between St. Albans, East
Highgate and Franklin.
Specials from Torontq 6th state that it is
•reported the Fenians are landing at Bayfield,
heavily aimed, from Chicago. No further attack is apprehended on the Niagara frontier.
HHDS.
1 PRIME QUALITY CLAYlOO TIERCES.J ED MOLASSES, cargoes of
A Montreal special says an attack in force is
Bark “Dency” and Brig “Mechanic,” from Cardenas,
expected at Phiilipsburg, and the British forfor sale by
ces under Capt Carter, have fallen back on
their support at St. John. There is likely to
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
be blood shed to-night or to-morrow.
The
189 Commercial Street.
forces at St. John are 500 strong, and includes
•Tune 8,1«SG—tf
a battery of Armstrong guns.
A Prescott special of the 6th says 2,700 Fenians are about to cross over to Edwards-

JOHN

the use of his

Lafayette St., fMuujoy.)

DE-

New York June 7.

OR TO LET.
convenient House, No. 7 Wllmot Street,
recon tly occupied by Goo. F. Talbot,
Esq.—
Price 14.000.
II not sold within a week it will bo put in good order and rented for $400. Apply to

The only thing we have found in the “Hair Market* that “toed the mark," was Horace 11. Johnson’s
Hair Naturaliztr, which in less than three weeks
changed our hair from white to its original olor.—
And in sympathy to persons who have beenliumbuged and aiHicted like ourself, we would recommend
them to try Horace H. Johnson, No. 80 Middle
Street, and we warrant they will be satisfied with
“The N .ituralizer.*’
H. ROWE, Architect,
11

JOHNSON
NOUNCED.

Sale,

—It has been stated in some of the newspapers that Hon. Lot M. Morrill was a candidate
for the United States District Judgeship in
place of Judge Ware resigned. The Kennebec
Journal sayb this story is without the slightest
foundation in fact. Mr. Morrill never allowed

junc-7dtl

and

Roberts.

PRESIDENT

Prominent

House

their Services.

of Gen. Sweeney

Colonel

June 8—d2m

from a dark brown to a snow white in less
than three weeks, from the etiects of sun-stro e,
since which time we have been “done brown," black,
red, and “divers colors** the shade of which it was impossible to keep the run ot. Wo have used all manned of hair dye from “eau-kerace Genion" down to
the “Great Balm of Hungary," and found them all to
i,“ about equal lo the “Balm qf a Thousand Hum-

bugs"

Offering

Nlioew,

And oiler at Retail
Men’s Plnlu Calf Boots and Shoos,
“
“
•*
Patent
“
CanTMss Balmorals,
Ladies’ and Misses Congress and Balmo-

TN the

changed

Arrest

civ an tag o

Boots and

fr^r'Their

Seizure

Colored Men

of the Reduced Price of
Stock,and purchased alarge assortmentolMen's
taken

New

WHERE

General Mahan in Command.

Cotton.

The above Cotton has been classed and sampled
G. W. Amory, and may be seen in the bale at
Government Stores, Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn,
by samp .oat the Saloa Room of the Auctioneers, No. 112 Pearl St., two days before the sale.
June 8—dtd

Streets,

is
scribed

MENCED IN EARNEST.

SIMEON DRAPER, U. 8. Cotton Agent,
ABOUT

Vaughan and Brackett New

they offer those Soaps, to the trade and
consumers, at lowest market prices, and they
warrant all their Soaps to be equal to any offered in
tliis market.
WHALE OIL SOAP is offered as a superior article tor Washing Trees. Scrubs and Plants,
to destroy Insects, Bugs, &c., and their FACTORY
SOAP tor cleansing Wool, Felts, and
Fulling
Blankets, and other manufacturing purposes.
May 24—'T T&Stf

THE GRAND MOVEMENT COM-

SQUARE,

a new

MAN UFACTURERS,

FENIANS.

THE

June 20tli, 1860,

At tlieir Sales Room Ho. 112 Pearl Street

are

& PATCH,

June 8, 1866-

■

--

$10
making
$5
AGENTS
vassing for “BETHLEHEM,”
W. J. HOLLAND.

TROWBRIDGE

Friday Monrng,

WILL SELL

BENEFIT of Lucille Western!
The Performance will commence with Kotzbue’a Do-

--

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO-

the
and

Entertainments.

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

TIIE

Hates ok Advertising.—one inch of space, ill
length oi column, constitute a “square.”
$1.50 pjr square daily first week; 75 cents per
or less,
$1.00; continuwcekat(/r; three insertions,
day after first week, 50 cents.
ing every other three
insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Halt square,
week. $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
‘•Special Notices,** $1.25 per square first insertlon. and 25 ct*. per squaro for each subsequent insertion; hall a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 ct*.
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation In every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion
fPST" JOB PRINTING, ol every description, executcd with dispatch; and all business
pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on applica-

PORTLAND,

difficulty with their steering apparatus,

the balloon changed its course, and moved toward the north, returning over its previous
route, and continued to progress in the same
direction until it disappeared in a cloud.

Methodist Oonferonoe.

At 2 1-2 p. m., the Convention met in Tremont Temple. After devotional services, Rev.
Geo. Webber, D. D ,of the Maine Conference,
read an essay on the importance of more systematic efforts to strengthen the weak places
of our Zion. It ^was a good essay; but few
could hear it. Rev. Dr. Monroe of New Jersey, Rev. Messrs. Willetts, Thurston and others addressed the convention.
Rev. Dr.' Porter, of New York, Rev. Dr.
Eddy, of Chicago, and Rev. Dr. Butler, late
superintendent of Missions in India, and who,
under God, planted Methodism in that land,
aie in the convention.
Rev. James Thurston, of the New Hampshire Conference, read an essay on home and

Sunday school instruction. Rev. Dr. Coggeshall, of Rhode Island, spoke in a very spirit’id
manner, and was listened to with marked at-

Evening, 7 1-2 o’clock.—The services commenced by singing the familiar hymn, *‘A
charge to keep 1 have,” and offering prayer.—
Mr. Hayden made some remarks in favor of
laymen speaking
of the Temple has
this evening. An

body. The interior
a very pleasant appearance
artist offers to photograph
in this

the convention tomorrow at 2 P. m. under
the old Elm Tree on the Common. The offer
was

accepted.

Voted to hold a prayer meeting tomorrow
morning at 8 o’clock.
liev. Dr. Cummings, of the Wesleyan Uni.
versity, presented an essay on the endowment
and

patronage
literary institutions.—
Dr. Eddy, of Chicago, spoke on the same subject, and was several times cheered; is earnest for education—a spirited
speech. Prof.
Mattison, of New York, was loudly called
for, and made an interesting speech, witty and
pithy; said he had great faith in types and
ol our

presses; infidels will try to put down the Bible by printer’s ink. Dr. Cooke, of Wilbraham, and Father Taylor, of the Seaman’s Bethel, also made brief speeches.

Wednesday, 9 a. m.—After singing a
hymn. Dr. Butler, late of India,offered a very
fervent and earnest prayer. A communication
from the Biblical Institute in South Carolina
read. Thjs institution was recently established by the M. E. Church and embodies New

was

Englnad principles.

This church

organized
State, to
members, as well as
a

Mission Conference in the Palmetto

which they admit colored
others.
A communication from Bishop Baker

was

read.

Bishop Simpson has just appeared on
the platform and is enthusiastically received
by the large audience. The Essay by Professor Yail, read yesterday, came up for discussion. Rev. Mr. Gorham, Rev. Dr. True, of
New York, Rev. Dr. Coggeshall of Rhode Island, Rev, Dr. Cummings, and others delivered interesting addresses on the subject of the
essay, some in favor of its views, and some
against.
Next

discussion of the essay read last
evening by Dr. Cummings. Rev. Mr. Mallalieu, Rev. Dr. Crooks, editor of The Methodist,
at New York, spoke on the subject of the essay. Rev. Dr. Pickard, of New Brunswick,
was introduced.
In 1825 he was at Wilbraliam Academy. lie spoke in feeling terms
of
the sainted Dr. Fiske. Ho is a graduate from
a New England college.
The speaking this
forenoon is of more than common ability, and
the convention is increasing in interest and
came

Greene, Me.; J. H. Weeden, jr., K. I.; Francis
E. Hills, Mam,

est

i.'

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Union Voters ol Windham.
Clayed Molasses—Lynch, Barker <& Co.
Agents Wanted—W. S. Ceoke.
Ocean House Reopened.
United States Cott:n Solo—John n. Draper.
Brick—William J. Collins.
Girl Wanted.
House for Sale or to Let.
Cheese—Scamman & Colby.
£iew
Boots—J. & c. J. Barbour,
hor Sale—House.
House and Lot for Sale.
Removal—William A. Pearce.

Ligonia.—Such is the

^edsworth of the 29th Me. Vole.,
from Hilton Head1
to‘ne Lewiston Jourthe 29th nit
nal that on .u
■> tt,Pre came
np one of
,,
,,
lose suddenly squalls
wWch are so common in
Southefn States.
The wind
increased In
violence until it blow almost a
hurricane and
the buildings which were
occupied by members
of the 29th Me. Reg’t were blown to the
ground.
So sudden did they fall that the greater
part of
the inen had barely time to
escape uninjured,
while several were injured
severely, and one
poor fellow, Mr. Niles Hanson of Co. C., was
instantly killed, and buried beneath the ruins.
A little girl ap'd twelve
years, named
Clara Matthews, daughter of Mr. Walter
Matthews of Augusta, while
collecting bloeks in
or under the sash
and blind factory of Messrs.
Wyman & Son in thnt city was eaught by smile
bolting in rapid motion, and whirled up over
the drum,
killing her instantly and tearing U. r
head and arms from the
i-i

..

‘f

—

given
grounds
Cape Elizabeth, lately known as Camp Berry, and
ownod by the Portland Rolling Mills Corporation. The grounds contain eiglity-flve acres, and are
beautifully laid out, being divided into avenues,
lots.

is 160 feet in width. Fifty feet in
the middle of it is laid out for a park, with streets on
each side fifty ftet wide, and streets
crossing the J ark
every 300 feet. Trees are already planted, and, in a
few years, it will be a place of
great beauty.
North avenue is 60 feet wide, and has on it some
neat
and
twenty
pretty houses, with more in process
of election. Each house has a lot ol 50 by 100 foet,
and at a distance of every 390 foet cross streets interavenue

body.

—Two suicides are
reported from Halldweii.
On Sunday afternoon Mr.
David L. Gardiner
aged about 43, a respectable

property, and having

avenue.
In erecting the dwelling houses the corporation has
taken great pains to make them as convenient and
Comfortable as could be desired.
On thp lower part of the grounds,
nety the shore
stand the works ot the corporation. Ground v as
broken on the Sth of July last year, and under tbe su.
pennteudenee of Mr. Edward Brooks, one of the
finest rolling mills in the country has been erected.

lake

the

in vari-

engaged in the Lake,

ment.

he mill is built in the best, and strongest manner,
wood with a slated roof, the foundation and floor
being laid m granite and cement. The machinery is
all 6f the most approved patterns, and, With the exception of the squeezer, straifeuer aud punch—which
were manufactured at PoLtaville.Penn.—was made at
the Portlaud Company 'a works. The engine is ot 4ou
horse power. The capacity of the mill is about lu,T

ot

It has

seven

heating

oatstanding coupon certificates.
VARIETIES.

and three-

double puddling furnaces. At present there aie
about 75 men employ ed, but when all the furnaces are in fall blast, as they will be soon, about 20o
men

will be

ter,

!

employed.

In order to

secure a

good stfpply of pure fresh

tbe stream has been

wa-

dammed where the little

was, and passage to the works from
the main road made solid. By this means about seven acres of pure water, a copious supply for a.l the
purposes ot the mill And for all the residences on the
grounds, has beeu secured.
A bridge is to be built octoss Stroud water river
from the works to the Portland side, coming out at a
point some five or six hundred foet north of tbe Portland end 8f Vaughan’s bridge, and connecting with
tbe Portland & Kennebec Railroad. Tracks of the
broad and narrow gauge will be laid, so that cars of
rails or iron Am either of the roads, ean be run Into
the works.
o
t
The mid commenced operation on Wednesday. We
a
paid brief visit to the place Thursday ofteronon,
and witnessed the operation of puddling and rolling.
Short pieces of railroad iron were heated and roiled
out into 8 1-2 inch bars, and 7 inch bars were rolled
from puddled balls. Next week the mill will commence turning out oils.
Already they have a large
quantity of Portland and Rochester and Grand Trunk
rails to bo re-rolled.
It is Well worth a visit to the place, to see the vast

bridge formerly

improvements that have been made since it Was a
camp ground, and to witness the process of rolling
out iron.
The Rolling Mills Company has for director
Messrs. Rensscllaer Cram, John B. Brown, Rufus E.
Wood, Andrew Spring and Francis Macdonald. R.
Cram is President of the corporation, and George E.
If. Juokson, Esq., is Treasurer and go. oral manager.
Mr. Edward Brooks, who super intended the erection
of the mill,is superintendent oi the Works. Mr. W 1liam A. Jacobson Is chief clerk, and Mr. Hodrfc
n^
assistant clerk. Tho office of the company is at Nr.
196 Fore street.

Ladies Sanitary Committee.

It is

manifestly a success.
At a special meeting of the Ladies' Sanitary ComWm. C. Brown, Esq., formerly editor of mittee held June 1st, it was thought desirable that
Zion's Herald, presented an essay on church the public should become informed of the amount of
means expended
them during the war. The valfinances, and the support of the ministry. It uation of articles oy
made by the Society, added to those
compares favorably with the papers offered by given by our citizens and sent through this channel’
the clergy. A vote of thanks for the essay amounted to $49,000. Of the amount received and
was taken by rising, and its publication was
expended our Treasurer reports as follows:
Received" from April 26th, 1861, to
requested.
June 1st, lb6«,
$21,890.53.
with
Adjourned
Doxology and benediction.

power.

E. A. H.
_

Boston, June 7,1800.
Tremont Temple, 8 o’clock A. M.—A very
large and interesting prayer meeting till 0 o’clock.

Convention opened with singing and a very
appropriate and fervent prayer by Rev. S. H.
Beale, of the East Maine Conference. A very
beautiful morning.- This is the last day of the
feast. .Rev. Mr. Marsh, a local preacher, addressed the brethren and friends in behalf
his

fraternity. A spirited address

ceived.

and well rei-

Rev. A. Prince, of the East Maine Conference, read an essay on “How should the okl
Coiinectional Spirit of Methodism be revived
and perpetuated.” It was a paper lull of condensed thought, and worthy of publication.—
Large number are present from the Maine and
East Maine Conferences. The Methodists of
New England and ot the country have reason to
be gratified with the great success of this, their
first Convention. They are manifestly a power among this great people, and if faithful to
humanity and to God, the results of Methodism in 196d, trill be tremendously sublime and

glorious.
Committee

Expended for soldiers in-hospitals

out of the State,
R. F. Society,

200100.

Portland Ereedmen's Aid Associ-

600.00.

and Soldiers' Home, Philadelphia,
U. S. Sanitary Commission,
Soldiers and their families,
Materials for clothing,

““The most curious work at present
going
forward in Paris is the levelling of the hill of
the Trocadero, on the right bank of the Seine
opposite the bridge of Jena.
One-fourth of
the work is completed. The ground is
mined,
and four minus are fired
simultaneously by
means of an electric
battery. A surface of
more than two acres is raised
by each explosion.
—Bulwer says, “Female
friendship is to a
the bulwark, sweetener, ornament of his
existence. To his mental culture it is invaluable; without it alibis knowledge of books will
never give him knowledge of the world.”
—The New Bedford Mercury says that some
cf the old whaling captains in that city are
very
much downcast at the prospects of a Fenian
defeat in Canada; their desire
being that John
Bull should have some punishment as a set-off
of the late piracies.
man

Referring

to the fact that the business
of Boston began on Tuesday
refusing to
receive the notes of all of the State of Maine
Banks, the Lewiston Journal says : “This is a
most unreasonable procedure as all the note*
of Maine State Banks are redeemed at the
Bank of Mutual Redemption in Boston.
If
Boston merchants choose to discard Mnino
men

paper, we suppose Maine can get on by discarding the Hub, for beyond is New York.
—John Townsend of Edisto Island, 8. C., the
man who gave the
confederacy 8100,000 in gold
ia 1861, has not been more successful in
keeping his recently hired German laborers than he

was in retaining his slaves.
He says: “They
cost me
each to bring them to Charleston
from New York. I fed them far better than I
ever thought of feeding my hands, even
gave
them coffee and sourkrout, when what should
do
but
demand
butter
for
their bread and
they
milk for their coffee, and the next thing the
whole crowd left me.”
—The Anglo-Brazilian Times of May 4, says
Professor Agassiz has arrived at Rio de Janeiro front the North, and proposes to give a
course of lecturos on the
interesting subject of
his great ichthyological and glacial discoveries
In the Amazonian region.

—A torpedo, which was sunk in Charleston
harbor over three years ago, recently
exploded
in eight fathoms of water. It liftod an immense

7QJ)0.

ation^
Sailors'

of

city

Ohio, before he came to this
superintendence of this establish-

000 tons per year.

man

Wednesday. A ballot for nine Directors resulted in the tinauiuious choice of the followgentlemen : Abner Coburn, R. D. Rice, G. W.
Stanley, J. D. Lang, J. W.Biudbury, Ezra Tit"
man, Samuel Robinson, Charles Eaton
and
W m. D. Sewall.
Hon. Abner Coburn, president of the cori>oratio;i, made a valuable
report
on the financial condition of the
company,
which was represented to be
satisfactory. At
a subsequent
meeting of the directors, Hon.
Abner Coburn was re-elected president. It
was voted that the company
pay on demand all

Shore mill at Cleveland,

city to

a

committed suicide
shed connected with her house.
She hud a
family. It is stated a3 a singular coincidence
that in the 3ame shed and upon tho same
timber
a person hung himself several
years since.
—We learn from the Augusta Journal that
the annual meeting of <he Somerset&Kenm
bee
Railroad Company whs held in that
on

South avenue is to correspond precisely with North

rolling mills

tailor,

interesting family,
hanging himself in Uls
following Mrs. Fitzgerald
by hanging herself in the
an

committed suicide by
barn. On Monday

sect the avenue.

Mr. Brooks has erected several
ous ports of the Union, and was

—

-H.S.

now

Central

“ampl1 in tlie order of their merit
D' are<>'le of thi9
state stands

writes

to the

name

forty-one members of the
Point graduating class for the
present

fourth*1*

MUNICIPAL COURT.
kingbbuby j., presiding.
Thursday.—James Carlin, Daniel Green, Patrick
Kane, and J. G. Perry, under tlie constraining influences of search and seizure
processor, came forward
and paid $22.26 each, for the benefit of the
county.

streets and

long burled
in Greek and Hebrew roots that he has become a little hobby-horsical on this
question.
On looking over the body, I see that several
of the lay delegates are local preachers.
Adjourned, with benediction by Dr. Webber.
;

—In the list of

Theatre—Deering Hall.

N. H., was read by Dr. Cooke,
Academy. Dr. Vail has been

so

ITJ3M3 OF STATE NEWS.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

at

of Wilbraamh

VICINITY.

Neir Advertisements T«»D*F

tention by a large audience. Others followed.
A essay on Education of the
Ministry, by
Prof. Vail of the Biblical Institute, Concord,

200,00.
1,300.09.
1,186.54.

18,434.90.

volume of water.
—The Cincinnati Commercial

asserts that the
famous hardshell sermon “the harp of a thousand strings” was not written by Rev. Henry T.

Lewis,

#21,890 A3.
D. M. REA, Sec.

but

Brannan,

by

now

the artist and poet, Wm. P,
editor of a western paper.

■

—‘•Tommy, my son,” said a fond mother, “do
Theatre —There was another very large and I you say your prayers night and
morning?”
fashionable audience at Dee ring Hall last evening,
“Yes, that is, nights; hut any smart hoy can
and the play of Camille was handsomely performed.
take care of himSelf in the daytime.”
Miss Lucille Western, in her rendition of the charac—A new weekly Republican paper, printed
ter of Camille, received numerous tokens of apin the Scandi navian language, has just
appeared
plause.1 She acted thtonghouf witn great Judgment
In Chicago. It is very radical in
and kept up the interest ot the play to its end.
politics.
—“An
honest
man
is the noblest work of the
This
is to bo the last one of the
evening

perform-

this company, and it is set apart for the benefit of Miss Lucille, On which occasion the beautiful
plays of the Stranger, and the Honey Moon will be
presented. That eminent American Tragedian, E.
L. Davenport has volunteered his valuable services,

ances

ot

thronged,
day.

and will ajpear. AS the house will be
served seats should be secured early to

re-

Mortality of Portland.—1The whole number
deaths in this city during the mqptk ol May was
53; of these there died ol'

of

Consumption, 15; Lung Fever, 5; Typhoid Fever,
3; Congestion ol Brain, 4; Pneumonia, 1; Whooping c.ough, 1; Tumor, 1; Old Age, 3; Cancer, 1; Congestion of Lungs, 2; Disease of Hoart, 2: Dropsy, 2;
Scrofala, l; Syphilis, 1; Paralysis, 1; Jnlantile, 2;
Drops} on Brain, 2; Disease of Kidneys, 1; Diptlie
ria, 1; Unknown, 3; Stillborn; 1. Total, 53.
Ages—under 5 years, 11; be ween 10 and 20,7; be-

*

Lard, enthusiastically exclaimed a Hardshell
Baptist; aud then, after a pause, he added. :
“hut the Lord hasn't had a job in the world for

fifty years."
—The Prince of Wales isn’t as well posted in
as he should be.
He recently
went to the theatre to see Fechtcr perform in
the “Master of Ravenswood,
a version of
Scot’s “Bride of LammcrmoOT.”
After the
play the Prince complimented the actor on the
performance, and said, “I suppose itis a translation from the French, or is it so'methlng of

British literature

your

own

?”

The sentence of Charlotte Winsor, the
child-murderess, has been commuted to )>enal
servitude for life.
—An Industrial Exhibition, showing the
progress of art and industry in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Finland, will bo opened at
Stockholm on the 15th.
—A vine leaf of pink silk, with
dew—

resolutions reported in part:
Sunday Schools, Family Kelig- tween 20 and 50, 7; between 30 and 40, 4; between 4*>
and 60,6; between 60 and 60,4; between 60 and 70,
on, Church Discipline, Methodist Unity, Sta- 6; between 70 and 80, 6; between 80 and 90, 1; stilltistical Board, Salvation of Sailors, Election of born, 1. Total, 53.
Sexes—Males, 19; Females, 33; unknown, 1. ToStewards by the Church, Depositary in New tal,
53.
Loris BU3TCK,
&c.
England,
Superintendent of Burials.
glass
Business Committee presented an address
drops pendant from it, is the latest style of
Death of a Soldier.—Mr. Charles E. Hamilton
to the Methodists of New England, through
bonnet out in Paris.
died yesterday at the age of 25 years. He was a men.,
Kev. L. D. Barrows, of New Hampshire.
—Trial by )ury hts been introduced into
her ot the 1st Maine cavalry, and at the battle of GetCommittee on Statistics reported through
tysburg received a ball in the shoulder, which could Russia.
Rev. D. Dorchester, of New England Confer- not be extracted nnd which affected liis
—The first volume of a Hindoostanee Vanshealth, at last
ence, 104,000 Communicants, 110,000 in New
terminating in his death. He was a young man of lation of Shakspeare has been Issued at BomEngland Sunday Schools, 910 Churches, 13 fine qualities and excellent character, respected nnd bay.
loved by ail who kuew him, and his early decease
Educational Institutions, increase of 1800
—Furioso was the name given the boy Beewill be deeply deplored, liis funeral will take place
members during the past year. From 1S50 to
thoven
by his schoolfellows.
Pine
street Saturday afterat his late residence on
—At New Vineyard, on Sunday, a child of
1866, increased 23 per cent.; population only noon.
Elijah Smith, about three years of age, while
14 per cent In every tlecade, except from 1840
Gorham.—The estate ol the late Kev. Dr. Adams
playing about the door, fell into a hogshead of
to 1860, the Methodists have increased faster
in Gorham, l as been purchased by Bev. G. A. Perwater and was drowned.
than the population. Methodist 23 per cent.,
kins, formerly a Missionery of the American Board
—The Bath Times learns that the Post office
Congregationists 18, Baptists 10; from 1850 to of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, in Turkey, at East Uowdoiuham was broken into last
1866, Methodist denomination has been second and more recently connected with the Kobetts Col- Sunday night and all Ibe postage stamps and
in Constantinople, who proposes to
open a famiin New England; in the nation, by many lege
money carried off, besides some small articles.
It b. a
ly school lor
on

Resolutions on

thousands the first.

Increase in Boston, population 40 per cent., Congregationists 7 per
cent., Baptists 12, Methodists 43. The report
was adopted and a vote of thanks passed tor
the report Sang, “The re is a fbuntain filled
with blood.”

D. Patten, D. D., of the Biblical Institute, Concord, N. H., read an essay on “What
ought New England to do in the Centenary
movement?” The worthy Professor presented a good report, showing that his heart is in
Rev

West Poiht Academy.—The annual ex-«
animation of the cadets at the United States
the Centenary work of his church. This will
Military Academy at West Point began on be a great year in contributions in this denomTuesday. Owing to unfavorable weather the ination.
attendance was not so large as on
previous
occasions. All of the members of the board
of visitors were present, except
Judge Marvin
of Florida. General Grant's son, a
brightlooking youth of fifteen, reported himself at
an early hour to General Cullum,and was assigned quarters, and enrolled as acadet of the
academy, 'i’he following are the names of
the New England graduates: H. M.
Adams,
Mass.; C. B. L. B. Davis, Conn.; Benj. D.

PORTLAND AND

Boston, June 6,1866.

«„ct.

to

Rev. Dr. Crooks, of New
York, was invited
speak. The President of the Convention

announced that Rev. W. F. Warren, now in
Germany, has consented to become President
oi the Biblical
Institute, to be located at or
near Boston.
Rev. Dr. Eddy, of Chicago, C.
C. North, Esq., of Now York, and Bishop
Simpson,of Philadelphia, made brief addressesE. A. Hi

boys.
beautilnl
location for that purpose.
Caph Elizabeth.

—

This town,

well as

eligible

especially

that

bridges,
At
great manufacturing place.

portion olil bordering on
bids lair to

as

our

harbor and the

become a
end of Vaughan’s bridge there arc the Kerosene
Works, the Bolling Mill, the Atwood Lead Works,
and wo noticed yesterday the fram-: go.ng up for a
large f >undry. Success to all of them and may they
the

increase.

Jl
___

Balm has never been adverTodd’s
Ha original color. Those
tised to restore J»f hair to
their hair to its original color
who -wish to restore
Banana Cream, which la the heat artishould use the
(or that purpoao, and la so ackm.wi
cle ever got up
by ail who have used it.

edged

—A newspaper mor.tlist thinks it a shame
that “French prostitutes” should act the fashion
in dress for American women.
Scarcely.
Frenoh fashions, as worn by French ladies, are
both
and
decent
but
tasteful;
as excommonly
American and English women,
sometimes neither .the one nor the
The “shame,” therefore, does not belong

aggerated by
they

are

other.

to France,

—The Bellast Age states that a young man
mimed Cnarles Welsh belonging in Rockport
village, was drowned in that harbor a few days
He was 18 years of age, had served
since.
three years in the army and was
es-

highly

teemed.

—The Ellsworth American advertises that
the porgy fishermen on the bay It ween Ellsworth and the ocean will pay fifty dollars for
evidence to convict any person of a breach of
the

new porgy law.
—The Belfast Age gives adiiferent version of
the recent stabbing affair at Deer Isle from that
we gathered from the Rockland papers.
It lays the blame of tho provocation on Cnpt.
Collins, who is said to have treated Hooper
badly in consequence of his being interested
in getting passengers for the steamer
of

which

City

the injury of Collins’ packet boot.
The writer says the wounds were inflicted with
a small phn knife, and after an assault by Collins. Also that the citizens who drove Hooper

Richmond

to

out of town were only some of Collins friends
that he was brought back immediately, and
that the wounds are not dangerous,

/

jaily vim>
PORTLAND.
June '8, 1866.

Friday Morning,
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To Correspondent**
unlos. aecomNo communication will be published,
address of the writer. Wo
panled by the name and
communicaeannot undertake to return rejected
tion*.

__

Union State Convention.
The Union voters ol Maine are requested to send
delegates to a Convention to be held at Bangor on
Thursday, Jwne 21*1, at 11 o'clock, A. M., for tbe pura candidate tor Governor, and
poie ot nominating
transacting any other business that may properly

before the Convention.
will
The basis of
•ity, town and plantation will be
eotne

representation

egate, and

an

five votes ca»t

be

aB

follows: Each

to one deltor every seventythe Gubernatorial
of torty voteB willbe en-

additional delegate
lor Samuel Cony at

entitled

election ot 18A1. A fraction
additional delegate.
JAMES G. BLAINE,
JAMES M. STONE,
N. A. FOSTER,
E. G. HARLOW,
LEE STRICKLAND,

titled to an

So ended the demonstration of what is
called the “left wing” of the Fenian army.—
The prisoners have since been brought before the civil authorities on a writ of habeas
corpus, and it is reported, will be discharged
on bail to answer hereafter to an indictment
for breach of the neutrality laws.
The interest has Bince shifted from the Niagara to the St. Lawrence. There is a mustering of Fenians at Ogdensburg, in New
York, opposite Prescott, and at St. Albans in

Yermont.

The

gathering

at

Ogdensburg
occupied by

threatens Prescott, which is
3500 British troops. There is more apprehension however, for Cornwall, also on the
left hank of the St. Lawrence and about 50
miles down the river. Opposite Cornwall,
the Fenians would lie operating in Canadian
territory. At Ogdensburg the dispositions of
Gen. Meade will very seriously embarrass any
There were
movement towards crossing.
British troops at Cornwall Monday, and
British gunboats were patrolling the river.

because he is not a monoman-

risk so unspeakably
great tor a gratification so infinitesimal. He
says the Spaniards could have destroyed the
combined squadrons. Grant it, though Commodore hodgers distinctly refutes him, and.
how many days would have elapsed ere Sc.n
Francisco would have witnessed the sale of
the Spanish fleet by auction to the highest
bidder, the purchaser obtaining a title which
earth combined could not have interfered
with ? Admiral Denman knew well that he
could prevent a terrible outrage agai’ast civilization
bj a mere consent, and had to overcome
temptations of all others the most effective
with a British Admiral. It would have been
a proud moment for him, a moment such as
rarely occurs in a man’s life, when his flag
rose between an armed fleet and its
victims, a
powerless barrier through which no power on
earth dare break, when his bare fiat could protect a state, when his risk of his own commission could preserve a great community
with which he was personally acquainted
from the horrors of the worst form of war.”
iac, would have

run

a

Letter from Canada West.

2,500

The St. Albans demonstration threatens
Montreal. Gen. Sweeny, who is understoed
to be the commander-in-chief of the Irish
forces, reached St. Albans Wednesday, on the
same train with Gen. Meade.
There have
been some rumors of an impending attack
upon the British works at Isle au Noix, an
island in the St. Johns river, the outlet of

PRESCOTT,

specially chosen

A Speck of War—Fenian Invasion—Jubilant
Patriotism—English Precedents—Chicken s
coming home to roost—American Songs An-

glicised.

Wyonimg, C. W. June 3,1866.
Union State
To the Editor of the Press:
S S. MARBLE,
Committee.
T R SIMONTON,
At this moment the western portion of this
ELIAS MILLIKEN,
JAMES WRIGHT,
province is being convulsed as it has seldom
E. J. HALE,
bsen before, at least for the last half century.
illRAM ltUGGLES,
EUGENE HALE,
Fenianism is the scourge that is afflicting it.
Lake Champlain, and upon La Prairie, about
ciiArtt Ea r*. rAlNE,
The first conflict of arms has been had, and
EBEN WOODBURY,
nine miles this side of Montreal, and a reconMay 7, 18*6._
blood has stained the soil. A peaceful people
MurGen.
noisance was made Wednesday by
of four hundred men. have been invaded, and the call to arms is
Union Congressional Convention- phy, with a command
been
done up to Wednes- everywhere heard. The telegraph wires and
had
First District.
Nothing more
the railway trains are pressed into GovernThe Union voters of the First Congressional Disnight.
day
ment service, and to an American, fresh from
trict of Maine,—comprising York and Cumberland
consists
affair
the
whole
In
hitherto,
short,
(Aunties—are hereby invite and requested to send
the States, general appearances and the theme
Delegates to a Convention to be held at the Town
of a skirmish at Ridgeway, after which half the.
Hall, in Saco, at 11 o’clock, A. M., on Tuesday,
of common conversation seem wonderfully
a
concerned
taken
Fenians
were
the
tor
of
a
canpurpose
prisoners by
June 26th, 1866,
nominating
didate tor Representative to Congress, and transactUnited States vessel, and of the gathering of familiar. I will not inflict upon your readers
ing any other business tnal may properly come beany details of the conflict, for all that could
a few thousand men, imperfectly armed and
lore the Convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows: Each
interest them has probably been read ere this
a
furand
of
at Ogdensburg,
City and Town will be entitled to one Delegate, and poorly supplied
in your telegraphic columns.
one Delegate additional for every seventy-five votes
ther gathering, under the same conditions, at
cast for Samuel Cony at the Gubernatorial Election
Fort Eric, reported on Saturday in possesSt. Albans.
of 1864. A fraction or forty votes will be entitled to an
additional Delegate.
sion of the Fenians; is situated nearly oppoabove
at
the
Hall
will
be
in
session
The Committee
(Jen. Howard.
site Buffalo, and is said to have been manned
indicated at 10 o’clock, A. M., to receive Credentials.
The apportionment of Delegates to the Several Cities
To the Editor of the Preu:
by not more than fifty British soldiers. It is
and Towns in the District is as follows:
In referring to General Howard in “Southa place of no great strength, and
York County.
Cumberland County.
considering
ward No. 2,” you make me say, “Should he
3
3 Acton
Baldwin
the unexpectedness of the invasion and the
tor his fidelity to God and the
be
3
3
Allred
displaced,
Bridgton
suddenness of the attack, it is not wonderful
4
7 Berwick
colored people, his native State is ready at
Brunswick
3 Biddeford
10
Cape Elisabeth
that it was easily possessed by the invaders.
any moment to give him such a‘welcome’ as
6
2 Buxton
Casco
he has earned by his eminent services,” &c.
3 Cornish
3
Cumberland
That the invasion teas unexpected is evident
4 Dayton
2
Falmouth
How, Mr. Editor, I wrote the word home in- from the fact that
6
4
Elliot
nearly all the volunteers restead of welcome, and l intended literally a
Freeport
3 Hollis
4
Gorham
home—a house in city or country—worthy of cently called into service had been allowed to
3
G
Kennebunk
Gray
the man and his patriotic sacrifices tor his
return to their homes, subject to call at any
3 Kennebunkport
Harps well
3 Kittery
7
Harrison
country.
while those actually .on duty were
C
3 Lebanon
Naples
While other generals of simhar rank, and moment,
4 Limerick
3
New Gloucester
to drill but once a week.
required
no
more
in
the
service
good cause,
prominent
4
3 Limington
North Yarmouth
have received such testimonials from their
3
3 Lyinan
Port Colbome, near to which the fighting of
Otisfield
3
38 New field
we
are
not
Portland
friends,
admiring
willing to believe yesterday was reported to be
3
3 North B< rwic!c
going on, is on
Pownal
that the friends of General Howard arc .ess
4
2 Parsons! eld
Lake Erie, at the head of the "Welland canal,
Raymond
to express their appreciation of his
ready
Id
3
Saco
Scarborough
3
worth and services, in a similar manner
while St. Catharines, the locality of other re2 Shapleigh
Sebago
4
4 Sana ford
Standi* h
whenever the proper movement shall be made.
ported oonfiicts, is near the mouth of the
4
8 South Ferwiek
Westbrook
E. P. W.
3 Water boro’
Windham
same canal, and the object of
concentrating at
3
4 Webs
Yaimouth
offer
to our esteemed correspondent all these
We
G
-York
points is presumed to be to gain posses134
due apologies for the blunder on the part of sion of and
destroy the locks on the canal,
114
114
our, compositors and proof-readers which re- and thus present the passage of armed vesWhole No. Delegates 248
sulted in such a misrepresentation of his sels to Erie and the
upper lakes. At the presM. A. Blanchard, Portland,
meaning. But we infer from the tenor of his ent writiug the latest reports indicate that the
Union
S. A. Holbrook, Freeport.
note that E. P. W. is not
Geo. Libby, Westbrook,
thbh-w
■u*gmct
ayare of the views invaders have got the worst of it, and that the
Geo. H. Knowlton, Alfred, (
and feelings of General Howard in regard to whole affair
Committee.
Edwin B. Smith, Saoo,
may blow over in a very few days.
John Wentworth, Kittery,
testimonials of this kind. When, just about Should a different result
follow, and the misJune 4,1866.
a year ago, it was proposed by certain
gentle- erable tools of Roberts, Sweeny & Co., succeed
men of this city to raise a considerable sum
in holding on for any length of time, and esThe Constitutional Amendment
of money to be invested in Government pecially should
they be strong enough to orNOW PENDING BEFORE THE U. S. SENATE.
bonds, and presented to the General as a tok- ganize raids into the country, the most disen of the esteem for his private character and
kJJTICLE
astrous results are apprehended for all busithe high appreciation of bis public services ness interests in this
portion of the province.
Section 1. All persons born in the United
which are universal throughout the State, he The
States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof,
sympathy of the Americans here and at
are citizens ot the United States and of the
requested that the project might be dropped, other centers of the oil district, may very
No State shall
States wherein they reside.
which
shall
make or enforce any law
abridge offering as his reasons for such a wish, first, naturally be presumed to be in favor of the
the privileges or immunities of citizens of the
that the money could be better applied in aid local authorities and against the hordes of
United States, nor shall any State deprive ny
of some of the innumerable cases of suffering ragamuffins that make up the invading army.
person of life, liberty or property without due
and necessity which have grown out of the
of law, nor deny to any person within
To an American, familiar with the sounds
?rocess
ts jurisdiction the equal protection of the
war;
and, second, (with the modesty ever the and scenes of war for the past five years, there
laws.
characteristic of the brave,) that while so ma- is no small amount of
Sec. 2. Representatives shall be apportioned
comedy mixed up with
among the several States which may be incluny others were, in his view, equally deserving
the tragic element of this last “speck of war”
ded within this Union, according to their reof such a compliment to their services, he was on the border. It is
decidedly amusing to
spective numbers, counting the whole number
of persons in each State, excluding Indians
unwilling to accept a kindness which might hear the bar-room and streetcorner crowds
not taxed; but whenever, inany State, the elecseem-to suggest invidious comparisons.
discuss the “affairs of the nation,” and to see
tive franchise shall be den'ed to any persons of
While we ieel sure that Maine has not a how
its male inhabitants, being citizens of the Unithey “comprehend the situation.” It reted States not less than 21 years of age, or in
single son whom all her citizens would more minds one of our ante First Bull Run camin
for
any way abridged, except
participation
delight to honor in any way acceptable to him- paigns, and the bravado spirit with which we
rebellion or other crime, the basis of represenself than they would the noble, devoted and
tation in such State shall be reduced in the
prepared to go on that grand picnic excursion,
proportion which the number of such male cit- gallant Howard, we think E. P. W. will agree
izens shall bear to the whole number of male
expecting to see nothing of the rebels but their
with us in thinking that the reasons above
citizens not less than 21 years of age in such
horizontal coat-tails, as they would put off at
State.
given are prompted by a sentiment of delica- double-quick step.
Sec. 3. No person shall be a senator or repcy and generosity which entitles them to esLast evening the little hotel where I am
resentative in Congress, or an elector of President and Vice-President, or hoid any office,
pecial consideration.
stopping was thronged with noisy patriots,
oivil or military, under the United States or
many .of whom, in the course of an hour, reunder any State, who, having previously taken
Gen. Whittleset’b Case.—The Argus newed their oaths of
an oath as a member of Congress or officer 6f
fidelity to the crown sevthe United States, or as a member of any State
understands the Press to accuse Democratic eral
times, the oath being administered, not
Legislature, or as an executive or judicial offipapers of meanness in publishing the report
cer of any State, to support the Constitution of
upon a bible or even a prayer-book, but in a
the United States, shall have engaged in insurof Generals Steadman and Fullerton. By no
common glass tumbler.
The oftener they
rection or rebellion against the same, or given
means.
For the unwarrantable publication of took the oath the more
aid and comfort to the enemies thereof: but
their patriotism burnCongress may, by a vote of two-thirds of each that report, its authors are alone responsible. ed, the more British authority and power
house, remove such disability.
The “experience in politics” attributed to Gen. loomed
Sec. 4. All obligations of the United States
up before their liquid vision, and the
Steadman by a Virginia correspondent of the more
incurred in suppressing insurrection or in deand even contemptible
insignificant
fenoe of the Union, or for payment of bounties
World, undoubtedly suggested the move to seemed the “Fenian murderers,” every mothor pensions incident thereto, shall remain invithat gentleman; and he should not be deprived er’s son of
olate.
whom was to be captured alive
of his proper credit. After the report was within
Sec. 5. Neither the United States nor any
and forty hours, and to be hung
eight
State shall assume or
pay any debt or obliga- made public,it became common property and its without
tion incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion
judge or jury, or possibly roasted
against the United Stales, or any claim for com- republication was a matter of course. It would alive. The American Government was exH. B.

JOSLAH MERROW,

*

—.

pensation for emancipation of any slave, and

such debts and obligations and claims shall be
forever held illegal and void.
Sec. 6. Congress shall have power to enforce,
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of
this article.
The Raid upon the Canadas.

%

The Fenian movement has so many aspects,
that one hardly knows where to begin to write
about it. As the manifestation of a profound
and passionate patriotism, it commands respect. As an invasion by squads of ununiformed men, without artillery or supplies, it is
preposterous. As a plain infringement of the
neutrality laws, it must be condemned and
suppressed. As a desperate undertaking, sure
to end in disaster, it is a profoundly melancholy spectacle. As a lesson to our Provincial neighbors, upon the general theory of neutrality, a retribution just and speedy, it is to
the American mind eminently satisfactory.
The bloodthirsty disposition of the Canadian
press and orators furnishes a really diverting
commentary upon their magnanimity after
the St. Albans affair. It is an especially poetic circumstance, that the Confederates, to
whom the Canadas were a refuge and a paradise during the rebellion, are now
actively
engaged in this ungrateful business.
What chiefly needs to he done now, however, is to ascertain what has i.een going on
along the border during the past week. Facts
and dates: what has actuahy been
done, and
where, and when ?
It was on Thursday, May 81, that Col.
O’Neil, with less than 1000 men, crossed from
Buffalo' to Fort Erie. The place takes its
name from an old earthwork, which is
neither
armed ncr manned. It is situated at the cutlet of Lake Erie. There was no fighting,
and the behavior of the invaders is said to
have been unexceptionable. Next day the
United States steamer Michigan appeared on
the scene, hut did not at first interfere with
small parties
crossing to the other side.
On Saturday, 2d June, Cel.
O’Neil, having been reinforced to some extent, moved
westward, in the direction of the Welland
canal.
Meanwhile all Canada was
ringing
with the noise of preparation, and at
Ridgeway, about seven miles west of Fort
Erie, the
Fenian advance met a volunteer force
from
Toronto. The affair was scon
settled, as
might have been expected, and the raw Canadians were sent to the right about in admirable confusion, and with some loss. Meanwhile some 2,500 or 3,000 British
troops, regulars and volunteers, were moving from
Chippewa, upon Fort Erie, and Col. O’Neil was
obliged to fall back to protect his communications. At Fort Erie the Fenians found a company of volunteer artillery posted, and at
drove them out of the town. At 2 o’clock
the next morning, Fort Erie was evacuated.
The Fenian outposts were not notified of the
once

movement, and some of them fell int) the
hands of the enemy next
morning. Of the
two tugs which undertook to
bring the Fenians back to the American
shore, one was arrested by the Michigan, and 400 prisoners, including Col. O’Neil, were taken in charge by
the United States,

be an endless business for the editor of a daily paper to consider how all the news he finds in

print, came to be published. For the original
publication of matter appearing in his own
columns he is responsible: beyond that he
cannot go. We do not complain of Democratpapers for republishing Steadman and Fulton’s report, but for assuming the truth of
such backbiting, surreptitiously published
charges, and editorially preaching from such
a text.
While we are about it, we may as
well say too, that Gen. Whittlesey’s case ought
not to be prejudiced because he was formerly
a clergyman.
We are sorry to see that the
Argus thinks differently.
Pebsonal.—In speaking of the recent
change in the Advertiser office, we said of
Mr. Newman, who has become the managing
editor of that paper,—
Mr. Newmau. has had

a

varied experience

editor,having been atone time connectradical anti-slavery paper published
in HalloweU, and subsequently publisher of
the HalloweU Courier, a Democratic weekly
which emigrated to Hath sometime during
the rebellion, and proving unprofitable there
was finaUy sold to Mr. Smith and merged in
the Advertiser. More recently he has been
eranloyed in some capacity upon the New York
as an

ed with a

Tribune.

To this account, which appears to be perfectly correct, the Advertiser desires us to add
that Mr. Newman started the' HalloweU Gazette and printed, on contract, an anti-slavery
paper in connection with the Gazette, making
a good business out of it; that he had previously published a religious paper, such as he
designs to make the Advei User now; that he
was an office holder under Frank Pierce and
James Buchanan; that since tbe demise of
the Courier, he has been employed upon the
New York Atlas (Dem.) and New York Tribune (Rep.), and never wrote a political article for the Tribune but
once, and that was rejected. We comply with pleasure.
Admiral Denman and the
Valparaiso -Bom-

bardment.
The London Spectator,
discussing the Valparaiso aflair and the recent debate in Parliament, makes the fol.owmg pungent observations:

great many wUd assertions were made in
the debate, but the despatch or the American
“A

and he affiims
commodore has been
distinctly that had Admiral Denman consented to aid him, they would have decided to lay
ships between the Spanish admiral and
towu. If they had been laid, we do not
think a single shot would have been fired.—
Spain might have declared war. Spain might
have appealed to Europe against maritime tyranny alter a fashion which would have been
diplomaticaUy most unpleasant. But there is
no admiral of
any state, or combination of

published,

tir

states, who, without orders specifically addressed to that special
contingency, would fire into a combined
English and American squadron, tor this very simple reason.
“There is on earth no state, and no
possible

combination of states, whose marine would be
In existence three months after the
Anglo-Saxconfederation had resolved that it should
cease to exist.
The alliance of England and
America is the one alliance which the maritime world is incompetent to
resist, and we
do not believe, let Mr. Layard make
any asseron

tions he

pleases,

that the

Spanish Admiral,

pected to lay its hand on every suspected person offering to cross into Canada, and if any of
the ruffians should get back into the
States,
the government was expected to shoot them
on the run, hang them
up by the neck, or deliver them up on demand to the Canadian authorities 1
Several of the garrulous patriots did me the

honor to ask my

opinion

1

ot the course our

Government would pursue, but they did not
seem perfectly satisfied when I informed them
that the question could be answered only with
a good deal of
latitudinarianism; that no
doubt the Government would, under ordinary
circumstances, take prompt and efficient steps
to prevent its soil from being made the base
of hostile operations against a friendly nation, but the most exalted precedents were
against such action; that possibly, to carry
out the British interpretation of duty under
similar circumstances, the Washington Government might feel called upon to recognize
the Fenians as belligerents, to give shelter to
their privateers, to wink at all efforts of our
people to supply them with vessels of war,
cannon, muskets and ammunition, and should
the raiders rob a bank or two, shoot down
peaceable citizens at midday, steal horses and
run away with their plunder, ala 84. Albani,
and should a Canadian force pursue them over
the line, arrest them with the blood upon
their hands, the plunder upon their persons
and their persons upon the stolen horses, and
deliver them up to our authohties, possibly
we might feel compelled by the force of
precedent to hold them in custody till Gen. Sweeny
or President Roberts could forward commissions to their leaders, issued in the name of
the “Irish Republic,” and then, of course, we
should be obliged to let them go at large I
Such reminders and reminiscences are not
pleasant just now to the Canadian mind, and
it is no doubt a very unwelcome thought that
so many of the chickens that
they batched
during our late struggle are now coming home
I think the intelligent ones would
to roost.
give a good deal if they could blot out or expunge much of the record they made, or
which was made by their government and
officials, during the last five years. I have
not failed to assure them, as often as opportunity offered, that our government and people are magnanimous, and in their strength
could afford to give an example of their magnanimity, and that they will no doubt treat
both Canada and the mother country, in their
present and future troubles, with much more
friendship than they received in the ordeal
through which they have so recently passed,
and from which
they have so triumphantly
emerged.
Last evening a war
meeting was held at this
little railroad station to form a “Home
Guard,”
the patriotic fellows wishing to take

of

soldiers.

The train did not arrive till very
meantime the neighborhood was entertained by cheering, shouting and singing. A
good many here have been in the American
army—for the Urge bounties—and are familiar with our popular war songs; in fact I have
heard no other songs here for the past three
months. Last night the leading if not the only
song sung—repeated many times—was the one
familiar to all American ears—“Tramp, tramp,
tramp, boys,” aud to show how little ol the real
British spirit there was in tl e singing, it is
only necessary to state that “the starry flag”
came in, in the chorus, several times before
the discovery was made that such a flag waves
over the border and not on this side.
After
this unfitness of things was discovered, some
ready extemporizer substituted “Union Jack”
for “Starry Flag,” and the crowd of chorus
singsrs soon fell into as regular line as the
spiritual condition of each would allow.
The common people here—with few
exceptions—seem to regard Canada as the centre of
the American continent, and speak of the
United States as an inferior power, that
would suffer badly should the provincial authorities cease to exercise a forbearing spirit.
When told that all that prevents the Fenians
fiom gobbling up their whole country in two
weeks is the very power that they so much
underrate, they are apt to wince, but their
knowing ones not unfrequenlly say, “that’s so.”
Spubwink.
RECENT PUBLICATIONS.
The Mobmon Pbophet and His Habem; or
Ad Authentic History of Brigham Young,
His Numerous Wives and Children.
By
Mrs. C. V. Waite. One vol. 16mo. pp. 280.
Cambridge and New York: Hurd & Houghton.

The author of this little volume is the wife of
one of the United
States judges who spent
some years in Utah in his official
capacity; and
during her residence there with him she enjoyed facilities for studying the social customs
and domestic habits of the Mormons which the

majority of “Gentiles” are unable to attain
Of these unusual opportunities she has made
excellent use, as her book abundantly shows.—
Not only is it interesting as showing in a vivid
—

to

supercede
go beyond

the
the

Dry

the effect of a debasing superstition upon the lives and characters of this strange
peo-

May 30—SNd&wtojunc

ple, but it suggests matter for deep and thoughtful reflection on the possible results to the
country at large of having allowed so foul a
relic of barbarism as Mormon
polygamy to take
and grow

the soil of the United States
Among the very grave and perhaps dangerous
questions which await solution in the not remote future, we may certainly reckon this of
the incompatibility of Mormonism with the
Christian and republican institutions of the United States. The author of this book thinks the
root

on

elements of

a second rebellion are in active
progress in Utah, and pertinently remarks that,
as in the ca .e
of the slavery rebellion, the
great danger lies in failing to place a proper es-

timate upon the power of these elements for
mischief. Religious fanaticism is more active,
and, when hostile, more dangerous than political ambition; and the arrogant intolerance and

hostility
Mormons, whose power
for mischief is so much increased hy the peculiar territorial position which they occupy, are,
bitter

of the

of this writer, more worthy of
serious consideration than the schemings of
mere political traitors could be.
The chief interest of Mrs. Waite’s book, however, lies in the details it furnishes us of the social and domestic life of this strange and semibarbarous people, and in the glimpses it affords
of the effect of the “peculiar institution" of
Mormonism upon its votaries, and especially
upon the' women who are brought under its
baneful influence. A lengthened extract from
the volume, which appeared some days since in
our miscellaneous columns, will have afforded
readers an opportunity of judging of the
truth and vividness of the pictures it contains.
our

Altogether, we regard the appearance of this
book as most timely, as it contains matter full of
interest and instruction to all who regard the
social and political well-being of the country.
Davis Brothers have it for sale.
A

Fighting Regiment.

MaJ. General Hancock write* that the 6th Maine
regiment was always equal to a brigade in a fight.
The above paragraph we find circulating
through the New England papers. There is
much truth in it, for whoever served in the
Potomac army that is not familiar with the
illustrious achievements of Col. Bumbam’s
command ? It was emphatically the fighting
regiment of Gen. Sedgwick’s “Bloody Sixth”
corps. Under the gallant leadership of that
lamented chieftain, it performed prodigies
of valor at Fredericksburg, Rappahannock
Station and other points in Virginia. When
on that memorable Sunday morning, (Nov. 3,
1S62,_) General Sedgwick’s corps stormed the
boasted heights ot Fredericksburg and planted
the stars and stripes triumphantly over that
“Gibralter of America,’- the flying division,
under the temporary command of Colonel,
afterwards General Burnham, led in the race
for glory and death, and the 6th Maine was
the first regiment to reach the summit of
Mary’s Heights. “What men are those ?”
shouted a rebel cannonier belonging to the
Washington light artillery, as the 6th Maine
advanced to the very mouths of the frowning
guns. “We are yankees,” was the response.
“G—d—you, do you think we will fight
now ?”
General Burnham was shot to the death in
sight of Richmond, and but very few of the
6th Maine are now left to relate their achievements.

It is

fitting

that they be not passed
unnoticed.—N. Y. Cor. Hartford Press.

—At a public meeting held Tuesday evening
at the Cooper Institute Mr Roberts denounced
in the strongest terms the report which has
been spread abroad, that Col. O’Neil was ever
in the Confederate army, as a gross libel on his

character, and asserted that he
Ohio regiment during the war.
SPECIAL

Colgate's

served in an

I have returned from New York and shall remain
in Portland until September. This will be
my last
v'sit to the “Forest City** for several years as I return
New
to
York in September to remain until next May.
I then go to Europe
It is needless for me to* inform
you what I can do lor old chronic covtpl lints that have
ever baffled all other modes of treatment.
All seeking my aid should do so immediately os my stay in
Portland is unavoidably short. Those who are not
able to pay for treatment will be treated free
every
Friday afternoon. My treatm ent is original with myself and unlike anyotfier now in use, which I will
demonstrate to any intelligent person. Personal reference to hundreds of my former
patients. Office in
Tolman Place, a few steps from
Congress street, just
above Caseo Street.
Office Hours from 9 A. M. to 6
P- M.
Dr. HAltVEY.
Portland May 26th, 1866.
»Nd&wtf

infallible cure tor Deepness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
This iconderfiil Vegetable Extract has been the
means of restoring thousands to their
hearing, who,
after trying everything and everybody, had given up
oping ever to hear a ain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges lrom the EAR, no matter what
may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence

Soap.

felO’CCsHdly

Scratch,

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH.
DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERK BITTERS area sure remedy for Liver Complaints in
all its firms, Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofu-

Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Honrs.
Also euros SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions ctf the Skin. Price SO cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Solo

Agents,

MAKE

By

Saving

GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by
juueldlmsN

TOUR OWN SOAPS

Using

ana

your

Waste

GREASE,
Buy

Penn'a Salt

oue

Box of the

Manufacturing

Oo.’g

(Patents of 1st and 8th Feb. 1859.)
B-

CONCENTRATED

EYE!

It will make 10 POUNDS ot sxoollent Hard Soap,
•r 25 GALLONS of the very best Soft Soap, for only
about 35 Cents. Directions on each box. For sale at
all Drug and Grocery Stores.
mh28d6m8N

STEVENS, HASKELL k CHASE,
JOBBERS OF

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
DESCRIPTIONS,
54 & 58 Middle St., over Woodman, True & Co’s,
J. C. Stevens, )
M. E. Haskell,
PORTLAND.
[
A. E. Chase.
)
apl78N3m
OF

DRESS

Dr. J. W. Poland’s Humor Doctor.
This excellent medicinal compound was first prepared by Dr. P. in 1847, and was then employed with
great success in expelling humors from the blood;
but in 1848, a medical friend, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially in the treatment of humors,
suggested some important improvements, !
which were adopted, and which have made it (so the
people say) the very 1 est emedy lor all kinds ot humors known to “the faculty.”
This preparation is
composed wholly ol vegetables, among which are
Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,
Mandrake, Senna and Blooaroot. Suffice it to say.
the “Doctor” is used in hundreds of families as a
general -odicine. Unlike many other popular remedies, it iB very grateful to the taste. Large size bottles 75 cents. Prepared at the New England Botanic Depot, Boston.
ap22— 3m

SYRUP!

GREAT

CHOLERA

REMEDY,
Also, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus, Summer Complaint,Pain or Cramp in Stomach or
Bowels,
Sick or Sour Stomocb, Painter’s Colic,
&c., and ia
warranted to core or no pay. Is purely
vegetable,
without a particle oi opiate or narcotic. Highly aromatic, very pleasant to the taste, mild, but sure in its
ellbcts, w.rms and strengthens the system, acts like
a charm, aflording almost immediate
relief, and a
taste ol the article will satisfy the most incredulous
of these facts.
Sold by ail dealers in medicine.—
send lor circular and try it. Preparer onlv bv EDWARD SUTTON, Providence It. I.
GEO. C.
GOODWIN & CO., of Boston General Agents. H.
H. HAY, ofPortland.
june2eod&w6mSK

CHOLERA I
Bouve’a

ALL

LOOKt LOOK ! I
25 Tin-Type* for 50 cents.
25 Gent Avnbrotypes9 50 cents.

And

FOX BLOCK, No, 1 TJp Stairs,
82 Exchange Street, Portland.

Silk

may8’06siidtl

Attention Is Invited
To the full aDd complete assortment of Boots and
Shoes for Gentlemen’s, Ladle’s and Children’s wear,
ftt T. £. MOSELEY & CO.*S, Summer St, Boston.

Advertisements.

Bedford Copper

the manufacture of Yellow Metal Sheathing it
has been the universal practice hitherto, as it still
is with other manufacturers, to immerse the
sheets
after all rolling is done, in an acid bath.
The efleet
sought, and obtained, by this process, is to give the
metal the line yellow color to which It owes its distinctive name.
But thisI effect
is,^of necessity, attended by results
injurious to the metal. The hard and highly polished siir&ce, formed on the sheets by successive
heating and cooling and the action ol the rolls, is removed, and a surface left in its stead—bright, indeed

IN

but rough, pimpled and unequally corroded, and considerably softer than the surlace removed.

doubt that any given sheet of sheathing metal must be better with a hard, smooth surfacu than with n softer and rougher surface
Tills improvement in the art of sheathing'ships has
been ecurod by Letters Patent ot the United States
to the New Bedford Copper
Company.
The composition of this motal Is exactly the same
as that ol the yellow or Muntz
metal, the sole difference being In the surface finish.
It is believed that
this is very important and will add months to the
wear

of the metal.

Samples and

office of

a moie

DRESS

as

&

MADAME CARY,
Great Fortune Teller,

Will be in this city for a short time, and may be
found at
NO. 19 PEARL STREET,
Corner of Pearl and Congreaa Streets,
from 9 A.M. till 8 P. M. She has astonished thousands by her wondertul Art. Will tell the Pam,
Present and Future correctly.
o Gentlemen admitted,
I
Ladies BO cents,

mayltf

Particular attention paid to llio sale ol
Coal, Lumber, Granite,
Lime, Cement, Slate, Bricks,9 Hay, Potatoes, Corn,
&c.
Anthracite and Cumberland

Oats, &c.,

Collections made in this City, and
Mercantile
Rgigb our eori espundence in all parts ui tLe
United States, Highest Kates of Freights obtained
for vessels with dispatch.
All Claims

collected.

STREET,

description

of Water Fixtures (or Dwelling Houses. Hotels. Public Buildings, Shops.
and
set
&c., arranged
up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country taithfiilly executed. A.1
Kinds of
attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LKAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all description*.
aprOdti

CASHMERE SHAWLS,
Bong and Square in all
Plain Black Thibet
And all the best

Shawls,

vane ties

Tyler,

Grades.

cl

MANUFACTURERS,
WHOLESALE DEALERS

AND

SPRING

SHAWLS !

Lamb & Co.,

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

LOWEST PRICES!

SOLE AND UPPER LEATHER,

OUR SILK STOCK

FINDINGS,
AND

Is ftill trom the RICHEST to the lower qualities, in
BLACKS and COLORS.

33

—FOB

New

UNION

In

both WOOL and SILK Manufactures.

Our

reliable correspondents.
OFFICE* 122 MIDDLE STREET.
am
ap27

A. C. DEJilSON & CO.,

Paper Manufacturers,

Has received special attention and will be fonnd
plcte in all Its branches.
IN

Woolen

co m

OUR

up

Department!

Will be found a careful selection of LADIES
SPRING CLOAKINGS, and seasonable goods for
*
Men's and Boys' wear at the Lowest Pnce.

II

M.

PEARSON,
Gold and Silver- Plater,
AND

Manufacturer of Silver Warp,
Congress Street, opposite City Building,

238

PORTLAND,

AT

No.

House-Keeping Department!
Is

os

Hosiery, Hdkfs White Goods and Fancy
Goods in Great Variety.

and No Variation!

One Price
5 Free

Street Block.

t

SEWING
Ladles
ily

STUCCO AID MASTIO W0BKEB8,
PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

MACHINES,

Machine.

ELDEN

&

10—dtt

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL k 00.,
Importer, and Jobber. 0

JDry
GOODS !

Goods
Arcade

and

19

Free

selection of Spring and Summer

DRESS

CHAPMAN.__
J. A. DAYIS & CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

ORGANDIES.

POPLINS,
ALPACCAS,
MOHAIRS,
BRILLIANTS,
taffetas.
A lull variety ol
MOURNING GOODS!
Also a good lino of single and double width Cloths
lor Ladies’ Sacques; Woolens for Mon and
Boy’s

al^d&u

CHASE, CRAM

WISCONSIN.

k

Commission Merchants,
octl6dtt

MILLER «fc DENNETT,

64

MIDDLE
Oppeiil.

J.

St,

Office.

Post

F. HILLER.

L.

U.

DENNETT.

I

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
Portland. Maine.

FOIJ.F.TTE,

hosiery

and

HOOP SKIRTS AND

LEWIS,

CORSETS,

AJTD

JOBBERS OF

Made

Ready
Gray’s

HALL!

Collars,

StfATB

the

FOR

CHAIRS !
LADIES’

Devon

The former unsurpassed for ease and
comfort, and
the latter the most desirable and luxurious Chair for
Gentlemen in use; Its cheapness is not its only recom-

Hinged

and

Mar 12—dttwtf

Chair 8,

DONNELL

Suitable for Pic-nic and other nsos, aud' ery desirable lor deck use oil steamers, <Sfcc.
and Oak Library
Steps, and Butlers
^“Walnut
Voider
and Stand.

GEO. T. BURROUGHS
May 3I-dtf
STENCIL

a

/

nd Sporting

..

at

«*•

dti

^
S Meat.

Boot. Shoe& Rubber Sf
A.T

353 Congress Stree

8AMCEL-

THE
under the firm
Li.

;ore.

BELT

Attorney

.if d.

3b5

SAMUEL

Advances
TaL ADVaSttiL®1'* prep»red t0

JT

BELL.

wic.
m*

Office,

Law,

3d Story,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Solid tor

CLIFFORD,

te UIAER-

of

AT

LAW,

Patent*,

No, 1 9S Middle Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug 25—dtl

SHEPLEY

OFFICE

&

STROUT,

& Counsellors .«t
CANAL

OVER

Law,

BANK:,

Middle Street.

(inhlMtO

A. A. ST BOUT.

Succettort to O. L. Storer
JOBBERS OF

J Co.,

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents’

Furnishing Goods I

Manufacturers

ot

SEWINO
State of Maine.

UJSON.

&

copartnership

SONS,
a

LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.

Portland, Feb. H. 18C«.

feabil

riiHK Copartnership heretofore existing under the
1 nameofts. il. .lAC’KSON 4 SON,
will be continued after this date under the style of
PERKINS, JACKSON & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers In LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharl foot of High Street.
Dec 21. ISM—dtf

SUGAR.
A r\r\ BOXES GROCERY SUGAR, now landIUU tog from Brig M. A. BERRY, from Matansae, for sale by

I.

ROBINSON,

Junel—isdlm

No. 1 Portland Tier.

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY
No.

36

Hanover

St.

all kinds WASHED

and CLEANSED
without Injury to the finest fabrics.
LINEN

GEISTTri’ LtHSTEISr
Manner,
At

68 ndd 60 Middle St.,
■«pt 7—dtf

MACHINES »>r

PORTLAND,

Notice,

Short

Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Cases,

And

PARKER.

C.

N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and
Mattress Picks.
Nov 4—dtf

HOUSE LOTS.
ell

uible lot
AAlsoVERY
.lie, 53 by “2,
lots
ap23—dti

near

the head ot State street t

Emery and Lewi. Street., near Pins
W. H. STEPHENSON,
2d

Clayed

National Bank.

Molasses.

HHDS Clayed Molasses, per barque “DavUi
*JNichols,” from Cardenas, for sale by

H.

I.

ROBINSON,

No. 1 Portland Pier.

May IS—1-5*11 m

SALT

!_

SALT I

OfiAA HllDS LIVERPOOL SALT, now dlsOvJyjyj charging from eh]p|“Charlee ('lialone..’
lOOO Ilhds- Turks Island. In etore.

Dana Ac Co.
May 22—d3wi«

DR. DAYEIS
DEMOTED TO HIS

NEW OFFICE 13 1-2 FREE ST.
Office horn's from 11] o’clock A. M. to 1 P. M., and
M.

3 to I P.

flT" Special attention given to the Diseases and
Operations of the Eye, to which tho morning hour will
be exclusively devoted.
june4d&wti

hereby gives

public
THE
cerned, that he hart been duly
hlmseli the trust of
taken
suberiber

notice to all

con-

appointed and
Administrator oi tho

upon

of
JOHN J. BROWN,
of Portland, in tho County of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs: he therefore
requests all porsons who arc indebted to the said deceased sestate to make immediate
payment; and
those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit tho
same for settlement to
juneTdlw
FREDERICK FOX.
estate
late

POUDR RTTE.
Qf\r\ BARRELS LODI POUDRETTE.
500 BBLS. ESSEX MILLS POUDBKTTE. Ju,t received snd lor sale at Portland Agrictdtural Warehouse and andScedStore, by

OUU

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
April IT,

1H08.__aplSlsdgm
Notice.

holding U. S. Bond., (the Interest on
which is payable in gold) lor $1000 or upwards,
who wish to deposit them whore they will be secure,
may apply at the Merchant. National Bank for Inhu-

PERSONS

mation.

OKAS.

March II, 18M—dti

and Dealers In

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Ml

a

name of

For the transaction ol

DeerinK, Millilcen. & Co.,

Agents Ibr EMPIRE

OEVBMUL, BROWNS &

TALBOT,

F.

Office over the Post

t.
.a
7 I

Notice.

formed

have

DANA

HAS

JUSTUS QEEELT.

and Counsellor at

<3. .F SHEPLBT.

/IAN bo found one oi the best ifWt,
V of BOOTS, SHOES and
RUBBERS
found in this citv, which will be Mid
cash price, at
Congress Street, near Grr

Oct 25—dti

(apl4d*wtD

DONNELL,

Altorneys

UP TOWN
No

undersigned

Fork. Lard, Fish, &c.,

COUNSELLOR
Re-

Assorted sizes oi Stencil AlJSSife" Goods. and
Figures.
{/pbabets
SEAL PRESSES, Cancelli tg Stamp*,
Tju,
UUrr

price.

B.

UO.,

nuiylti

Copartnership

No* G2 Commercial Street*
PORTLAND, ME.

WIL/JAM H.

CUTTING

Fishing Tackle

Merchants,

Mar 21—I*wGm

CO.

AMMUNITION, Guns, Rilfes,
volvers.

%

Groceries, Flour,

GEO KG A

Carpet 8to ols,

&GREELY,

And Wholesale Dealers hi

J.

FULL SIZE AND FOR CHILDREN’S USE.

^

Commission

Folding Carpet

Canvas and

ME.

PORTLAND,

Sewing Chair,

copart-

A. M. BURTON,
It. C. TUOJULS.

JTos. 141 & 143 Middle St.,

USE.

&

a

April 30,1844.

oa? MAINE.

Orders 0*001 all parts of the State promptl; filled
at MANUFACTURER’S price*.

EASY

BURTON, THUMBS

on

Clothing,

Patent Enamelled
lor

TUST recoi’. od from New York, and for sale
by th»
*** 8n“1’ “ laIKe invoice oi ORIENTAL,

formed

NO. 131 COMMERCIAL STREET.
As Merchandise Brokers and Commission Merchants.

Strset.

Agent* for

and otbor

..

ROLLINS & BOND,

HABUFACTUBBBS

AMP BETAIL~

Mar

undersigned have this day
under the firm of
THEnership

Work executed in ever; port ol the State.
luneldtf

gloves,

Notice.

Got up in the Best Possible

Fresco and Banner Painter,

a

AKA CUSHMAN,
CHARLES U. STAPLES.

11—d3m

Mar

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Maiiu.

B.

try.’*

us a

ot

STREET.

mayStf

Portland,

L.

“Give

H.

Portland, Me.

OFFICE.

Congress

Case* of
any sise and width made to order, and
forwarded with promptness.
It is eur aim to fUrnish our customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted Goode. To those who
are alrtady our customers this last remark perhaps
is not necessary: to those who are not, we would say.

Widgery’s Whart,

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

WAKKANTEDI

STURTEVANT,

GENERAL

wear; Broadcloths and Doeskins.

120 Middle Street.

f

m"

manufacture and

our own

Copartnership Notice.

04 MICHIGAN STREET.
DAYIS * COLBY,
)
84 and 86 Lu Salle Street,

SVb

No. 40 Union Street, Portland,

MB

I10V8’65dtf

GOODS!

Poetlaxd, March 12, I860.
In connection with our Manufactory at Auburn,
have leased the new (tore

Grocery and Fishermen’s Outfitting Business.

Commission Merchants,

comprising all the most desirable styles of
CAMBRICS,
LAWNS,
MUSLINS,
CHAM BRAS,

may8tf

Street*

PORTLAND,

EASTMAN BROTHERS

Retail Trade.

we

Woolens,

F. DAY 13,

It.

A choice

Law,

before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
dc20ti
any of the Departments.

E3T“ One Price, and No Variation !

NEW

and Counsellors at

him,

or

WHITMAN,

England

Copartnership

SWEAT,

Mb. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
Ji nuary, and will attend to any business entrusted
to

Five Free St. Block.
May

Orders from out of town solicited.

J

Machine Findings at Me manufacturers prices.

OF

MANUFACTORY, Auburn, Mo.

ol

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

Attorneys

JOBDEUB

where we Intend to keep a good claaa <>fGood* adapted to the trade ot this State, nearly 411 of which are

Office 117 Middle Street*
MOW BRADBURY, I
PMi'TT A V71 ME.
MV
PORTLAND,
L. D. M. SWEAT.

invited to examine this Celebrated Fam-

are

Street,

AND

Expressly for the

PORTLAND.

BRADBURY &

15 alter*

&c

Exchange

UOS8 & FEEXY,

attended to.
May 22—dt I

.Me,

BOOTS & SHOES,

FARLEY’S.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

y

GOODS,
Stationery. &c.,

MAXUFACTUBEBS

New

PLASTERERS.

also,
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

Grover

FANCY
Yankee Net-ions.

rl',ailor, AKA CUSHMAN & CO.,

March 17-d3m»

usual 1U11 and complete.

tr A large Assortment of Print*. Cottons and Delaines, nt the bottom prices.

38

H.

SEWALjL,

NO. 333 CONGRESS BTREET,
may23.lt!PORTLAND,

BERRY, JR.,

C.

ME.

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN

STREET,

WATCH-MAKER,

OUR

s T a i r a.

*Pl6

104 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
Iam now prepared to exhibit my entire Spring and
Summer Importations of Fine Woolens; also several
lines of choice American Fancy Goods, made expressly for Merchant Tailors' use.
Cutting personally attended to.
apl6—d6m

IRA

Commercial Street,

Office 151

DEALER IX

AUG. F. YORK,

Merchant

Mourning Department

and Southern States.

collected in the several States by prompt and

Debts

SOMERS

PORTLAND, M JNE.

Thin Goods !

TUB—

England, Western

May 19—dly

May 10—d2m

Elegant

O’DONNELL,,

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS

-AND-

31

P. Brown.

—AND—

IN

Now opening at the

A.

NOTARY PUBLIC

Bowls, Brass & Silver Plated Cocks.

EVERY

against the Government promptly

Late Navy Agent.

S. P. Brown,
J une 1—d3m

JOBBlNGpromptly

at the

Davis,

Closets,

PORTLAND. ME.

complete

Yel-

161 Commercial Street*
tySuits of Yellow or Bronze Sheathing Metal delivered at any convenient port.
junc4dtf

The

and Water

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

GOODS!

In all thej^ifferent qualities, is the most
and desirable ever offered in this market.

April 3

particular description

McGflvery, Ryan

Pumps

Force

Merchants,

Street, Washington, D. 0.

JAMES

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

one can

The Bronze Motal is sold at the same price
low Metal.

toves.

MAKES OV

mendation.

Co.

465 Ninth

t’

fi3^“ Orders from the Country respectfully solicitJob Work done to order.
augOdtl

Devon Arm, ami Devon Extension Chair.
MANUFACTURED BY THE

and

ed.

FANCY

PLAIN AND

Also, Ladies’

Sheathing!

IRON.

PLUMBE R!

OUR STOCK OF

————t—

No

HEAVY

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Shoet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

assortment

our

Poplins,

LANCASTER

Advertisemen.s receivsd tor all paiiers In

Maine, at d throughout the country

Patent Bronze Metal

Of

Block,

8. P. UltOW.N & SON,

City.

would call special attention to

Ladies’ & Children's Underflannels,

W.

ROOFS, &c.
No. 1 Manufacturers’
Union Stunt.
June 7—eodtfewliu24
Office

m

Magee Furnaces and

From the NEW YORK Markets. Our Stock comprises many CHOICE STYLES not elsewhere to be

~

ATWELL,
ADVERTISING AGENT,

New

WORKERS

Purifier.

REMOVAL.

-AND-

SOX,

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

^We

composition.

GRAVEL ROOFING,
WATER-TIGHT VAULTS, FLOORS ANI) CELLAR BOTTOMS, COAT1NO METaL,

Cooking, Office and Parlor Stoves,

latest

DRESS FABRICS,
found in the

felt,

Street,
MAINE,

...

orders for

FURNACES, RANGES, Commission

ELEGANT AND SEASONABLE

article lias been extensively used as a Deodorizing Agent by the Governments of Egypt, Turkey
and France,
during the late Cholera epidemic, and is
the most perfect disinfectant extant. It
effectually
destroys all noxious gases and effluvia arising from
decaying animal or vegetable matter, and for purifying Hospitals, Vaults, Drains, Cess-pools, &c., cannot be surpassed.
For sale by all Druggists. WEEKS & POTTER
170 Washington street, Boston, General Agsnts
May 9—SNdffin.

Agonta oi the New Bedford Copper Co.,

TIN- TY PE8!

PORTLAND

of the

our

This

C.

No. 35 Exchange

331

MR. F. TRACY will visit the towns in Cumberland County for the purpose ol receiving
subscriptions, and collecting arrearages for the Daily Press
and Maine State Press.
juneod&w3w

<£•

Manuihcturers of and Dealers

confidently Invite the attention
WELADIES
of the City and vicinity to
selections ot

CHOLERA 1

Atmospheric

JUDelU

XOYES

JU8T RECEIVED AT

BICKNELL’I

Prof.

GOODS

ELDEN& WHITMAN.

Caucus.
The Union voters ot Yarmouth are requested to
meet at the Temperance Hall in said town, on Thursday, the 14th inst, at 7J o'clock P. M., to choose Delegates to attend the Union State Convention to ho
held at Bangor on the 21st inst., and the Congressional District Convention at Saco on the 26th inst.
Per Order of Town Committee.
Yarmouth, June 6,1866.
dlt&wtd

THE

J.

NOW OPENING BY

United

DR.

rOBTLAKl), ME.

A.

HERSEY,

Will execute all

Commercial Street,

Silks,

—AND—

170

States.
Oct 25.1865.—an d*wlyT
AN INVALUABLE SPUING MEDICINE.

ELIAS

—

Shawls,

Washington St., Boston, it will be iorwarded by mail, free oi postage, to any part ol the

la, Dyspepsia. Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice,
Headache ana Bilious Diseases, General Debility,Ac.
Phev cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, purity the blood, strengthen the
thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases of
GEORGE C.
all Druggists.

Ointment:

May 10—SNdlm.

_

hod^and

ITCH 1
Scratch l

Scratch,

Wheaton’s

completely

Remedy.

ITCH!

ITCH I

_

LOVEJO Y~

STOCK Lime, Cement and Plaster,
33

Notice.

A Mibacte.—Mbs. Pabkes ol No. 137 Fourth
street, Wiliiamsburgh, N. Y., has been
cured ol a violent attack of Neuralgia, with which
she has suffered the most excruciating agony, by one
dose, forty drops, of Metcalfe’s Gbeat Rheumatic

of

Headache, Constipation, Pimples,Blotch-

cure

es, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, Heartburn.
Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaints arising
from a disordered liver.
H. H. HAY, Agent for Portland; F. W. A. Rankin,
Jr., Lewiston, Agent for Maine.
Cents per package.
mayl8d2msN

-1--

A superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetablc Oils in combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nursery. Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Drug-

gists.

BIC H

Poland’s Magic Powders*
The Great Remedy lor all Bilious Affections.

They

Business Cards.

Wholesale Dealer in

ii

_

G~

J

an

by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb 21—SNd&wly
as

Cards.

_Business

~~

One Price, and No Variation !

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is

w'i

—

periect modes, LAVENDER and
STEEL SHADES, so desirable this season lor Suita.

A Card.

NOTICES.

Aromatic Vegetable

y

In all tlie moat

opinion

in the

by

18

Fancy Goods.

ana

—s

HASHEESH CANDY 2
The attenlion of the public is invited to Hasheesh
Candy, which is recommended to them as the best
medicine known for the cure oi all diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprietors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
fully sustain the high reputation it has already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who let their prejudices always blind their
judgment
t is useless to present tacts or
arguments, but to others we feel that it will be sufficient to
say that we offer
no new discovery or
experiment; our goods are standard.
In the East, Hasheesh is the
beginning and
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless diseases, and that it is used with success we need only
refer our readers to the unlimited
testimony of travelers in all ages. That it should so long have escaped the practical science of the Western World, Is an
astonishing ffict; but now that it is prepared in such
a lorm as to make it
pleasant, safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that It is destined to
obtain the confidence of the
public, and especially ol
those for whose relief it is prepared. Invalids can
be assured that it contains not a particle of
opium,
or anything else that is in
any way injurious to the
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent
tonic.
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Large Bov $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manufactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St.,
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.

manner

e»r]y
-AT TUBnecessity of being POBTLAND PHOTOGBAPHIO GALLEBY
forced to
county limits—very
No. 80 Middle Street.
safe limits for this locality. After
recruiting
S. DAYIS.
jallSNdtf_A.
a company of fifty in an
incredibly short
BUFF
500
ENVELOPES,
space of time, the members, with a few exFor 01.00
ceptions, felt Inspired by patriotism and whiskey to watch for an expected train from Lon- AT DRESSER’S CHEAP STORE,
92 Exchange Street,
don, on its way to Sarnia with some hundreds
May 23—SH d2w*
steps

SPECIAL NOTICES.

late;,

PAYSON, Caahlar.

For Sate.

A two story irame Mouse, and about 3000
;; feet of Land,am the corner oi I an *,s ( umILbei land Streets. Plenty of har.i and > olt water on the premises. Enquire ol
C. RICHARDSON,
Fsb 13—dUtt

fk

be regarded with respect and entitled to the
rights of belligerents, the committee on Foreign Affairs be requested (o inquire into the
propriety of taking such action as may be
proper to secure that object.”
The House refused to second the previou
question, which was moved by Mr. Clark.
Mr. Rogers, (N. J.) called tor tellers on the
the previous question, but they were also re-

Poetry.

__

[From the Galaxy.]
In the Hammock.
BY

BOSE

TERBY.

How the stars shine 01C atsoa!

.Swing

me, Tita! Faster, girl!
I’m a liang-bird in herns»t,
All with scarlet blossoms drest,
Swinging where the winds blow

tall,

Two are crookcA. rich and old,

small;

be

Hid you hear a pebble fall ?
And his blue eyes are too cold.
If I were a little nun,
When I heard that voice

ringing,

quick my beads and veil,
know my cheek is pale.
And my eyes shine—I*ve been
swinging.
xes.

me

with the

eye in the

naked

appears oue oi the tenth. The new star is
then no longer visible to the naked
eye at all,
and appears to be rapidly
losing in brightness.
I learn bv a letter from Russia, that the
companion oi Sirius is now admitted to be
physically connected with Sirius itself, by Otto Struve, the
Imperial Astronomer

snow.

Tita! Tita! hold me still!
Now the vesper bell is

Bring

there

seen

strong moonlight.
There appeared a star of tlie eighth
magnitude last niglit (May 23d) in the
place where
one of tlie third was seen
the*
Boston asby
tronomer on the 14tU inst., and where
usually

below,

1 should scale the convent wall;
1 should follow at his call,
.‘Shuddering through the dreadiul

1

in-Chief,

The Atlantic Cable.
[From the London Timts of May 24th.]

On Tuesday last about 900 miles of the ne w
Atlantic telegraph cable hail been safely stowed away in the tanks on board the Great EastThe

receiving hulks, the Amethyst and
constantly plying between the
ship and the Company’s works at Greenwich,
and about sixty miles of the cable are
safely
stowed away every twenty-four hours. The
Amethyst brings about 200 miles of the cable
each time, and the Iris 240. The
coiling is
continued throughout the day and
night. The
cable itself is slightly different from the old
one.
Instead of the protecting non wires being covered with tarred hemp to preserve them
ern.

the Iris,

are

who alone had previously expressed some dissent from my views, but has now come into
agreement with them.
T. H. Saffojrd.

has been used for the outside
covering.
This will enable the water to
penetrate the

hemp

fibres, and

so

greatly increase the insulation

The breaking strain is about a ton greater
than tire old cable, and its weight about 3
cwt. in the mile less. Nine hundred miles of
the old cable wire left on
board, so that the
whole quantity to be taken out will be
2,700
mbes less. Notwithstanding the vast
stowage
capabilities of the Great Eastern, it is found
tiiat she will not be able to receive this enormous bulk, and the
company have therefore
chartered the Medway, a screw steamer beto
the
British and American Steam
longing
Company, to take a portion on board.
Several improvements to facilitate the work
have been made during the past winter. Mr.

Willoughby Smith, the superintending electrician, has so far improved the testing apparatus that messages can be transmitted
through

the wire with an inch of the
copper conductexposed, whereas last year, it will be remembered that a small piece of wire thrust
through the cable so much damaged the insulation as to produce very serious effects.
Steam power lias been applied to the
paying-out machinery, so that in ease a fault is
discovered in the cable after it has been submerged the machinery can be reversed and
used for the purpose of
winding the cable in
board again. A large crinoline guard is
being
made to prevent the cable
coming in contact
with the screw. The
breaking strain of the
grappling gear last year was about ten tons;
this year it will be thirty tons. It is
proposed
that each of the three ships shall be fitted
with this apparatus, and that as soon as one
of the ships shall grapple the cable the others
shall take up a position of a mile or so
apart,
and by grappling it in three different
parte so
spread out the strain on the cable as to give
greater security both against the breakage of
the cable and the gearing. The
paddle-wheels
have been disconnected, so that in case of its
being necessary to pick up the cable again,
and a strong wind be
blowing at the time, the
working ol only one paddle-wheel will keep
the head of the ship well up to the wind._
During the time the ship has been in harbor
Captain Anderson and the officers on board
have invented a set of large
diamond-shaped
brushes, made partly of small wires and partly of very stiff fibres, such as those used in ordinary brushes, which, worked by machinery
on deck, will clean the bottom of the vessel
and remove accumulations without
taking ber
into dock. It is not intended that the Great
Eastern should this time receive the whole of
her coals on board iu the
Medway, as it is
feared that the extra weight of cable on
board,
added to ber usual complement of coals, would
render it unsafe to take ber out in the
draught
of water at the entrance to Sheeruess harbor.
It has therefore been decided to finish
coaling
at Beerhaven.
to preseut arrangements advantage will be taken of the
spring
tide on the 28th of June to get the ship out of
the harbor. In a day or two afterwards she
will start for Beerhaven, and remain there lor
about a fortnight, when she will again start to
or

According

Jay the cable.

Elastic Hoop Skirts.

Every farmer knows what troublesome
things cast off hoop skirts are about his premises, at least I do. Four years ago I bought
the farm on which I now live, and I should
think that all the old hoop skirts from the

earliest to the latest times had been left there.
Go where I would—up garret, down
cellar,
out to the barn, under the
bam, in woodhouse and pig-sty, hoop skirts were
conspicuous.
They bothered me, they tripped me up,
they made me angry. Being angry it set
what little Dil Ingham blood I have ;o
work experimenting. I gathered
up a bundle
of the pests, built a good fire and said, “I’ll
bum them.” But the more I threatened the
tougher they grew. Now for another experiinont. I got some old boards and stakes and
built a good strong hog-sty and put tiiem in
lor ties between the stakes.
They made a
first rate fence. Another use X made of them
was tor transplanting purposes.
Every gardener knows how difficult It is to take
up
creeping vines for transplanting them.
I
weave baskets of burnt wire for
squashes.—
One six inches square, three inches
deep, the
strands three-fourths of an inch apart—smallones
er
lor smaller vinos. Have a bail to the
basket. I put in a little straw, (wt il rotted
straw is best) to keep the dirt in. Set it in
the hot bed the depth of the basket, fill with
good rich soil and plant the seeds. When the
season is right for
transplanting, I take hold
of the bail and draw the basket out
carefully
and set it in the hill prepared tor its future
growth. To prepare a hill for squashes I dig
a hole as big over and as
deep as a bushel
basket; fill it up with old manure and a fine
ioam well mixed. After £he plant is set 1
build a stone heap on the north side
mostly,
letting it come round close to the plant, lay
two stoDes eight inches high each side of the
plant, put on a flat stone and top out the heap
as big as a bushel
basket. When the plant
needs water turn it on the
stones.—Correspon-

dence of the Maine Farmer.

Noms de Plume.—“Nor’wester” writes
from New York to the Boston Post:
“The much mystified readers of ‘Rutledge’
may as well know that its author is Miss Miriam Coles; the ‘New Gospel of Peace’ was
written by Richard Grant White, who is coming to be known as ‘Shakespeare’s Scholar.’—
Orpheus C. Kerr (office-seeker) is Robert H.
Newell; Artemus Ward is Charles F. Browne
Carl Benson is Charles A. Bristcd; Marion

IIOMCEOPalTIIIC

Harland is Mis. Virginia Terhunejlrenseks is
Rev. Ur. S. I. Prime; Jcems Pipes,
Stephen
C. Massett; Howard Glyndon, Laura C. Red-

Parton;

Doesticks, Fanny Fern’s son-in-law, is Mortimer
Thompson; Jennie June, Mrs. Jennie Croly;
the Country Parson, Rev. Dr. A. K. H. Boyd;
Miles O’Reilly, Colonel Chas. G. Halpine; K.
N. Pepper, James M. Morris; Barry Gray, Mr.
Coffin; the Lounger of Harper's, Geo. \\.
Curtis; Mr. Sparrowgrass, F. S. Cozzens; Ik
Marvel, Donald G. Mitchell; Occasional, of
the Philadelphia
Press, John W-b'crney; Burleigh, Matthew IL Smith; Perley and Raconteur, Mqjor Ben. Perley Poore; Malakoif, of
New York Times, Dr.
Johnson; Mace Sloner,
C. G. Leland: Josh Billings A. W. Shaw;
Titcomb
Dr j. G.
Timothy
Holland; Gail
Hamilton, Miss Abigail E. Dodge: McArone
Mrs.
George Arnold;
Partington, B. p Shil1 aber; Ned Bunt line, E. Z. C. JudsoiiEdmund Kirke, J. R. Gilmore; John
Phmnix
the late Captain Derby; Oliver Optic is tlie

plume

vom de
of a Boston
scores of other writers hide

school-teacher; and

themselves behind
masks which their readers would be glad to
see removed.
Anonyms may do very well for
amateur and ephemeral scribblers for the daibut
men and women who
ly press,
go into
bookmaking as a business, and who write for
to
let
perpetuity, ought
people know who they
are.”
“Nor’wester” himself is Flank W. Ballard of
New York.
SoMEwnvT A musing.—In tlie House of
Representatives on Monday, Mr. Clark of Ohio
offered the following resolution, which will

probably

seem

much more

amusing

in this

country than in England:
“Resolved, That whereas the recent successes which have attended the demonstration of
the Fenian organization with the avowed purpose of liberating Ireland from the oppressive
rule of Great Britain, according to the laws of
Nations as interpreted by the British authorities, have entitled said Fenian organization to

SPECIFICS,

rr.JVEU,

from the most ample
expertenoe. an entire success* & imp
cient, and Reliable. They are the only Medicines
perfectly ailapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cunuot be maue in using them* so harmless
as to be free from danger, and so efficient as to be
always reliable. They have raised the highest commendation from ail, and will always render satisfaction.

HAVE

tfo. 1 Cures

"

**

44

*4
*“
44
4
4

2
3
4
&
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
22

44

44
14
44
44
44
44
44
44

44
44
44
44

44
44

tl
44

44
44
•4

44
*4
44

33
24
25
26
V
28

41
44

44
44
44

44

29
30
31

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
60
60
50
50
50
60

Piles, blind «r bleeding,
Opfit halm y, and sore or weak eyes,
Catarrh acute or chronic. Influenza.
Whooping-Cough, violent Cougiis,
Asthma, oppressed Breathing.
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
Sufferings at Change of Life,
100
Epilepsy, Spasms. St. Vitus’ Dance. 1 0o
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
50
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
50
Kidney Disease, Crave],
50
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,
involuntary Discharges,
100
Sere Mouth, Canker,
60
Urinara Incontinence, wetting bed,
60
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 60

44

44

adults.

Scrofula enlarged Ulands, Swellings,

44

32

or

Hecuiaches, biok-lleadache, Vertigo,
Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
Suppressed or painftil Periods,
Whites, too profuse Periods,
Croup. Cough, difficult Bi eutUng,
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Erupt ons,
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Paius,
Fever arid Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,

44

25
25
25
25
25

Teething of infants,

Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache,

44
44

17
IS
19
20
21
34

Ct8.

Dysentery, Griping. Billious Colic,
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,

44

“23.
44

Cryirw

Dianna of children

•*

44
44

lo—Prompt_Effi-

Fevers, Congestion, Inflamntions,
Worms, Worm-Fever' Worm-Colic,
Colic or

*•

44
44

FAMILY

CASES

35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
6 00

large Vials, plain

20

case, and

Book,

6 00

15 Boxos (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book
3 00
VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Cash lo Vials,
$10 00
Single Vials, with directions,
1 00
OTTheso Remedies, by the Case or single Box,
are sent to any part of he
Mail
or Excountry, by
press, ire® of charge on receipt of the price.
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
u

Address,

HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office aud Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Dr. Humphreys is consulted daily at his
office,
ersonaliy or by lette i, as abov®, lor all forms of

disease
A. ROBINSON, T
H. H. HAY & C
Portland.

.Exchange St.
.Wholesale and Retail Agents,
july26’6f>eodly

Proposals for Rations
And

Ship Chandlery.

Collector’s Office,
)
District qf Portland and Falmouth
}
June 1,1366.
)
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until the 9th day of June inst, for the
supply of rations to the petty officers aud seamen of the
U. 6. Revenue Steamer
“Mahoning,” or any other
Revenue Cutter or Cutters that may be stationed at
this port, lor the term of one
year from the 1st day of

SEALED

July

next.
The rations for the Revenue service is the same as
that allowed in the naval service,
omitting the liquor:
and consists of the following
articles, viz.: Beef,
Pork, Flour, Rice, Raisins, or Dried Fruit, Pickles or

Cranberries, Biscuit, Sugar, Tea, Cocoa, Butter,
Cheese, Molasses, Vinegar.
The rations to bejof good and wholesome
quality, to
be approved by the
Captain, and tno different articles
comprising the rations to be delivered on board the
vessel iu good and sufficient casks and
vessels, to be
provided by the contractor, and the contents thereof
distinctly marked on each. It is to be understood
that tho contractor will be bound to furnish
upon reasonable notice, as often as may be
required bv the
Captain of the vessel, with the approbation o‘f the
Collector, not exceeding upon an
average one day in
each week,) such fresh meat and fresh
vegetables as
may be equivalent to the corresp Hiding parts of the
rations allowed in the naval service.
Table of rations may be seen at this office.
Scaled proposals will also be received at this office
until the 15th inst, lor Ship Chandlery for use of the
above named vessel or vessels for said term oi one
year
rA»t of articles to bid lor, and other specifications
necessary to a full understanding of the proposals
advertised for pa ay lieen seen at this office.

1—dtd.
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WOULD solicit

Cnrea Liver

Patent metallic Sole.

ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.

when not neglected, lead to fevers or to coughs ami fatal consumptions. It is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent ol the country has for years
been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, lor keeping the leet dry, and yet that should not
give inconvenience to the wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one form or another, have hitherto been our reliance;
but it is well known, as among their many evils, that
trom external moisture,
while they keep the i'cet
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a susceptil illfcy to colds
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot
and Shoe impervious to wafe r, without affecting their
without addelegance or durability, and, il
ing sensibly to the cost ol their manufacture. These,
it will be conceded, are most important features,
and we conscientiously affirm that they are absoluteattained in the invention herewith presented to
tne public.
The invention consists in inserting between the iner and outer sole, when the boot is making, a thin
Metalic Plate, exceedingly ductile, combining
flexibility with toughness, very light, and every way
adapted to the end desired, while the additional expense is merely nominal. It furnishes a perlect barrier against the admission of wet or dampness, though
the foot may be exposed ever so long upon wet pavoments or damp ground.
To ladies and children the Metalic Sole* will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life and
delicacy of dress, they are particularly exposed to the
long train ot ills that attend upon on inadequate protection to the feet.
These Soles have already bocn tried by the best of
tests, actual us*, ana the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be
the public. The
speedily and universally adopted
Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Shoes are being introduced into the leading Boot and Shoe Stores
throughout the United States, and will supplant all
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
snow, as they become known. Be sure to got them
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not happen to have them, he can procuie them without difficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the inventor one dollar and
cents, and obtain six
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, which will be
forwarded
promptly
by express pre-paid, and which
can be made up by any shoemaker in the country.—
be
established
in every city and village,
will
Agencies
and supplied with Soles and proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
application, wi h proper testimonials to the inventor.
SAMUEL J. SEELY,
General Depot, corner (Jity Hall Place and Read

MIRACULOUS.

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR RENEWER.

ly

$1,000

HALL’S

Vegetable Sicilian Hair Itencwer
has
proved itself to be the most perfect preparation
for the Hair ever offered to tho

public.
vegetable compound, and contains no
whatever.
injurious properties
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new life and coloring matter.
It is

thirty

street. New York.
TESTIMONIALS.
The undersigned have for the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against
dampness, and the colds so often taken from damp
feet. Most gladly do we testily to the perfect efficiency of their service. The Metallic Sole is not only a
grand contribution to the cause of general health,
but

a

obviating

postive luxury,

all

necessity

of

India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All
dampness, and oven water upon pavements,
ordinary
is completely foiled of its power of harm by this most
and
useiul invention. No one who has once
simple
nseu them will ever be without them again, as they
ncrcase the cost of boots and shoes by a sum which is
scarcely worth naming, and insure,positively, dry feet,
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
and comfort.
We heartily commend' the “Metallic
Sole” to all the sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,
Pastor Central Cong. Church, Brooklyn,
MARY A. FRENCH.
New York, Dec., 1865.
Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In

reply

tention never to be without them. 1 have not had
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet made.
T am satisfied that no person having once worn them
wl 1 do without them. Wishing you the success you
de srve lor so valuable an invention lor the preservatlo of health,
I remain truly yours,

S I.MUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.
Mb Samuel J, Seely :
D ar Sir—I take great pleasure in offering my
tes; monv to the usefulness and comfort of your paten ; Metallic Sole.
I have used a pair of boots for the

months, furnished

\, seven

with this

Sole,

and feel

lo&itation in saying that I have never worn shoes
th it combined so perfectly the desirable qualities ol
d.’yness and durability.
EMMA OVERTON, Brooklyn, New York.
S. J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In answer to your
request, I am pleased
to state that I have manufactured shoc^ containing
Metallic
Sole
your
by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping the feet dry. In manufacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any difficulty in putting
them iiirhe shoe.
Respectfully yours,
SEELEMAN PEARLBROOK,
Practical Shoe Manuiacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mar. 19—d3m.

Extra Flour & Shorts.
The subscribers

malting at tlicir Mill

are

Wheat Graham

Shorts & Chicken Feed, or Wheat
IN

200

CBANDEZIEB8,

Do.,

-IN-

Barrels

55

PORTLAND,

HAVE

fce,,

OTSTEB

Having imported them direct from England ourselves there will NOT be
commissions, ami two or
three proUts added to tho cost before tho consumer
gets them, as when they aro purchased from New
York Importing Hous.s.
tiTThe traue who have not supplied thomselvea
with their Spring Stock, will do well to
give us accUl.
retaii traue of the city and vicinity will SAVE
_,The.
MONEY and

Nos. 152 and 154

ROOM

fS3

UNION

STREET.

Old Gas Fixtures Teguilded and bronied.
Gas piping done to order. And also Gas Cooking
and Heating Apparatus.
E3F*Agent ortlic LavaTip Gas Bnmer.

JOHN

KINSMAN,
NO. 63 UNION STREET, Portland, Me

CURTAINS & BORDERS
Bailey

»pl7__tt_
TJE*

TOWN

EMERSON & BURR

HmYdi^&hST*

READT-

GENTS’ FURNISHING
HAT AND CAP

At No. 317

GOODS,

STORE,

Congress Street,

Where may he found the finest, cheapest and BEST
STOCK or GOODS in this city, bought lust at the
best time, when Gold waa at the lowest it has been
or four years, enabling us to sell from
25

30 per Cent* less than any other
dealers in Maine.

to

Don’t

tail to call and examine the

Splendid

55 EXCHANGE

152 and 154

Great

Exchange

Remember the
St.

Inducements

Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dautorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years
if desired by the purchasers, and to partis* who wiil
build houses of satis&ctory
character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth oJ the cost of building, on
completion of the house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIEM.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the
subscribers, where plans
on

may be Been, and full particulars obtained.
J- B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, Hay 3, 1865.
■nayStf

Notice.

undersigned hereby give notice that a portion
ot the cobwork at the southerly end
ofVaughaa’s
Bridge will he remove 1, on Monday the 16th Instant
for the purpose of filling in and
making solid the
end
of
said bridge, and all persons in travsou'heriy

THE

elling over the

same

will

further notice.

do

so

at their

own

risk until

J. M. ROBINSON,
GEO. F. HENLEY,
H. S JACKSON,
Selectmen of Cape Elizabeth.
Cape Elizabeth, April 13, IWti;
apl4tf

Stock

of Goode l

GRANITE BUILDING.

OTBEMEMBEBt No. 317 Congress Street.
S. EMERSON,
M~L-BUKK-

Mar .10-dH

Southern Pine Lumber
prepsred to execute orders for SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER, by the
cargo, deliver-

WE

are

ed with

dispatch at any convenient port.
McuilLVKRY. RYAN & DAVIS
**
April 17—dtf
181 Commercial

jd.

COOK’S

Cleansing:

D. W.

the

Teeth !

CLARK,

—AND—

Prices
10 lbs.
15 *«
20

a

of Ice for the Season, 1806.
from June 1st to Oct. 1st,
ftfino

day,

8 0«
10 00

Foety Cents per 100 lbs.
To those who take Ice lor the season, it will be delivered earlier than 1st June and latL-r than 1st October, at the same rate per month os during the sca-

inot
at

day6a

wanted for the full season, it will be de°* $2.00 per month for 10 lbs. a

rosldcTlcei if given at the Office
insteadof
01 rhnitof6
thu ‘•river, will
always prevent disappointof

nAme

tw0 weeks or more
thne'hv vK.?Ving townat for
the
60 cn-

UtlX al’ra^dZXr
and will be attended to

01Bcc>,vU1

promptly.

mayBBcS

Sierra Morena Molasses.1
-i OA HHDS.

IbU

1

J

SIERRA MORENA MOLAS
SES just retefved vu

88 TIERCES ) “Mary E. Gage,”

by
Juneldaw

anJ tor .^Je

CEO. 8. HUNT.

Cumberland Bone Company’s Snpor Phosphate of
Lime.
Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime—Bradley's Patent.
Lloyd’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
E. F. Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
Flour of Bone.
Crushed Bone.
Also, Bono Meal for Cattle.
F(M:*a,e manufacturer's prices in large or smal
° I’ultlan,i
Atf ‘cultural Warehouse

ond’seedVtore
April

lEgy*1*

& WHITNEY.

DR. E.

R.

TUESHAY, June 12th.
May 30,

1880.

0

or

before

NATHAN WEBB. Secret...

_.maykdt)ul3&&27

Peruvian Hair

Regenerated

mUBNS Grey Hair to Ite original color: promotes
Jl its growth, and prevents its falling off.

05Forsjde hy Druggists.

COAL.

DR.

arrived per scb. neuington, from Baltimore
JUST
cargo of fresh-mined Georges Creek Cumberland Coal for
a

Blacksmith’s use.
Also, on hapd the best qualities of Red and White
Coal, at’uic lowest prices for cash.

Hair

KNIGHTS’

EANDALL,

Dressing

DR.

PRICE

*1,00.

teneflcLftoeiSfthealt“,bUt

Thomas Fillkbbown,
rt
« *
v.
Dentists,
Lisbon
Street, Lewiston, Maine.
AVe the undersigned have examined
co°ke chlorate Dentifrice, also the specimens ot
f. is
recipe from
which It

powder8
A.

take pleasure in reoomsa-Ie and effectual tooth

Garcelon, M. D., John M. Small, M, D Pearl
Martin, M. D, M. C. edgewood, M J>„ J. Fa.m“£
P*» A. Burbank, M. D., Eli Fdgecombe M I)
J. P. Fessenden, M.’d.,R. B. Kick,?
Md’.i^cw’
S'

C^arrS;
k^Sn^
Lewiston,
3,18GG.

“■

most elegant

*1.00

l*.’J

Hr. £. B. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mass

Coal,
KNIGHTS ORIENTAL

HATH RESTORER.
EF“What the Frees says and what the people know.

Hided hair to its original color.

Removes dandrufl and

cures nervous

300 TONS

headache.

200 TONS

White and Red Ash Coal.

February 26tli, lseffr6

This celebrated Tooth Powder is
put up
P f« two
ounce Boxes, and sold at the low
price ofr

Cents a Box!

A liberal discount to the trade.

Trial

Is the only preparation of Its kind that perlorms all
it promises.
RESTORER

BfGlve

Acts direotly upon the roots ot the Hair, and its effects are tpeedy and permanent.

Large bottles—price $1.00.
Large bottles—price $1,00.
Large bottles—price $1.00.

Temple

T

I

Meeting will be held

on

c

WEDNESDA V

1806, at the otttcc of the
at 3 O-C ock P. M„ for the

Company.on

E

tvonmmy

was

as

JnwA'Sk1

“*0 «o. lor the current

sh,Sn;^rifhSeex^r,y wu'tocrease ,ta
h**1116" tbat ““T
‘egally
bStothST7
0U,°r

rFHIS neat and spacious establishment well knov n
1
throughout the States and Canadas, as a first
class house and restaurant, after
being thoroughly
cleaused and refitted, and having secured tLe services
ot MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief db Cuisine, well
known to all former habitues of Barnum’s as
having
no superior, in skill or
celerity, with a corps of assistants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

Mass.

tho

Surest,

to

”**“&$*

building.

be the

Citizen*

are

Kvorgreen Cemetery, recently plotted by tho
City Engineer, im the vicinity of the Pond, will bo
placed at the Cemetery MONDAY, June 4th. Those

Lungs, that has been mm le available to desirlon* of selectng lots in this section of the Grounds
I
Clergymen, Members of Congress, Sing- I may do so by calling on MB. FOBBS,
era ana Actors, and in iact
Agent for
every one whohas given it i
a trial i*lve It their
th.a Superintendent.
unqualified praise.
rhroat and
tlie public.

PEB OBDKB

Pries $1.00 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5

Ma^

PBEPAEIII By

Knights,

M.

OF

COHIXITTEE OK CEHETEBY.

81.

FlS

D.,

Junelilm

EW O R

W. F. PHILLIPS &
CO.,
J. W. PERKINS &

The Lowest Prices !

Wishing storage room fcr
PERSONS
hear of the
application to
same on

FLETCHER

June 6, I860—d3w

&

Flour,

CO.,

may
y

159 Commercial St,

DISPLAYS

CO.,

BURGESS, FORBES

Cities and Towns furnished, from *100 to S5000, at
short notice.
Send for Price List, and
compare with other and higher lists.

tor

CO.,
W. W. WHIPP LE,

Storage, Storage!

&

CROSMA N & CO.,
1 I. H. HAY
T. G.
wlrdM^1*?11?’
*2- E‘ Beckett,
EStanwood, M. S. Wl,

fB"1* *

Loring,

y<

w

CUTTER,

Ed-

ap4—dl

fMWFiw

Hu,i, bo"r<l?rtil’

Valuable Heal instate at Auction.
THURSDAY, June 14th. at 3 r’clriU P. M„
on

“f®!

ON

tuo premier m, we shall sell the valu-.l le House
and lot on the comer of Slate and Fine stunt*. It
•s a three
story brick Home, Aids! cd Iron* garret to
cellar. It ha » 12 good roonin, w th five cicsot .cemented cellar floor, brick c -tern*, abundance hord
aau suit waier, gas throughout the
house, end all the
modern Improvouu-n's. There is also a sta :o and
womI home. The lot Is about 47x103. This is a
very valuable pn>i>«rty, ou the fines' strict in tbe
city, and is one of the meat desimbl' neighborkooda.
junc.dtd
HLNIiY BAILEY A Co..Aunt’s.

opportunity
pathology,

Valuable Cottage Residence

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it lie the solitary vice of youth, or the saucing rebuke of misplaced commence in mutnrci yea**,

AT

SEEK FOR AS ASTiDOTE IS SEASON.
Tbe Pains and Aches, and ^Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may lollow impuro Coition, are
the Bo meter to tho whole system.
Do not wail lor Lie consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait tor

Unsightly Ulcers,

Disabled Limbs, lor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

AUCTION!

Juno 2,1, (it 3
snail ^e.l
0N WipNKSt.AY,
auction the fine
near Morrill's
we

at

Corner, known

the

as

o’clock P. M,
estaoiishmeutLevi W. At-

wood property.
'Ibis beautiful residence consist ot SEVh NACRES
LAND, splendidly located ami in a high slate ot
cultivation, with light early cr .iind round .he house,
and gradually running into rich,
heavy so.*l. Tie lot
is square as a brick—and It is worth double the cost
of cash and'time to stand near the house and look
over it.
There arc Apple, Pear, Plu
Peach and
Cherry Trees. There are Raspberry, Blackberry
G .os' erry and Currant Bushes,
Beds,
Strawberry
Asparagus, &c., fee. Tomatoes, Corn, Pens. Squash*
es and Cucumbers are in a lair state o| forwardness,
and nil] be along as early as anybody's. It is a beautiful place
The House Is a story and a half cottage 32 by 30,
w ith oil L.
It has 11 finished rooms, with fine closOE

tor

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE i
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—*
co uplaint
generally the result of a bad habit in
yo ith,—treated scientiiically, and a perloot cure warra ited or uo charge made.
Hardly a day parses but we are consulted by one
or more young man with tbe above
disease, some cl
w oni are as weak and emaciated as
though they liau
th; consumption, and by their friends
supposed tc
have it.
Ad such cases yield to thu proper anu
vid>
correct course oi treatment, and in a short tune art
made to rtgoice iu perfect health.

ets.

It is finished from turret to cellar iu the must
workmanlike manner, and ot the nest
material. It has gas, hot and cold water, bathing
rooms, cemented cellar under the whole house, and a
cellar that can't be beat. Furnace, two ds urns, and
all the modern improvements. There is also a Gable
23 by 3S, finished to correspond and forming in the
whole a perfect gem of a home.
This whole establishment is in perleet order and very desirable lor a

thorough and

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
man} men at tlie age oi tlurty who art
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening tlie system in a rnannei
thfe patient cannot account for.
On exam.mug tbc
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
aid sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color, will be of a thin milkish hue,
a tain changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
Th jre are many m<m who die oi this dilliciuty, iguora it of the cause, which is the
There

ltotc,

E»err S«tur.lny n, ,, «.c,orU A> M
At Fort "t City Stable, comer Federal
cnd I ln,e St.
« bore iarriugea enu be "lorcu and
4a 1
desired, previous to or niter the s.ale.
These sales iriQ be under cover, and held w ithout
to
weather.
regard
HKNItji BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers
onctrs.
March 1-dtf

couutrJL‘*

are

residence.

HENRY BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers.

Jnne2—(ltd

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and »
loll and healthy restoration oi tlie urinary
organs.
Persons, who cannot jiersonally consult tlie Dr.,
can do so ny writing, in a plain manner, a
description
ol their diseases, and tlie appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Address:
Db. J. B. lIUGnES,
No. 5 Tempio Street [corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me

I3F* Send

a

Eleetic Medical

co the palate, cause no
never require increase ol
tor
persons, tamales

PLEASANT
promptly,
and

Stamp for Circular.

exhaust,

pain, net

dose, do

elderly

not

child-

and

Two taken at nigh* movren, are Just the thing.
warranted
the bowels once the next morning,
in all cases ot Piles and Falli. g of the Kectum. We
of
the
tor
all
D\'M*
EPfli a
a
cure
promise
symptoms
after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitsuch as
t ng ot tood, Palpitations; also. Headache, lmxiut t»s,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
a id Eyes. Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, fifth us*
ucss. Liver Coiuplnim, Loss ol
Debility,

Infirmary,

TO THE EApIES.
DB. HUGllES particularly nvites all Ladies, whe
naad a medical adviser, to call ut his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eleetic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating ah
Female Irregularities. Their action is sped tic anc
certain of producing relief in a short time.

Oppression

Appetite.
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers Jind the Lozenges just
as they are so compact and inodorous
that they may be canned in the vest pocket. Price 10
Faintness, &c.
what they need,

LADIES will lina it invaluable in all cases of ob
stractions after all other remedies have been tried it
vain.
It is
vegetable, containing notliing ir
t'le least injurious to the health, and may be takes
witb perfect
at all times.
Sent to any pari of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner ol Middle), Portland.

cents per box; small boxes UO cents. .1 or Mile by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremon
Temple, Boston. Will bfc mailed to any addre?s on
enclosing so cents.
July4dly

N. B.— Ladies doeiring may consult one of theii
A lady of experience in constant attend,

Boys’ & Men’s Clothing,

purely
safety

HURRAH!

|anl.l805dAw

iTdEMING,

DR. W.

Medical

HUBBAH!

BOYS,

Or Clothing Made to Order.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

GENTS’ EUBNISHING GOOES,
At

Electrician

174 MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite (he Called Stales Hotel
lie would respectfully announce to tlie
citizens of Portland amt vicinity, that be her
permanently located in this city. During the three
years we have been in this city, we have cored some
ol the worst forms of disease In persons who ljave

Cheaper

Prices than any place this side
New York, at the

New England Clothing
Just Removed to

33

Market

ot

Company’s,

Square,

OPPOSITE THE PREBLE HOUSE, POST LAUD
EL LfiV E£N St CO#
may22a3m

tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and edrins
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not slay
cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. lias been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated nbvsician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to clironio diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; uouraigiaon
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrolula. hif
diseases, white swellings spinal diseases, curvatuie
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,

HOTEL,

EAGLE

MECHANIC FALLS, ME.
This H -tclis findv located in the ph lethriving village of Mechanic Falls,

ant and

[on the Grand Trunk Railway, thirly-*ix
_[oailtR from Portland, surrounded by fine

urivcB, cauliiul Bcencrv and pure air.
The famous POLAND MINERAL SPRING Is
bufrrtx miles distant, whose waters give premise to a
large class cf invalids of the complete restoration ot
heal. a.
The subscriber intending to make the house worthy
ot public patronage, solicit# a share of the same.
A
lin lted number of boarders can be accommodated.
£ST" Charges reasonable.

palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stai*.
muring or hesitancy ol Bpecch, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure

every case that can he presented;
bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all torus of teuiale

asthma,

complaints.

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agility an<l elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostb tten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol

I*. It.
May 11—dim*

COBB, Proprietor.

Seasoned Pine.

youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an

find OAA" boards and PLANK, Clear,
v)' M 1^171 /V
Planers, Shlpiicrs ana Out*,
far sale by

active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who Lave cold lianas ami ieet: weak stomachs, 1amand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizzi-

BENSON & HOUGHTON,

and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back:
leucorrhcca, (or whites); foiling of the womb with inness

Berlin Mills Wharf.

june8eod2w

ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that Ions
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure uicam
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all oi those long line of trouble'
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor oi health.
TEETH I TEETHi TEETH I
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without PAIN. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumpi* they wish ttj have removed ibr resetting he would give a polite irfvitatlon to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines tor sak
for family use, witb thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a tew patients with board
end treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.j from 1
to 0 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

Steamboat for Sale.
cfT"*K The light-draft stern-wheel Steamer

.»

JfituttSSCCLirPLK,

is offered for sale.
She
has two good high pressure 1 ngims; also one sumand
can
be
mary Engine,
put in running order at a
small expense.
Can be seen at * non Wharf, Yarmouth, Me.
For full particular* apply to
J. W. LA WHENCE,

June 5—d2w

Yarmouth.

100

BBLS.

Muscovado Molasses!
FOB SALE BY

CLOUDMAN

CHEROKEE CURE,

STEVENS,

&

Office No. 163 Commercial Street, Up Stein,
June 1—d2w*

TUK GEEAT

INDIAN
Cares

%

1

Only Wholesale Depot for the cclebratod I. XL.
WORKS and original Short Stick Rocket. All ol hers
are imitations.
juneltyjyl

MEDICINE,

10,000 BUSHELS

all diseases caused by

Yellow

Pure

self-abuse, vlz.f?

FOR

Lou of
Universal Lassi-

Memory,
tude, Pains in the Back, Dim-

OB

EDWfD
jpaylidtl

three

bottles for $5.

Cherokee

A

Remedy,

SUMMER OPENING

Kidneys, Retention of
Urine, Strictures of the
MUrethra, Dropsical SwellWings, Brick Dust Deposits,
and all diseatet that
reqnira
a dlwtytennd when used io
conjunction with the

wil

Gleet and all Win

IKecharyee in Male or Female, curing recent
in from one to three daye, and la
especially

W.

137

May 111—dim

Street,

SPLENDID STOCK.

a large amortnn-nt ot Cloth* for
Spring
Overcoats, which ho will be happy to mako up to or-

der

or

sell at the

TiOTVEST CASH
April 18—dU

TICK,

SCAR,

PIUCES.

VERMIN,

8t.. I. X.
Should be used by Ml If aimers

OR

If farmers and other* cannot
traders iu their vicinity, it will
express charge by

RE-

obtain this article ol
bo iorwarded tree ot

JAS. F. LEVIN Ae:t. South Dowu Co.

BROWN.
BROWN’S WHARF.

cp

SHEEP, ANIMALS,and PLAXT8.

SALE.

IN DOCK—AT WHOLESALE
TAIL.

W.

r,

Embracing

Southern Pine Timber

W.

a

TaiU

SPRING GOODS,

«E3X?

whLh

NOW

BECKETT,

Middle

*U,t rfccived

.'a

FOR

C.

Merchant

write to us, and we
nists wIU not buy thum for you,
them to you by express, securely packed
wiU sen
"
Wo treat all diseases to
f
p.„m obsorvutlon.
the human system Is subject, and will be
pleased to receive full and explicit statements from
to receive relief heretofore.
those who have failed
Ladles or gentlemen can address ns in perfect condesire to semi onr thirty-two page
We
nee.
file
pamphlet free to every lady and gentleman In the
land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the solo proprietor,

Dr. W. E. MEEWIE, J7 Walker

on

i^^r^ri.,tyle<-towhich^:gn

recommended in those cases of Fluor Albue or
White* in Female*. Tlia two medicines used ««
conjunction will not fill! to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and In those cases where other medicines
have been used without success.
Trice, Remedy, One Bottle, »?, Three Bottles, *5.
fi5Injection, *
»*
"
InjecThe Cherokee Cure." Remedy,"
tion" are to bo found in all *•" "»■*•*•*
stores, and are recommended by
worth
druggists all over the world./ortbeir Intrinsic
dealers, however,
and merit 8ome unprincipled
ami
try to deceive theii customers, by wHinccheap

rn^ofTeTM

open

THUBSDAY, May 31«t,
%
at lior Rooms,
Xo. 4 1-3 Free Street Block,
a choice selection of Summer Bonnet*,
Including the
PAMELA, 1*R EXCESS,
l.AMBALLE,

INJECTION,

cure

I'ertUnd Out .ho

Would announce to the

w

cou»
cosea

t

MBS, COLBY

k,
m

CHEROKEE

LO.,

GOOD chance to offered In lire manulbctare ol
£la»Uc
lor which there to an e*t*bli 1»<1
demand and ready sale.
Any potaon w.diicg to engago m a light an l pleasant business, and whi can
fuini h a cash capital of $200 to *noo rr »■? e s
Maxtv* Tr-n»n,
Box 2110, P. O.
may24dtl

Caret all Urinary Corn,
plafuu, viz: Gravel, Injtamnation of the Madder and

docs not fail to

BUBOIX &

Good Opening !

Sold

by all druMlb; or will be sent by express to any
portion of tho world, on receipt of price, by the
sois proprietor,
Dr. W. R. VERWIN, 37 Walker St., N. T.

Shorts,

SAUC BY

No. 120 Commercial Street,

A

address.

or

II.

Do.,

LOAD.

50 Tons Fine Feed and

sequence er youtnrui indiscretions.
The Cherokee Cure wfN restore health and visor,
the
emissions, and effect a permanent cure
stop
after all other medicines have felled. Thirty-two
page pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, free to any

$2 per bottle,

Western

CAB

BY

low as a

Price

Com!

MEALING,

Mixed

High

of Vision. Premature
I Old Age, Weak Alerts*. Difficult Breathing, PaU Counts*
nance. Insanity, Consumption, sad all diseases that fol•nesH

AUSTIN & CO.,

32 & 30 Federal. St 107. til St 113 Congre»i Street** Beaton*

litter. J. HC°u W- E- Sho tL Jr., L. C.
&
Cfa. F. E.
dimming.

yc ’w
I'veu’ rri,Fo™'
T
L. Swaetair' HE™"’E-Chapman.S.Gale
Swoetser, Samuel Rolfe, J. j. Gilbr: ,M.fianoon,
-t and C. f!
OilBon

KS“j

The Largest Stock!
The Beet Quality!

melros e, mass,

HANCOCK STS.
JuneCdlw*from 9 A, M. till 8 p. M,

Plan ol Lot*

at

Safest and Speediest

E. K.

must know

uU linn fbi all the duties he must
iloeded With
nostrum
n
and cure-alls,
to be the best m the woil...
purporting
are not only
useless, but always injurit us. Tin* unfortunate should be eabuculau in
selecting Ids
I».i\sJciau. as it is a humulable yet iucon U overt.6 ,™Sp
syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined coimtitutious by uialireaSiuenl
from inexperienced physicians in
general practice
lor it u a point generally conceded by tho best
syphhograpuers, that the study aud management of the*t
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
Tue inexperienced general practitnor time to mai e
ioner,? having neither
him sell acquainted with their
com me uly
pursues one system of treatment, m mos. cases m .ui ug an iiuhsoriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, tho Mercury*
C

HENDERSON,

hereby notified that the

sold by

NO. 41,cor of FORE ft

S. O.

Evergreen Cemetery !

lor
Cough*, Cold*, Influenza, bronchitis, ConjI cure
sumption in it* early stages, and all disease* of the

CLAIRVO V.A.I\'X'1.

thinking i»ci son

preparatory studies

Proprietors.
Nos. 13 and 18 Temple Street,
Portland, Maine.
Mar 19—dtf

SYRUP

acknowledged by all

same

W. K. BICKFORD,

Dr. Larookali’s

is

and

AT ALL HOURS, from 8
jy Wedding Portlos anil families furnished with
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery. Ice Cream and
Meats.
ALSO, a small neat; Hall for Dancing parties, in

PBEP-AaBED by

PULMONIC

re

CO'i Auctioneers.

Wuwn^".^1'8’ Catr1aCc8. Sleigh",

handed out for general use should have
tlwjir erticacy established
by w ell teshti exjiericnce in
• he hands of a
regally educated physician, whose
remedies

On the choicest edibles in the

come

186^

Eating
BARNUM’S,)

House!

market,
A. M. to 10J P. M.

\tlantlc WhmV

authorlxodT^S’iSTt®

Portland, May 17,

Street

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,

E.JL KNIGHTS,Jtelrose,

&

AUCTION!

Every intelligent

tuat

guod

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,
At

suc-

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

S- «0»HDS 4 SOU.

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

DB.

suUicieut ai^mance of Lis shill and

us.

BICKFORD & HENDERSON’S.

■

fiAlowfing
the Tri-miref

the Report of
J”1- To°hear “
tho °fflr*rB

call and try

(FORMERLY

Savaxbah, Ga„ Feb. 4, 1808.
-__
Dp.. E. R. Kkiouts, Melrose. Mass.
Dear Sir —I am happy to inform you that the use ot
one bottle of yonr Oriental Hair Rtttorer has restored
my hair, which wan noarly white, to its original brown,
and it is soft and glossy as in earlier days. l)r. Walsh
tells me that it is the only preparation oi the kind that
is worthy of confidence.
Gi atefldly vours,
Mbs. A. b LAMAR.

o^’T^biirt’

y^’J'-widWcr^'

O

us a

Jfew

Packages

FREE on Application!
U
JOHN G. COOK & CO.,
Druggists,
PROPRIETORS, Lewiston. Me.
t5”For sale by Druggists
For sale in Portland bv W.generally.
W Whinnlc
&Co., J. It Lunt & Co,‘L.Vi. Gilson T0’ F *,'11”."
Jr., inlward Mason, H. T. Cummings T
Benson & Merrill, F. E. Covt-ll
Sweotser. E. Chapman, C. F Duran an.i u? w’£•

tarnishing

are ol the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 509 cords ot best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part oi the city at
short notice.

WOW MESSRS

A. Hates, M. d.

Jan©(mdi^N‘iY

of disease from the system, and making u
perfect and PERMANENT CUitE.
He would call the attention ui the afflicted to the
fflet of his long staudlng and well-earned ieputation

cess.

DAIIwKjc

and

of Lime
IU

new

These Coals

KNIGHTS’ ORIENT AX HAIR RESTORER

warn

LOBERY,

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds

Pr events the hair from falling off, and promotes Its
luxuriant growth.

KNIOHTS’ ORIENT AX

LOCUST MOUNTAIN

EGO AND STOVE SIZE.

KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL TTATR RESTORER

Bespectfhllv,

Twenty-Five

Coal.

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St.,
275 Tons llazelton Lehigh,

KNIOHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

conLain/tbc

Stale St.. Boston,

Coal,

RECEIVED and for sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,
JUST

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

LC

20

style,

is Now Opened to the Public by
8. B. BUEWSTElt,

Mr, Brewster would be happy to meet nhis old
(aicmls ami the public generally.
Portland, Feb. 2,1805.
dtf

PREPARED BY

Resti ires gray and

in the

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

February

Messrs. John G. Cook, &
have carefully examined your Co-Gentlemen--1
“Chlorate Dentifrice”
both Chemically and
In composition it
accords with the recipePhysically.
and is lfe from
compound .which can injure the teeth.
teeth without
an„ ‘.be
au™®2,‘he
abrading
‘t contracts
the gums ffnnly on
them8
i!i*IP’-,and
while its chlorate oompound
destroys any decaving
matter adhering to them. In
ft
fact,
best constituents ot several popular dentifr ices.
A.

excellently located Hotel has been

This

BEOKE3T ASP XGO SIZE.

Respectfully vours,
I>. B. Strout,

we

PRICE

C1TYJBUILDING.

thoroughly refitted, and furnished
And

BOTTLES,

as a

OPPOSITE

up in

Bead the following Testimonials in its Favor.
Lewiston, Jan. 12,1866.
,,
Messrs, John G. Cook & Co—Dear Sin-Having
tested
Chlorate Dentifrice we feel ayour
sured that it is an excellent powder for
cleans.no the
teeth and purifying the breath, and
having examinod
the recipe from which it is made, we
are sure there
ia no article In it which is in the least
injurious to the
°” “'C
contrary, highly

per Cord.

OFFICE, COMMERCIAL STREET,
Head Hobson’s Wharf.
mayTdtf

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

LARGE

**li: pubbc

#4.50

Co.,

International Hotel,

PURIFYING THE BREATH!

10

Delivered in any part of the city for

KNIGHTS*

*1,00.

prepared, and

Bethel Steam Mill

Bhould he used, and is the only preparation for that
purpose upon which the public can rely with confidence. Both the Dressing and the Restorer are nut

New Article in the Market, but has
already
gained a wide-spreadreputation.

WOOJdT

For sale to clear the wharf, by

faded hair to its original color,

PRICE

a

ESr~Kemember the place, opposite Wood’, Hotel
corner ol Middle and Willow Sts.
fcl2dtf

SPRUCE SLAB

corner

new
vau» Uc'v

WHERE

Hotel.

a

gentlemen.

KNIGHTS’ HAIR DRESSING

BOTTLES,

It is

Not

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can havo all the convenience:, of a Hotel at much lose prices, at a retired and
genteel place. Also permanent board tor families and

is an elegant preparation, exquisitely perfumed, inclines the hair to curL will not soil tlie skin gr any article of
and Is first superceding the pernicapparel,
ious articles
which have so long deceived a credulous

'3

CO Commercial Street.

..

A dressing for Children’s hair, which can he used
Without fear of injury to its growth or texture,
has hitherto been unattainable.
Most, if not all, of
the Hair Dressings heretofore sold at the drug stores
are composed chiefly of oil and
alcohol,—ingredients
which are
antagonistic to the life of the hair.—
KNIGHTS* Hair Dressing contains neither oil nor
alcohol, is purely vegetable in its composition, and is
the most perfect Hair renewer and
invigorator that
has ever been made available to the
public. Persons
whose hair has been thinned by sickness or age should
givethis preparation a trial, with the assurance that
a luxuriant g owth of hair will
result, unless the roots
are dead, when such an effect is
impossible.

or

McALLISTEE & 00.,

Slay 1—dtf

!

For Sale—At Auction.

( )^!.8A rOKDA Y, June Otli, at
1Aju:ki
bah
wi.Stirceth*
°i‘«e
r,a!a<jhc
wheels,
Ac.
lined,

recently contracted, entirely removing

or

own sex.
ance.

COAL.

Ash

Portland Athenaeum.

y

KNIGHTS, Chemist,

MELROSE, MASS.

MADAME E. F. LEWIN

T’&uSK'&fiSSS ® Me mU'r'v
8SSff*5K& ?!m*on WEDli«®V 53S

This House is located about 28 miles from
Portland, on the Androscoggin railroad, in
very pleasant and thriving village, near
‘lie Depot and Telegraph office; and is sur>y-pleasant drives,pleasure grounds, a splendid gr ve, suitable tor Picnic parties,
<£c., and in the
immediate,vicinity of two celebrated Mineral springs.
The Subscriber intends making this a first class
Hotel, and solicits a share of public patronage.
Lisbon Falls, May 20.
A. T. PIERCE.
May 29—dlm
a

BY

BOTTLES.

yem

FERTILIZERS.

PREPARED

LARGE

01

Exchange Street.

Sarsaparilla Compound

LARGE

±£)
CXa^

SILVER ST. ICE HOUSE
No. 32

M MARYLAND WHITE OAK PLANK.
2, 3, 31 and 4 inch thickness.
12 M 44x7} and 5x71 Wales.
20 M Oak Xiwbor.
McGILVERY, RYAN Si DAVIS,
161 Commercial Street.
may22dti

LISBON PALLS, MAINE.

-AND-

N

ARRIVE.

Dr. Larookah’s

HARDENING THE G VMS,

w“‘Viy the^dra?’Mr„^f^:
White Oak Plank for Sale, £*&*-wbo
v_ap4eoti3m
TO

Androscoggin Honse,
"

public.
JFor changing gray

a

may26tf

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers otter ior sale a large quantity oJ
desirable bull ling lots in tlio West End of the

city, lying

STREET,

PORTLAND.
May 22- codiw2X

..

Wldcb for style and finish cannot be excelled, to be
found at Hie UP TOWN CLOTHING HOUSE,

ME(ffiANIOSr

Sponge Cube,

THE

CLOTHING HOUSE I
a

Exchange Street,

the very shortest notice.

Noyes,

-FOR-

Ice Creams, Fruh* Current, Found and

Place, No.

Ac

■

Ladles entrance 161, Gents, lr,2. Hours
from 7 A. M„ to 11 P. M.
The public
AT(V
wiR
find it to their advantage to call and
r 9)
try the above Oyster Saloon. Ho will
also Airnisb Parties and Plc-Nics with

At

PAPERS,

Chlorate Dentifrice !

(Opposite the International House.)

AT

Undone of the BEST ASSORTMENTS

01

GENTLEMEN,

FOR SALE

AXjBO

Sold.

are

Taken from Life, Various Siaes

ON PORCELAIN, AND COLORED LIKE IVORY
MINIATURES.
Particular attention Is given to taking the likenesses of children,
making views of country residonees, copying engravings, crayon drawings n-nij
paintings.
may 23—3w

the American Papers

as

&

W. executes every desirable style of Photo-

'Portraits

Said by all Drnggista.

AS LOW

Rooms,

graphs—copies old Daguerreotypes, Card Pictures
and Tintypes, life size, coloring them in
oil, like oil
paintings.

Is double the strength of
any other Sarsaparilla in
the market

are CHEAPER than tho American
the roils being THREE INCHES WIDER. Papers,
A room
widen requires 12 rolls of tho American
paper will
noed only tin bolls ot tho
a savEnglish,
being
to the buyer ol
nearly 20 per cent. We shall

SALOOF,

FOR LADIES AND

Me.

Sarsaparilla Compound

Photograph

’No. 297 Washington Street,
Comer of Temple Place, ovor Hogg, Brown
Taylor’s.

April, May and June.

a

HOUSE,

New

Dr. Larookah’s

ENGLISH ROOM PAPERS!

Peas,

—AND—

Sarsaparilla Compound

SPLENDID

J. B. GREENHALGH’S
EAXTinSTO-

WHIPFLE’B

Purifies the Complexion,
rendering it clear and trans
;
f
parent.

EXCHANGE STltEET,

Richardson's Wharf.

May 29—dim

Dr. Larookali’s

'EVERYBODY

just received per ship Sunderland, direct
from Liverpool, a large invoice of

Screenings.

Canada

and Mercurial

disease.

Noyes,

Health.

shells, or any animal or vegetable substance,
tilth of any kind, ill any house, warehouse,
cellar
yard, or other place which the Mayor, any Aldoi man,
CHy Marshal or Deputy, or Health Committee or Officer shall deem necessary for the Health of tho City
to be removed, shall be carriedawa v therefrom
by uid
at tho oxpousooi the owner or occupantof such house
oMther place where the same shall be
and refound,
moved to such place as shall bo
directed, within four
hours after notice iu writing to that
effect, given by the
Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal, Deputy, or
Health Oflicor.
SECTION 10.—Any person
offending against the
provisions of (he preceding Sections, shall forfeit and
pay not less than one dollar nor more than twenty
dollars lor every offence, also the sum of ono dollar
for every house that tho nuisances or substances
mentioned in the previous sections of this ordinance
are suffered to remain after due notice
thereot
AH persons violating the above Ordinance are hereby notitied to govern themselves accordingly, as I
shall proceed at ouce to a rigid enforcement of the
same.
JOHN S. HEALD,
aprlS—tlCity Marshal and Health Officer.

Sarsaparilla Compound

Mar^d.q_

private diseases, whether arising ivoul

01

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Gore,

on

standing
the dregs

or

Dr. Larookah’s

J2*®

privately,

aau

impure connection or the terrible vice of seli'-iibir-e.
hie entire time to that j>articular branch 01
tue medical proiession. he iccls warranted in GuauKAXTEE1XG A CUBE IX ALL
CASES, whether of long

or

...

Ac

State.

0.—All

Should purify the blood and invigorate the
system 03
the use ot

Bailey

the

ilirt. sawdust, soot, ashes, cinSECTION
ders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, clam
lobster

Cures Pain in the Stomach. Side and Bowels

ROOM PAPERS!

STOKE

E. E. UPHAM & SON,

BRACKETS,

BARGAINS

Ordinance

Sarsaparilla Compound

B. P. HALL & CO. Proprietors,
Nashua, N. H.
Sold by all Druggists.

GREAT

Lieathe <fe

Dr. Larookah’s

Ulceration, Syphilis

Throughout

397 Commercial St, 47 ft 49 Beach Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
March 20—dtl

Cures Pimples, Pustules, Blotches and Boils.

Ask for Hall’s ,Vecetarle Sicilian

Rknewrh, and take no other.
The Proprietors offer tiie Sicilian Hair Rknbwkr to the public, entirely confident that it will
bring back tho hair to its original color, promote its
growth, and in nearly all cases where it has fallen
off will restore it unless the person is very aged.

Wholesale Grocers

Sarsaparilla Compound

Cures Uterine

GORE'S

BY ALL THE

SOLD

Dr. Larookah’s

Hair

Ever before offered in this city.

Sound Spring Wheat Extra Flour,
White

No person, old or young should fail to use it.
It is recommended ami used by the FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

to your inquiries regarding your

patent Metallic Sole, I take gieat pleasure in stating
that 1 had*them put In a pair ot fine calf skin boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
streets of Albany. I have had them half soled since,
and am wearing 5 onr Metallic Soles now, with full in-

pa
no

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING!

.(■

STEAM REFINED SOAPS!

Curos Epilepsy [and Rheumatism.

freAn falling out.

It will keep the Bair

It cleanses the Scalp, and makes the Bair
SORT, LUSTROUS, AND SILKEN

LEAT1IE

Sarsaparilla Compound

n

Will RESTORE GRAY BAIR TO
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

IT

by

Erysipelas,

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modem improvements, we
are enabled to furnish a
supply of Soups of tho
Vest Ctuuliiiea, adapted to tho demand, for Export aud Domestic Consumption,

St. Anthony’s Fire and Dropsy.

Dr. Larookah’s

Reward

If the Sicilian Hair Rexewer does not give satisfaction in all cases when used iu strict accordance with our instructions.

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!

Sarsaparilla Compound
Cures

It it an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will
d^all we claim for it, that we offer

under Hie personal supervision ot our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience In the
business, we therefore assure the public with condence that we CAN aud WILL furnish tho

Dr. Larookah’s

S.U \va erviile street
ino lot is about 31 feet front
by 60 fet t dtep, ai.d 1 as
a tw<> slory wooden
well uuanged n»r
bouse,
two tainilb s.
Large portion ol tbe purchase money
can remain on
xnoitguge
Apply to
E & F. FOX.

Devoting

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
AH of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in package suitable fjr the trade and
Dundy use.
Importing direct our oliemicala, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufactured

Cures Scroftila and Salt Rheum.

The old, tho young, the middle aged unite to praise

dry

For sale by

'PENDANTS,

ITS EFFECT IS

A NEW INVENTION.
Wetting the Feet is the most prolific cause ol'
disease and death known to humanity. It is almost
sure to bring on a cold; aud colds, neglected, and olten

uaily,

Dr. H.
affliction

REPINED SOAPS,

NO. 1,
OLEINE.
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE'S PATENT,

Sarsaparilla Compound

Auction.
public auction on Ibo iiemli.,
on SATURDAY, (lie 9tb
day of June a 1/
ltCG, at 12 o’clock, unless previously ids; oh q ©f at

be commits!
and with
confluence by tliu aihictcu ut
from 8 A. M.to'J 1*. Al.
addresses tlio.>o wlio aro suffering under the

he
WHERE
the utmost

hours

-va:-

Complaint* and Dyspepsia.

bales.

be .oi! at

Street,

can

and

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

Dr. Larookah’s
SEELY’S

No. 8 Temple

GORE.

the attention of the trade
their Standard Di anils of

consumers to

Sarsaparilla Compound

GAS AND COAL OIL

■

den ; Fanny Fern, Mrs. James

LEATEE~&

Dr. Larookah’s

Auction

1>K. J. u.
HUGHES
CAN BE FOUND AT
HIS

WILL
SOARS! RRIVATE MEDICAL
ROOMS. K iia,©» ^uune and Lot JiC.

Sarsaparilla Compound 1 refined

*

_Medical.

ls£~

STEA

Tli» groat Spring Medicine and Blood Puriflo

possible,

HUMPHREYS’

from the effect of the sea water, the iron wires
have been galvanized, and ordinary Manila

ot the cable.

Dr. Larookah’s

^.—Metallic Sole.
B. —Outer Sole.
C. —Inner So.e.

lollowing letter:
Dearbon Observatory, May 24.
hatters Tribune,—Immetiately on learning
that a new and bright star had been discovered in the Northern Crown
by Mr. Chandler
of Boston, 1 set tlie great Equatorial of the
Observatory on tlie spot, as nothing was to

to be a nun!
takes the veil to-day,
She hears mass behind a grate,
While ton lovers for me wait
At the door till mass is done.

too

Miscellaneous.

STEAM

*J uaua

Gut the other—he’s

Medical.

SlAU—TH~CoMrANION OF
Tribune olMay 25 conChicago
IU?l
The
tains the

Aydeini!

are

_.VL-.I-.-.-JT.

der tlie rule.

Tangled in the heavy vines,
Creeping by the convent walls.

Seven

FAT’D. Sept. 5, 1S65.

Rrandagee (Conn.) rose to debate the
resolution, which, thereupon, went over, un-

free.

Miscellaneous.

TAKECARE OF TODS LIFE

fused.
Jlr.

Ah! how white t’:e moonlight falls,
Catch mv slipper ] there it goes,
Where that single4re-fly shines,

Swing me, Tita!

_Miscellaneous.

I

23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
March 2—daw Hu

The Civil Bervioe.

FESBENDEN’S

REMARKS ON
MENTS AND BAD ABIES.

KB.

APPOINT-

On Monday, while a proposition to increase
of
the salaries of the Assistant Secretary and
ol
the
of
Department
the heads of bureaus
before the Senate,
the Interior was

pending

the folMr. Fessenden took occasion to make
which we copy in
lowing very just remarks,

full from Tuesday’s Globe:
I have no doubt that if you would give any
in this
Secretary at the head ot a Department
two
city who was an honest and capable man,
thirds of the amount that you appropriate annually tor the payment of clerks in his Department, and tell him to expend it at his own
discretion and carry on the business, he would
be able to do the business better for that
amount of money than he does it now, because you would leave the selection o. the
men to him, and he would pay them according to their merits, what they earned, and
what the necessities of the case required.—
But there is one thing that stands directly in
the way ot all this, and that is that Congress
undertakes to regulate this matter. Iu the
first place, we said, and the President said,
“You must appoint soldiers.” Soldiers are
very well if they are capable, and if they have
been disabled, they are men who ought to
have the preference, perhaps, over others, in
being appointed clerks; but in the anxiety to
get disabled soldiers in the Departments, and
in the anxiety of members to have them appointed, following out what seems to be the
public sentiment, the result has been that the
business of the Departments has been embarrassed by having a good many incompetent clerks; and it is still insisted, and loudly
insisted, in the newspapers and elsewhere, that
trained clerks, who understand the business
of the Departments, should be turned out for
the purpose of giving their places to those
who have been fighting our battles. The principle Is well enough, but the practice, to the
extent to which it is claimed that it ought to
be carried, would be utterly destructive to the

business of the Departments.
Another thing: every member of
Congress
solicits the Departments for appointments, or
much
pretty
every one; there may be exceptions. I know that I have been
obliged to do

it, and other members have felt obliged to do
It; and having been in a Department, I know
that the public interests suffer from it. A clerk
is removed for
incompetency or some other
cause; somebody comes and says, “It will not
do to remove that man; he is a very important man in my district; he makes capital
speeches; we cannot dispense with him; he
has a great many connections, and important
connections; and he must be put back

again,-” and he is put back.

considerable embarrassment. That, however,
is a trifle compared to the solicitations that
come irom Senators and
Bepregeutatives, and
their interference with tne business of the
Departments. The result is that we get more
than are necessary, or more than would be
necessary, if attention was paid to the ability
and capacity of those employed in the different grades.
li we uave these difficulties they are
owing
to ourselves in a very .great degree, more than
to the heads of Departments or to
anybody
connected with the Departments. I do not
know of anybody in Congress who is iree
from the objection I have stated, to a certain
extent. I know members are not
always willing to do it, but they are compelled to do it,

think they

are.

Grime.—1 have not done it.
Mr. Fessenden—There may be gentlemen
whose backs are stiff enough to enable them
to refuse to interfere in this matter, but the
number is not great. Of eourse I shall not insist against the disclaimer by any
gentleman
of what may be his own particular
practice;
but I think the practice is very general, and
it
is
unavoidable.
It
has
perhaps
grown up
in the course of time, as a matter, perhaps, of
necessity, from the disposition of the Departments to divide their appointments
among
the States so far as they could
possibly do so,
and to accommodate members by
having all
the districts represented in the Departments.
It seems to be no more than fair and right
that it should be so; but the
difficulty is that
It is carried too far. One day I removed a
man in the Treasury
Depaitmenl because he
was utterly unfit; he could not write without
blotting his paper all over, and he could not
make up accounts at all. He was a
very clever old gentleman, but
utterly useless for any
purpose in the Department. In the course
of three or four days after his removal I had a
petition signed by twenty members of Congress to put him back again.
Mr. Sumner—What did you do about it?
Mr. Fessenden—I refused. I would not
put him back again although I could not help
feeling for him. He was a clever old gentleman who did not seem to be fit to do
anything; he could not get a living anyhow unless he got it there; but I could not see
why
he should have it out oi the Government
when he could not render
any service.—
This is but an illustration.
I take as much blame to myself as
anybody
can do for this interference
by members of
I
do
not
Congress.
impute anything to anybody else that I am not willing to take my
shaie of. If we kept our hands off these matters, and paid competent salaries to competent men, leaving the Department free to act
as they thought proper, we should
get along
much better than we do; I believe we should
Mr.

money and have the affairs of the Government better conducted. In fact it would
not require so many hands as it does now.
We need not talk so much about this
high
salary business. These salaries are, as the
times go, very low. Men are hardly able to
scratch along with the salaries
they get, under the expenses they are subjected to in this
and
some
of
city;
them are paid
although
very low,-yet, of course, in all times and in
all places and in all business, men are
paid
according to the nature of the services required oi them atd what they can earn elsewhere.
That must be the rule, and with
regard to
the higher classes of clerks, you cannot
get
them on the salaries now
paid, or if you do,
when they stay long enough to show their
capacity you will lose them.
save

A New Volcano in California.
The Shaata (Cal.; Courier relates the fol-

lowing

:

In the easterly slope of Iron mountain, and
about a quarter of a mile from its
summit,
may be seen a small column of smoke arising.
At night, near the surface of the mountain,
the vapor has a lurid appearance, as if partaking of fire. It was noticed some ten days
since by some Indians, and a party of two or
three of them visited the place, thinking to
find a prospecting party there, from whom
they would naturally get cheinuck enough to
pay them for their trouble. The reader may
judge of thtir surprise on finding that the
smoke was caused by no human agency.—
Alarmed, they fled to a cabin inhabited by a
solitary miner, distant some two miles. The
miner, our informant, believing he had wiough
of daylight for the trip, took one of the Indians as a guide and sailed forth, armed with
a
trusty rifle, and followed by a dog in whose
fighting capacity and pluck he had unbounded
confidence. The sun had nearly dropped from
«he horizon when our friend arrived at
his
destination. He thus describes the scene presented:

When I got there I found the smoke risas the
Ingin said. It came up out of
a fissure to the rocks that was
about three
inches wide and six or eight feet
long. The
smoke is hot and smells
sulphury. It couldn’t have been going on smoking that
way long,
or I should have hftard of it; and what’s more
thedead critters I see laying
would all have been scattered. Whv Can’n
there was rattlesnakes enough lavinJr .w
dead to fill a two bushel bag. And these
little owls afid ground squirrels,
thieker’n
grass. There wasn’t aothing lay in' round
like larva nor cinders, nor nothing of the kind
I tell you what, Cap’n, I think something lias
ketched afire down in there by—by—’’(we

ing, just

aTo^d There’

suggested "spontaneous combustion.”; “Yes,
that’s it—spontaneous ‘bustion, and it’s just
founda chimney ready made, or we’d had an
earthquake; and all them dead things was living in that crack.”
Iron mountain presents every evidence of
having been the scene of volcanic eruptions.

Cuke fob Jealousy.—A
jealous man,
who was on a visit to
London, was induced to
call on a clairvoyant and
ascertain what his
wife was doing at her
residence, some ninety
mde3 away. “She is
sitting in her parlor
said the lady, “and she looks out
of
window, as if m expectation.” "Strange,” said
the gentleman, “what can she
expect!”—
borne one is entering the door! she
caresses
him fondly.”
“Horrible!” interrupted the
gentleman, thinking of the Divorce Court
Now he lays his head in her
lap, and looks
tenderly into her eyes.” “Dreadful! she shall
suffer for this!” “Now he
wags his tail,” continued the sleeper; and ae this
explained the
story, old Jealousy decamped, and resolved
not to be inquisitive
again with regard to his

t/ie

—

—An old sailor, just returned from a two
years’ whaling voyage, took a turn up Congress
street the other day, and was fearfully
impressed by the spectacle afforded by the
“tilting
and
short-reefed
hoops”
skirts of some of our
He
fashionable?.
thought it must be out of respect to departed modesty that all the women

bad their

petticoats

at half mast,

tier, y our correspondent, alter a survey of both
sides, has no doubt; although there are many
acute observers, with perhaps better means ol
information, who entertain a different opinion.

Now that the invading force has actually
set out, there can be no harm in making public statements as to its magnitude and purpose
which, before, it would have been a breach of
confidence to divulge. General Sweeny, who
is now here directing operations, acts upon
the theory that with fifty thousand men, experienced in war, well drilled and skillfully
led, and actuated by enthusiastic patriotic impulse as his followers are, Canada may be taken.
In this expectation he presumes upon
the ultimate aid of Fenian organizations in
Canada itself, which certainly do exist, in no

Chicago Market..
Chicago, June T,

Flour quiet ai 8 28 (5) 11 00. Spring Wheat dull at
1 08 @ 1 66} for N o 1, and 109 @ i 094 lor No 2, Corn
dull at BO} @81} /or No. 1, ana 48c for No, 2. Oats
advanced aj U, closing Arm at 32 @ 33 for No 1. and
Provisions flm.
@ 30}c for No 2'
Receipts—7,600 bbls ol dour. 08,000 bushels ol
br.sliels
of corn, 65,003 bushels ol
wheat, 206,000
oats. Shipments—11.600 bbls. of flour, 30,000 bushels
ol wheat. 260,000 bushels ol corn, 82,000 bushols ol
oats.

28}

Havana

Market.

Havana,

June 2.
[By telegraph to the Merchants' Exchange 1 Sugar
dull at a decline; sales at 7} reals for No 12. Lumber
—W P $28 @ $30. Box Snooks
dull; sales at 10 @
19$ on time. Hoops—no chance. Freights very dull.
Exchange on London 18 @ 18$ premium; on United
States 23 ($ 24 discount.
York Stock Market.
New Yoke. Juno7.
Second Board.—Stocks dull.
AmeiicanGold.
.[mm 142$
United States 5-20*8, coupons
1882,..102$

Treasury 73-10...

io?i ^

}

Missouri Sixes.* Y9
Illinois Central..121
Michigan Southern
79$

Michigan Central.IOK

Pead’ng.109*

Brie..
New York Central..

Boston Water Power.50
Cumberland Coal Co. 45J
Gold dosed at 142$.*

merly'o^Sath^'aged’

Sweeny
himself mistaken; for it is
solely to the interference of the Federal authorities,
military
and civil, with the northward
transportation
of munitions of war, that the
delay of the
last four days is due. Our Canadian
neighbors bristle up in much
indignation at the
want of vigilance, or wilful
on this
blindness,
side of the line. It would be
healthy for them
to recollect that
but for unusual watchfulness

here, they would now be mourning the loss of
their magnificent Victoria
Bridge. The Fe-

nian raid from St. Albans was laid down in
the programme as simultaneous with
that
from Buffitlo; and if it had been made at that

time,

no

British troops then in this vicinity

could have resisted its progress for several destructive days. But the authorities in Vermont were
wideawake; and the Fenian commanders were appalled, on the
very eve of
then expedition by the seizure of the arms of
their men by the strong arm of the United
States.
‘‘Tom Bbown” as a Boxes. Of Mr.
Hughes, M. P. for Lambeth, better known as
‘Tom Brown,” the
is told:

following story

of the founders of the
Mr,Hughes
Working Men’s College in Great Onnond
sUeet, and has always taken care that there
was one

fitted up,
class established. And those who have attained any skill with the
gloves, will agree
with us that sparring is excellent
exercise, and
that it may be taken
anywhere. One evening
when Mr. Hughes was at the
college, he look-

ed in upon this
class; an experienced hand
was on the
floor, and instead of treating the
tyros with consideration, he was knocking
them about pretty
considerably, until at last
they declined, one and all, going on with sueh
a one-sided game.
Mr. Hughes had been
looking on very quietly, saying nothing; but he now stepped forward.
‘I should like to have a
turn, if you
don’t mind,” he said, in his
quiet way. “Very
sa:d
the
happy,”
other; “have you ever had
the KJoveson before ?”
“Oh, yes, two or three
times.
soon
stood face to face, and beThey
fore his antagonist could
say “Jack Robinson”
—if he had any wish to do so—Mr.
Hughes
sent him
on
the
floor. He got up
sprawling
angry, hut “Tom Brown” was cool and punished him to his heart’s
content, and then told
him that he hoped the next time he
had to
spar with beginners he would remember that
evening and be tender to them.
^e prevailing notiou that the
negroes are
improvident and thriftless, as well as lazy,is
not strengthened
by the fact that the colored
people of Louisville have deposited in the
“Freedmen’s Savings and Trust
Company
Bank, established six months ago, one hundred and three thousand
dollars, the result of
industry and economy.

Mr and Mrs A D Lockwood and Miss Lockwood, of

Brighton Lire Stock Market.
Wednesday, June 6.— Amount op Stock

market.

TM.w~.ir
This week

c£5£e1208

at

Sheep. Shotes. Fat Hogs. Veals.
3609

800

1960

Last week,.. 1987
6888
680
3200
Amount from Each State.
Cattle.
..

Maine.
New Hampshire.
Vermont.
Massachusetts..
New

43
59
124
30
00

800
728

Speep.
oo
242
890
995
262
2000
00

York.
Western States..
Cannla.. ..
00
i*ncei—Beei Cattle, extra, 14@14j; First quality,
consisting oi good oxen, best steers, Ac, 13J@ 14:
Second quality, good ftur beef, 13@ 134; Third
qualty, light young cattle, cowes, Ac, 11 @11$-on the
total weight of hide, tallow and beet.
Working Oxen-*177@300 p pair; steers $ J00@150.
“
® W Extra,»80® 100;

Fa“ow,M @1^“

Sheep—Northern, sheared, B@61; Western, 7e.
Shotes
lb, 10 (6>l3]c wholesale; 14 i&16]1 retail;

Suckers, 20@23; Fat hogs, 10]@1U|.
Hides—»^9]c 4? lb; country lots, 7@8c.
Tallow—Sales at 7(o;9ic lb ».
Calf Skins—At ifkaJX » 0).
Pelt»-»1 68®2 80 each.

Boston Stock Liu.
Saxes at the Brokers Board, June 7.

American

Gold.

United States Coupons, July.
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881.
Unlted States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series.'..'.

.jg.

144*
looj

1021

small.102 J

do
do
do

2d

series.102I

3d senct. 1021
United States Five-twenties, 1868. 102}
Uidted States Ten-iorties,. 98?
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 36]
Eastern Railroad.
lu&J
[Sales at auction.]
Laconia Manufacturing Company.1287]
Popperell Manuihcturfng Company.1172
Boston and Maine Railroad. 124
Western Railroad
I29J
Eastern Railroad Sixes, 1874. 94]

TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS.
Financial.
New \ ore, June 7.
The Commercial's article nays Wall street is excited under vague rumors of bank failures, believed
to be unfounded. 8to.» s are decidedly
dull, partially
trem the downward turn in Erie and partially from
sympathy with rumors of bank failures. Governments are more In demand, the gold interest stocks
being r better. German bankers both yesterday and
to-day have been buyers to a moderate extent for export. Gold is in less demand. Speculative holders
are active in
the market, but the demand
lor export is sustaining
quite limited.
“DderStand
that
freight for abont *1,600,000 of
—X®,
shlmiAM bfi,!!n engaged up to last night. The largest
estimate
Saturday's export at about *2,000.Uppers

atVi per coFt

“I, Bb®ut

Money Is easy
Is less active
and weaker,
aim
weaker ■°eo<?1'
60 days ^oreiS» Exchange
9j <g i0: sight 11 ® 11J.
1 Per cent.

Ft", tork

Cotton—firm; sales 1600

Market*.

baleBKWvX,?FiF'7\>
Dales. Middling Uplands

40c.
Flour-sales 4,800 bblB. state and
15c lower. State at 7 0* @» 90. Round
Western at 7 06 (0,9 75
at 9 26 ® 14 00.
at 38 («;

inns

nhf
«I??P„01do
U(trie™i„

drooping; sales 300 bbls. at to so <® 17 a,
1
dull ana 19c lower; sales 280 bbls. at 910 Co)’ 1.U1
Wheat—common declining; prime scares and ail
vancing; sales 39,000 bosh.; Chicago Sprinuan toT
Milwaukee Club, No 1, at 2 12 @ 2 20; choicedo at
2 23; Amber State at 2 90; Amber Michigan at 2
77
C irn—1c higher and scarce: sales 66,000 bushelsnow Mixed Western at 82
@ f 47.
Oats—lc @ 2c higher; sales new Western at 66 @
GOc.
Beef—steady; sales GOO bbls.
sales 6.250 bbls.; new mess at
30 5G a] 30 75,
closing at 30 61 cash.
sales 550 bbls. at V} ® 221c.
Whisltey—<julstard firm; sales at if 26 6a 2 27.
Poito Rico at 12 @
!3c, Muscovado at 11
13c.

aaP.Hrk“unM^3<'!

Bjurd—heavy:

8al®'J400

Coffee—dull.

Oifo-^lufof®8-qUlet uncllB»«ed“d
per sta!^irl0flUVeri,OOl~du11

PICTOUNS. Barque Locliicl—660 tons coal, to
Staples A Son.
WINDSOR NS. Sch Sterling —122 tons plaster,

to master.

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
FEOM

FOE

DATE.

.New York..Havana.June 8

Cuba.....
.Beaton.Liverpool_June
City of London... .New York. .Liverpool_June
Teutonia..
.New York.
.June
Northern Light....New York...Hamburg...
Aspinwsdl.. .June
Moro Castle.New York, .Havana.June
Persia.New York. .Liverpool_June
Baltic.New York. .Bremen.June
Corsica.New York. .Havana.June
EjJBtburg.New York. .Liverpool_Jnne

6
9
9
11
13
13
14
16
16
Hibernia..NewYork. .Glasgaw.June 16
Hansa.New York. .Bremen... .June 16
Etna.....
.New York. .Liverpool-June 16
SantiagodeCuba..New York.. California.. ..June 20
June 20
New York...New York..Aspinwall.. .June 21
.. ...

a™c5;.Boston.Liverpool....

City of Paris..New York. .Liverpool_June23

SWp°menfo^^bte. flou?,ric3,0TO

bushels of wtetti

Helen O Phinney,

June G—dlw*

conifer a
suitably rewarded
h avtng It at PUTNEY’S Boarding House, corner
by
Middle and Willow streets.
juuo6dtf

Miniature Almanac.Jane 8.
Sun rises.1.23 I Jloon rises.1.22 AM
sets.7.35 | High water.6.45 PM

PORT

OP

NEWS

TTOUSE 21 Free St.

Wanted.
HOUSEKEEPER to wait upon a family consisting of two persons. Enquire at No. »8 Free
street.
Junefkilw

^wantedI
persons who have Arms and
in
their possession, and who feel
disposed to contribute the same towards the
cauye of Freedom, will

Equipments

ALL

conffer a favor by leaving them at the Armory of the
KoWiTS and Sweeney Circle, 41 Free Btreet.

june7dtf

WANTED.

surpassed. Enquire of

W. H. STEPHENSON,
Second National Bank.

a

good cellar with connecting drain. Lot about 70 by
90 foot. Terms reasonable.
Apply to

by

JOHN C.

Immediately.

CfEVERAL custom Coat, Vest and Pant makers at

^isFedettP^et.

For Sale.
Springfield Rifles, nearly now,
which by being changed into smooth
bores, will
mako the most accurate sporting gun* to be hack—
They will be sold at .60 per cent, discount.
Inquire of F.-'O? PATTERSON, office 821 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
maylleodlm

WANT EDTi AE(??,of
1000 BaSels/a?^Wr^-five Centsfby’F1<>Ur
E. E. UPHAM &

SON,

Richardson’s Wharf.

May 29—dim

Wanted.

A N Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
XX sell a new, convenient and usetal
artiLadies or Gentlemen wishing fot a rare chance
to make money should call
on, or

pateifted

®'e*

addresss,

J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Portland, Maiue.

Nov 23—dtf

Goods,

New

Cloths,

—AND—

Trimmingsl
city is

^Middle

Stable and Garden, corner Melbourne
and Willia street*. The Lot i* 132x80 well laid out
and stocked with Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Grape
Vines and Shrubbery. Fersous desirous of
purchasing a Home, every way pleasant and desirable, will
do well to examine this place, as it is one of
the finest on Muqjdy Hill and will be sold at a bargain.
For particulars inquire on the premises of
C. W. SMITH.
May 23—dtf.

FOIi SALE.

IStreet.

Cash

of Portland
city. Will be sold at a great bargain.
Inquire of CHARLES SAWYER, No. 123 Commercial Street, or ot the Proprietor on the premises.
may29
gg

at

AU of which will be made to order, and sold at

Lowest

ON

Prices!

desirable House and lot on southwest corner
rpHE
JL of Fine and State streets. The situation is one
oi the most pleasant in the
city. The lot is about 46
x 103, and well
arranged and stocked with fruit trees
and

Call and examine Goods and Prices.

Rocker, Bogan,^Boston—master.
Sch Packet, Grant, Calais—Eastern Packet Co.
SAILED—Brig Wm Robertson; schs Chiloe, Delia
Hinds, and others.

131

N.

Middle

Howe,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Befow 3(,th, barque Mary Elizabeth, Crockett, from Boston.
MOBILE—Cld 31st, sch Burdett Hart, Denton,
Boston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 3lst, schB Red Jacket, Avenll,
Wm

Jones,

Emery,
Cld 1st, barque Annie
M Gray, Gray, Aspinwall;
brig Selma, Gibbs, Boston.
NORFOLK—SUl 2d inst, seb Union, Ames, for
Portland,
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 5th hist, sch Broaddeld,
Crowell, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, sch Maria Pierson, Chamberlain, New York.
Also ar 4th, brig Sarah Peters, Lord,
Matanzas,
(with foes ot foretopgallant mast and head of foremast.)
Cld 5th, schs Leontine, Pratt, Providence; Redington, Gregory, Bath; Goorga, Swett, Newburyport;
E Arcularius, Jackson, Boston.
ltockpert.

BHILADEIPHIA—Ar5th, schsAmericus,Morsc,

and R Bnllwinkle, French, Savannah.
Also ar 5th, barque Alary

Portsmouth.
NEW YORK—Ar 5th, ship John Bright,
Dawson,
Liverpool. 134 days passage, schs Frances, Packard,
Philadelphia for Cobasset; Carroll, Grant, Machias;
Leocadia, Kelley, Salem.
Ar 6th, ship Orient, Hill,
Liverpool; barque H D

Brookman, Mahoney, Havre;

sch

Clinton, Holmes,

au Prince.
Old 6th, ship Matt'da, Blake, for Bucksport; brigs

Port

Virginia, Wood, Funchal; Imogene, Saunders,

Mar-

seilles via Philadelphia; John Bernard,
Jameson,
Brown, Boston; Canima, MarCualSl‘».,^ii.waaltef,>
shall, Philadelphia; schs H P Russell, Nickerson,
Galveston: E U Sawyer, Kerr, Portland.
Ar 6th, ships Anglo Saxon, Plummer, Shanghac:
H L Richardson, Mills, Liverpool.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 5th, sch Pointer, Nichols, for
New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 6th, sch Helen, Perry, from
Baltimore.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 5til, brig Elmira, Norton,
Philadelphia for Portland; schs Georgia, Gilchrist,
Bueksville, SC, for Belfast: Madonna,Homer, Phila^
delphla lor Boston; Flying Arrow, Eaton, do for
Calais; Maria Foss, Oroutt, from New Bedford tor
Salem.
Sid, schs Georgtsna, and Leesburg.
BOSTON—Ar 6th, sch Louie F Smith, Crie, from

EMERY,

York, ldg.

Cld 17th, barque Adelaide, Plummer, (trom Allcante) tor New York.
Cld at Rotterdam 17th ult, ship Ivanboe, Bixbv
■*’
Newcastle. E.
Ar at Demarara 16th ult, barque Delaware, White,
from Baltimore.
Ar at Remedlos 20th ult, brig John
Pierce, Strout,
Boston.
At Curacoa 21st ult, brig Eurus, for Ponce 5 days.
Ar at St Jago 24th ult, brig Belle Bornard, Cook.
New York.
Ar at Cientuegos 22d ult, barque Caroline Lemont,
Bowker, St Thomas; 26th, Joseph A Davis, Welt

Malanzas.
Ar at Caibaricn 20th ult, sch Martha Maria, Colaon, Havana.
Sid 22d, barque Eureka, Humphrey, New York.
Ar at Havana 27th ult, barque Marathon, Drisko.
Charleston; 1st Inst. Jane. (Br) Mainland, Wiscassct
Sid 27th, barque Geo S Hunt, Woodbury, for New
Orleans; brig Geo Gilchrist, GilchrlBt, do.
In port 2d inst, barques John Gridin, Chase, tor

New York, ldg; Savannah, Williams, New Orleans;
brig S L Hall, (Br; Davis, for Portland; schs Union,
Reed, for New Orleans; C S Watson, Hughes, for
Mobile; and others.
Chartered—Barque Sarah B Hale, for Portland,
450 hhila sugar at
«6j. For North or Hatteras, brig,
Sparkting Sea, via Sagua, 600 lihds sugar, at $y.
,„at Malanzas 29th ult, brig Lucy Ann. Dod.ge,
Mobile; 30th, Clara M Goodrich, Look, Balthr.ore!

Babbidgo,

New

Orleans?

30th1 Kri—^barque .John Bunyan, Carver, New York:
Philadelphia;
SDarkhnfq,0aS,;llian’ Hardenbroc*,
“h Z Snow,
New
SirJth,
S,aff"a;
,Ue LS“la 8ttwart>
Osborn, toi New

For Sale,

Plain Vases, &e.
Also Patterns for Children’s DressApron,

Ladies’

and

Talmas

Under-Clothing.

and

Sacques

Pitted.

S3?" FUNERAL DESIGNS, BOQUETS, CUT
FLOWERS, &c., furnished to order.
juneCd4w

COTTON DUCK,
CHAINS, ANCHORS. &c.

The subscribers, manufacturers and sole agents lor
the sate of “LAWRENCE” and “OLD COLONY”
Cotton Duck and Twine, now have a full assortment
on hand; likewise:—
300 Pieces Cotton Ravens Dnck.
20 Bales 2 and 3 thread Flax SaU Twine
20
and LightEussla Ravens Duck.
500 Colls Hoth’s Russia
Bolt-Rope.
Anchor Bunting, assorted colors.
100 Chain Cables, j in. to 1? in.
100 Tons Coil Chain, 3-16 in. to 11 in
Warranted American Anchors.
For saleat 23 & 25 Commercial
St., Boston.
may4—(13m
FEAKING, THACHEK & CO.

Rio Grande.
ot Hatteras; Ron vert,

Bennett lor
North
ster, Merriman. do; 27th, America

LStaples,

a nort

Ailen.and’f'blra

iKi hSS'
StowerZ. doVTrlnici
HfcSwS’

do; 29th,
lc“‘,orn>
Sagua; 30th. barque Czarina, Seavey, Oo
Ar at Sagua 25th ult, brig Wm H Townsend Lake
man, Boston; 26th, Loch Lomond,Black, New’vZri'
ort‘
Isabel Beurman, Curtis, Caibarien.

three storied modern bnilt BRICK
HOUSE, containing thirteen rooms, with
abundant closet room, marble fire pieces; cellar under the whole bouse; never
falling supply ol
hard and soft water; gas
throughout the house. Lot
good size with fine shade trees.
pie house is in fine order and located on one of the
principal streets oftlie city, in a good neighborhood,

m

A

and will bo sold at a bargain if
applied for at on«e.—
Can be examined any
day. Possession can bo had at
once. Apply to

W. G. CHADBOURN.
Office 91 Middle St.

May 18—dtf

Valuable Real Estate
——ON-

v

Congress, North

YOUe
and

j

embracing some of the most eligible building lots on
Mutjoy Hill. This property Is now offered for a
short time at private sale, on terms favorable to
purchasers. Apply to
AUG. P. FULLER,

Apr213-Sjt^Te88 8t" oppo8ltetIlePrelMeHo,,8«-

IN

8AL E!

Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
THE
bargain.
Street, at
a great

House, Lot and Shop for Sale,
Elisabeth Ferry. A good honse and
A
T/;*P°
XAwlth
wifchi

LEGAL INSTRUMENTS.
attention given to drawing Wills.
PARTICULAR
Deeds, Contracts, and all kind oriegal papers.—

examining titles to real estate, by
II. P. DEANE,

r>
October,

Cape Elisabeth, April 29,
Valuable

thing out—Except

the

Police!
JAQUE’S

Button

Serg

EUREKA

Congress

Boots!

The easiest, prettiest, and most datable Boot ever
put Into the market. For sale at
K.
23- dtl

2000

T. MERRILL & CO’S.
82 Middle Btreet.

Bushel's

Real Estate for Sale In

subscriber, on account of poor health, offers
his FARM lor sale,—situated in
Westbrook,three
miles from Portland, half mllo from Morrill’s
Corner,
Post
Railroad Station, Horse Cars, anil Westbrook Seminary. Thli Farm contains one hundred
acres or more of choice
land; cut the past season
about seventy-five tons oi Hay; has
pleniy of Wood,
estimated at two thousand cords.
For a MILK
FARM it is second to none in Westbrook.
For Early Gardening it is unsurpassed, it being so near a good market. It will bo sold in lots of
twenty-nve or fifty acres or the whole firm, to suit
purchasers. This is a rare chance for capitalists for
investment, it being so near the city.
h jj BOODY

THE

maygedtf

The Latest

136s!' H'may24dlw*L'

Westbrook.

l17 Middle Street.

1866.

lot,

a 3 minutes walk of the
improvements,
Ferry. Shop at head of Fen y Wharf. Inquire of

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Oats,

100 BblsGolden Fleece Flour,

Office,

President.

HOUSE

ON

H.

BURGIN A-

176,859.07

HOUSES.

a perpetual policy,
should desire to cancel the Bame, the company will
pay him back 90 per cent, of the amount paid.

The Company will iitue perpetual policies on

STORES, STOCKS, PORTLAND
FARM

r*PtOI,EPtT'5r.
Perpetual Policies (never expiring) will be issued

application to
JOHN W.

as it will

terms given

to
on

MVNCER, Agent,

19,1806-eodly

Portland, Me.

GhEaSTEIRAX.

INSURANCE, AGENCY! I

undersigned respectfully announce to their
Mends and the business community
generally,
that they have perfected complete
arrangements for
the

transaction of

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCI*
DENT INSURANCE,
To any amount, and in the most responsible
panies in New England and New York City.

Stocks of Goods,Bnildings,Yes8els
kin

on

com-

Stocks,

&c„

the mott lleliable Fire Companiet.

In

CO.,

No. 120 Commercial Street.
may30

tf

Maine Medical

Association.

Annual Meeting of this Association will be
bold hi the New City Building, Portland, com-

THE

mencing on
TUESDAY, JUNE 19. 1869,
at 10

o’clock A. M,

8 esslon to continue three days.
Per order,
GEO. L. GOODALE,

may23eodtd*

Secretary.

Maine Eclectic Medical Society.
Counsellor of this Society will tie in session
at the InternalionalHouse, Portland, on TUESDAY, June 2G, 1866, at 10 o’clock A. M., for the examinationof candidates for membership in said So-

THE

ciety.
The Annual Meeting of the Society will be held at
the same place, on WEDNESDAY, the day following, at 10 o’clock A. M.
H G. NEWTON, M. D.,
President.
june5dlw*w3w

To Whom it May Concern.
person that stole an Oliandor irom the garden
of M. L. WOODBURY, on Congress Street, last
Saturday night, la requested to return it, or call in
the- day lime and get the mate.
juneOdlw
Notice.
CIDER 1 ■ wanted and will be received in
snail quanti ties as wall as larger quantities, and
caa h paid at No. 96 Oommersial Street.
'iVprii is, laoe.v-dtf

OLD

General Insurance

Agency!

FOYE. COFFIN t SWAN.
Exchange St.

MARINE

COMRAUNIES.

of Now York. |
Isssrnscc Cs. of North America,
of Phlladelphloi. 1

fire
Al»a,

■loyal,
Continental,
Arctic*
Lorillnrd,
■*■!«•■*
Norwick,
People’s,

companies.
Of Hartford,
Of Lirerpo.l and London.
Of New York.
Of New Yerk.
Of New York.
Of Now York.
Of Norwick.
Of Worenter.
_

LIFE COMPANIES.
Connection! Mutual,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF Tl.'E
Conneeticnt General,
Of Hnrtferd.
STATE AGEN CY OF THE
New York Aeeldentn i,
Of Nnw York.
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable O
ompaniea with a combined
capital and surplus of m ore than
•37/ >00,000.
are prepared to carry the
largest amount# desired in
Marine, Inland, Fir.*, Life and Accidental I nsurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equP »bly adfusted and promptly paid.
^OYK> COFFIN & S\VXN.
XY
*
T>«
Marine
Rl.
jks placed in any Boston or New
York Office desir- sd.
Portland, Feb. 5 tSGfi—dtf

Ft FT mr.EFiATORS,

MANUFACTURED

FOR

SALE

M.C.

o,e premises.

MERRILL,

51 Uaiea Street.

SALE.

Also lor sale at

second-hand Chain, different size*. AJ*o. Shovels, Spades, Axes, Hatchets.
Hammers, Camp Kettles.
SHELTER TENTS—just the
thing for Hay
Caps; and a few A Tents; all of which are selling
low,at No# 8 Mention St,, (store formerly occu-

63, iN'ext Door Above.
3®" "Different Si:

THE BEST, CLEANEST AND CHEAPEST

HAIR RESTORER
Dresser.

made to Order

8TODI lARD’S

CHOLERA
A

sure

SPECIFIC.

Prevent

ive

and Care tor

c H O 3 1. EbA,
Morbus, D Lirrhea, Dysentery,

Cholera
Summer Compla in ts« Pain in tbe
Stomach and U owels* Si.c*
Its action is immediate r jxd a 'Hcacions. Its virtues
have been tested by thou* uids since the Cholera Season of 1819.
Physicians u so anc 1 recommend it. All
admit it to be the best < Oompo und known lor the

Complaints

For sale by all Dealers.

*es

May 1—dtf

|C. \V. STEVENS.

Selee’s Hair Life.

for which it i

»

cn.

STODDARD & BUKTClte Prop rictors, Troy, N. Y.
For sale by all Drug >tat* auii L ealers In Medicine.
1 Nashua, N. H.,
to
may 12—d&w8m
^ avclmg Agents.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
"Wholesale Agents.
May 2S—diw

Agents fc,r Sale of

Portland, Saco and Portsmouth
Railroad Company.

“nd® of
Blasting, Mining and Sporting
AJJ*
aisltor **Je.
l»RU^f,J0,',tant'y hand
C
Bickford &
taotnre toT gJIf ^u*i> Toy

No.46 will be paid June
Stockholder, of record May 31.18*6
DIVIDEND
V

PORTLAND AND

11th, to

ELIPHALET NOTT,
Treasurer.

Powder.

on

FLETCHER

&

COM

reet.
169 Commercial 8v

Ma?

7,18W.

mMyS^1

YORK

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

8EMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

The splendid and fast 8team-

(hip. DIAIGO, Cmpt.
and

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Leave soco
340 p. m.

April 30,186(1,

Kiver tor Portland at 6 30 and 9 00 A.

a.

k®*ve PortlAnd for Saco River At 7 15 a. m., 2 00 And
6 20 P M
The 2 00 p. a train out and the a.h train in to
Portland wiJl be freight trains with patwemcer earn
At

Gorham for West Gorham.

Standisl), Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark tiebaco,
Brldgtou, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Liuiiugton, 0orm»h,l’or*
ter, Freedom, Madison and Eaton. N. H
At Buxtou renter for West Buxton,
Bonny-Eagle,
8outh Liinington Liinington, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonsticld and 0*sipeu
At Sacearappa far South Windham, Windham Hill
and North Windham, daily
bteam Car and
ApoomodA ion trains will run ns follows:—Leave Godl ui for Portland at sir) a m and
m.
Leave Portland for Gorham at 12 10 P u.

2 OOP
and 4

p. m.

By order of the President.
Portland, April 28,1866—dif

GRAND TRUNK
Ot

RAILWAY,

Canada.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter Monday, April 9th, 1866,

CSBSBSZ3

run as follows:—
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 00 a m.
Mail Train for Watervllle, Bangor, Gorham. Island
Pond, Montrex land Quebec at 1 111 p m
This train connects with Express train Ibr Toronto,
Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached Iroin
Island Pond te Quebec
nml,,Montreal
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows :—
From So. Paris, Lewiston end Auburn,
8 10 A. H
From Montreal, Quebec io.
2U>r, m.

XMOT—trains will

The Company are not responsible Ibr baggage to
any amount exceeding |5U in value (and that, jx-rsoual) unless notice is given, and paid for at the late of
ono passenger tur every tSoiiadditional value.
C. J. HHYIJGEX, MareijiHq Uirevlor.
H. BAILEY, IauvU Superintendent.

Portland, April 7.18(6.

dti

MAINE CENTRAL

Jhbbwood. will nntU further ne;
doe, run as follow*:

treal, QBohoo, Bangor, Bath, Angnsta, Eastpon and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to s*Kd their freight to the
steamer* as oarly as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX. Brown a Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO.. No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Mav 29. 1866.
dtl

T™1®1* leave Portland ilaily

I iWBiiMFI

Steamship Line.

Philadelphia,.at

Canal or Railroad, freeot commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
Nov 22—dlyr
9 T Whart, Boston.

Grand

A. M., and (or Bangor and

all intermediate Stations, at 1.10 P. M.
llelmuing,
trains Irom Anlium and Lewiston aio due at 0.30 A.
M., and trom Bangor and all Intermediate stations,
at 8 P. M.,to coiirsct trains for Boston.
KF" Freight trains leave daily at 0 A. M.
edwin ngyes, snpt.
Dec 15.18*5.
dc&ttl

THROUGH TICKETS

TO

THE

$6

WEST!

loss titan any other ronte, via the

Railway l

Alwo ticket* by all principal ronte* through Bolton
New York from Portland to the West, North and
South-West. For reliable information or ticket* call
at the Union Ticket Office, opposite the Preble House.
or

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

xveky five days.
From Long Whar’, Boston.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whart,
10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded bv the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by

<

Depot) Sundays excepted,lor AuFKiyWf'gTrnnlt
and Lewiston at 7.00

Dum

Grand Trunk

Philadelphia

R.

R.

WINTER arrangement.

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

and

after Monday

*(?§IE'_^S*trains will leave as Ibliows:

Sherwood,
Franconia, capt. w. w,

Boston

On and

mm]

H.

Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland,every WEBBX8DAY and SATURDAY at* P. tt., and leave Pior
38 East River, Row York, every WEDNESDAY
■no SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P. M.
These vessel* ere titled op with One accommodation* for passengers, making this the most sptedy,
esfb and oomfortabl* route for travellers between
Hew York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
*6.00. Cabin passage 86.00. Meals extra.
Goods torwarded by tbisllne to and from Mon-

D. H. BLANCHARD, Agent.
Portland, April 13.
api J7dtf

Important to Travelers
sa

to tu

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

W.

D.

LITTLE

for all the great Leading Routes
ChicaWait! Wait! Wait! IS AgentCincinnati,
Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Unless,
St.
to

go,

large
investing
business that is laborious and
BEFORE
cent, of
a

profit, give the

per

amine the

ol money in a
pays but a small
subscribers & call and exsum

CHANCES

Which they offer to ail classes of

men

one a

Pleasant

Employment,

Capital,

can

do

so

by calling

Hundred,

upon

or

RATES OF FARE,

And all neodfUl Information ohoerlUUy furnished.
Tbs. villus will tfnd it greatly to their advantage
te proouro Through Tlehet. at the

Por*Jau«i

And which pays trom 100 to 300 per cent, profit.
Such opportunities are seldom offered to the public. Any one wishing to be so fortunate as to secure
a chance to make money quickly, easily and surely
by investing from

Ten Dollars to Three

tho leval States and the Canadas, at tha
DO WEST

to enter a
business which requires but a very SMALL CAPITAL and is NOT laborious, but on the contrary gives

As

Caul, Lacrosse,
Oshkosh,
Bay,
Quincy, St, Louis, Luuisvido, Indianapolis, Cairo,
So. and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland te all the principal Cities and Towns
Urien

In

RARE

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street, lap slain.)

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Paaaage tickets for California, by the Old Line
Mail -Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by early application at this offloo.
March SO, 1868.
marSOdftwtf

addressing

the subscribers
IMMEDIATELY.

GO U It LAY
J um 1—dtf

&

THE

“Daily

POOR,

161 Middle St., No. 1 Up Sta*s.

improvod

Improvement

on

Press” Printing Office

Is propelled by steam power, and Is famished with
and

costly presses—f’vlinder

and Pla-

ton—from the moat colobrated makers.
Wc have in constant use one of

BLANO HARD’S

BY
—

to

8TCRDEVANT,

Gkkbbal Agents,
73 Commercial Street, Portland.
April 19th, 1866.
ap20dtl

Washington,

new

Junel—dtd

ROSS k

COLBY A TWOMBLY

LBS. BOLTS AND SPIKES.
7000
5000 lbs.
and

And

baggage, free qf charge.
For freight or passage apply

22

LOTS
On

pied by Wm. Duran.)
May 31—dim

RETURNDiQ. will leave Machiaaport every MONDAY and THURSDAY MORNINGS,
touching
at above named landings, and arriving in Portland
the same night.
Stages wiu be in readiness at all the landings to
carry passengers to the neighboring towns.
This Steamer is 879 tons
measurement, has large
and well ventilated State Rooms, and new Furniture, Beds and Bedding, and is in all respects elegantly fitted up for passengers,and has large Freight room.
Freight forwarded from Portland by the Boston
aad N»*w York Steamers
Passengers by the three o'clock and Evening Express trains from Boston, on their arrival at
Portland, will be taken to the Steamer, with their

In Marine Co* 8 of well lmown
responsibility.
And they respectfully solicit the attention of all desiring insurance.

following well known Gentlemen and business* firms
In this city.
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs,* Lynch, Barker
Hon. BepiJvingsbury, Jr.
& Co.
C.M. Rice, Esq.
Messrs. Dcering, Milliken
Isaac Emery, Esq.
& Co.
John I>. Lord, En.
Mossrs. Yeaton Sc Hale.
Messrs. W. Jt C.B. Ml ill- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose & Co
ken.
Mar 24—dGm
,y

RICHMOND,”

CHARLES DEE1UNG, Mabteb,
Wift make two trips per week to Machias, leaving
Franklin Wharf every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
EVKNlNG8,at 11 o'clock, and touching at Rockland,
Tlesboro. Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Do-*
aert, Millbridge, Jonesport, and thence to Machias-

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,

Exchange St, orer Merchants’ Exchange.
VTe take pleasure in relerring the public to the

Of

PORTLAND* ROCHESTER R.R.

KJ^BtAgee connect

’er

“CITY

Vts^

W. HATCH, Ssperlilesdesi,
April 28,1801—dtf

attached

On and after April 24th the new,
substantial and swift going Steam-

|

OFFICE, 166 FORE STREET,
Feb

AND MACHIAS

INLAND ROUTE.

be for

wanting insurance

to rates and

LINE

STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

AND FUBNITUBE.

Kendall’s Mills with Maine Central it. K. lor
Bangor
and intermediate stations, Earet ae low
by thii route
at any other.
Leave Portland tor Bath,
Augusta and
intermediate stations on
Saturday only at 8.00 P. M.
Mixed Train leaves Portland for Bath amlluternicdinte stations daily, except
Saturday, at 3. to P. M.
r reight
Train, with passenger car attached, will
leave Portland tor
Skowhegan and into mediate stations every morning at 7 o’clock.
Trains irom Bath and Lewtotonareduc at Portland
at 8.30 A M., and Irom Skowhegan and
Farmington
and all Intermediate stations at 2.30 P. M. to connect
with trains lor Boston.
Stages for Kockland connect at Bath; and for Beltost at Augusta, and lor Solon,
Ansou, Norrldgewock, Athens and Moose Bead Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassalborn’ at
sal boro’, aud tor Unity at Kendall’s ML’l’s.

Lewiston,

day, excepted) at 5 o’clock, touching at Hampden,
Wfnterport, Buck.uort, Bella.t, Camden and Rockland, both ways. For freight or pasaoge plea- e apply
to
A. SOMERBY,
Portland, May 16,1866.
at Offlec on Wharf.

Cheapest Insurance in the Country.

as

1,00

The splendid sea-going Steamer.
LADY LANG, Cut. K. A. Prince,
and REGULATOR, Capt. J. A.
Blanchard, will leave Railroad
Whart, Biot of State str et, Portland, every evening, (Sunday. excepted)at 11 o’clock,
or on the arrival or the 7 o’clock
Express train from
Boston.
Returning, will leave Bangor every morning (Sun-

ty If any party holding

VST Full particulars

Paaaanger Trains leave Portland ilaily
SBC!: ■{LOO p. M., lor Bath, Augusta, WatsMills,Skowhegan,and intermediate
Stations,(connecting at Brunswick with Androscog8*u K. H.), for Lewiston and Furmington anti ut
rV.BBBMn'jn

orvuio, ivcii'taU

P0RTLAND&PEN0BSC0T RIVER

Dwelling Houses, Barns, Churches

Supt.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Cmanaciii Monday, April 30th, 1S00.

BETWSSX

on

FILYNCIS CHASK

PORTLAND i KENNEBtC R. R.

Arrangement t

DAILY^

Policies issued lor one or five years, on insurable
property, at current rates.
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which never ex-

this class of property, at such acost

Portland, May 12,186«.-ti

ARRANGEMENtT-

SUMMER

$1,176,859.07

the interest of every person
call and see for themselves.

A-M-

FF' Package tlcketoto be had oi the Agehts at redneed rates.
Freight taken a. nsua'.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
May 22nd, 1866-dtf

$1,000,000.00

on

7.U0(expre»,P. M.
On Monday., Wodnewlay. ard
Frid.ysthc Kxpresi
train to and from Boston will run via Boston it
Maine
It. K„ stopping only at .Saco. Biddeford,
Konncbuak.
North Berwick,South Berwick
Junction, Dover, Kiefer, Haverhill and Lawrence. And on Tuesdays
Thursday, and Saturdays wld run via the Kr..cm
only at Saco, Blddetord. Kenuehunk.
IV fVd
Nortti Berwick,
Portsmouth, Newhuryport, Salem
and Lynn.
IJf'A .“peclal Freight train, with passenger ear attached, will leave Blddetord lor Portland daily at 8

tare...$1.80

AND

Fop Sale,
Stevens’ Plains, near the Horse Railroad
A. L.
Enquire of
RICHARDSON,

FOR

o’clock.

ii.

Leave Boitnn lor Portland at 7 A) A. Mi, 3.00 and

BOSTON.

Deck,...

CAPITAL,

AND SCHOOL

pres./1'.

Until Inrther notice the Steamer,
of the Portland Steam 1’aekct Co.
will run a. follow. :—
Leave Atlantic Wharf for Boston,
•every evening, (except Sunday) at
Leave Boston the same days at 7 P. M.

—

FOR SALE BY

EDW’D

REDUCEDJO

CO.,
Cabin

pire,

Traimi leave Portland (,r
►aw.bay.sn
**"*■—****WPwIlueton at 8.40 A. .M ajo and 8.00 (ex-

mayiSdtt

FARE

7

Surplus,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday,May 1 til,, 1800.

Freeport.

rates.

Summer

INSURANCE

SACO A PORTSMOUTH R. R.

HOUSE WHARF for FREEPORT, at 4 o’clock P. M.
Fare each way «0 cento.
Freight taken at low

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!
HOME

may2idlm

The Steamer CASCO will
leave FREEPORT for PORTLAND every day, (Sunday,
excepted) at 7 o’clock A. M.,
and returning leave CUSTOM

...

_

1*75

PORTLAND

Atfjit.

Steamer for

44

40 Cobb'sBriige Jfc back ,$1.45
50 Ihinville June.
1.45
44
65 Hotel ltuad
*•
65 Empire Hoad
1.K5
U5 Mechanics' Falls 44
2A5
44
2.25
$1,05 Oxford
44
1 35 South Taris
2.C0

«•
Pownal
New Gloucester 44
After the above date
passengers will not be allowed
to travel by irleght train* on that part of the ih.e
between Portland and South Paris.
'J hc summer arrangement of trains will some
into
effect on the 28th ol June when the 7.00 A. M. train
will run through to Montreal and
Quebec.
BUYDOES, Managing Director.
it
mu
H.
Local Superintendent
BAILEY,
Portland, May 23d, 18W>.

WEEK !

May 29,1866—dtr

op

Westbrook, May 26,1606.—dtf

April 11—dtf

Southern White Seed Corn,

Jones,

Long Whabf.i
PORTLAND.
April 5, I860—dim eod9m .4w6wll

for

For particulars, enquire oi
BENJ. KNIGHT,
octlSdtt
Atlantic Wharf.

Also

(Head

No. 23

For Sale.

£,

Exchange St.

Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb.

Yarmouth

and Boston.

Portland,

JOHN ¥. HUNGER, Office 166 Fore fit,

To Let.
private house, within five minutes walk of the
Post Office, a large, pleasant front parlor. Terms
reasonable. References required. Address M. B„
Press Office.
may25dtl
a

sale cheap
Platen 20X28.
Inquire in person at, or address by mail,
PEESS OCTIOB, Portland, Me.
Febl3-dtl

Envelopes fj

W

SALE,

part of that desirable property
COMPRISING
formerly belonging to the Dyeb Estate, and

second-hand HAND PRESS
fYNE
if applied ibr soon. Size ot

!buy
DRESSER’sJ
Paper

& Cumberland Sts,

FOR

FOR

TIIE

21th, brigs

No. 10 Central Wharl.
Portland. Apr. 30, I860 —tf

Has just received New Goods in

Decalcomania Patterns,

Gordon W. Burnham,
Fred’k Chauncej,
James Low,

THE

comer

Fortorms, &c., applv to
ltUFUS E. WOOD,

Cor-, of Congress and Chestnut Sts.,

May
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Malaga 17th ult, barque N M Haven, Hall, lor

Lime street.

/>'
and Tate Streets. It has all the modern Improvements and is in excellent condition.
The houso can be examined any day.

Philadelphia.
Cld 7th, schs J P Merriam. Clark,Bangor; Convoy.
Carter, Belfast; Henry A, Wade, Waldoboro; Mallei, Kaler, do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 4th, sch Concordia, Bartlett

Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 2d, sch Marietta, Had, from
New York.
Ar 4th. sch Betsey Ames, Call, Bangor.
Sid 4th, schs Gentile, Henderson, Rockland; Pembroke, Kamsdell, Boston.
Below 6th, schs Enterprise, Perkins, tin Wells for
Boston; Post Boy. Andrews, Augusta for Salem,
Egret, Moore, fm Gouldsboro for Lynn; J B Myers
lUch, Bangor for Boston; Comet, Perkins, Bath lor
do; Globe, Kendall, Bangor for do; Caressa, Fullerton, Ellsworth for Gloucester; Ida May, Gray, Ban
gor for Boston ; Abaco, Folsom, do for do : Marv
Shields, Waitt. Gardiner for Plymouth; Msj Leering, Lewis, Bangor for Situate: Abby Weld, Hutchings, do for Lynn; Cora, Polland, Damariscotta for
Boston: Ada Frances, Perkins, Bangor for do; Majestic, Poland, Damariscotta for do: Franklin, Alley
Wiscassct tor do; Glide, Soule, Westport for do:
Orient, Eaton, Bangor for Hingham; Mary Jane
Merrill, Gardiner for Boston; T C Bartlett, Grover
Bangor for do; Dexalo, Rich, Eden for .lo; Clem ant!
Beal, Jonesport fordo; Eliza Ellen, Fogg, Portland
fordo; Frances, Smith, Bangor for do; Earl, Wentworth, do for do; Jane Woodbury, Shute, Brewer
for Salem.

JOHJf C. PROCTER,

House for Sale.
three-story Brick IIouBe No. 70,
Danforth

MRS. J. W.

ea,

T. KILBORN, A.

t0 w-

GOODS ! THE

NEW

Stover, Pierce,
Cardenas; CephasStarrett. Gregory, Sagua.

aPplY

bpG—tf

Portland, April 14—2m

FBOH MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at Baltimore 7th, barque Ellen Stevens,
M atari sas.
Ar at New York 7th, barques H D

Street.

GOULD.

Mlnturn, Jr,

Robt. B.

tor

Applications tor Insoronco.witb the above named
Company received and forwarded by

shrubbery.

£?£.Parti<:u,ar8
LIBBY, or to
T

PER

At Eastport the Steamer Queen will connect lor St.
Andrew., Hobbiiiiton, Calais and New Brunswick
Railway.to Woodstock and Houlton Stations, and
StageCooches will connect lor Machlas.
At St. John passenger* take E. * N. A.
Railway
for Shodiac, and from th' ncc for Summers:.le and
Charlottetown, P. E. island, and Pietou. N. S; also
at St. John the Steamer Empress fnr Windsor and
Halifkx, every Tuesday and Friday evening and
for Digby overy Monday and Thursday mornings.
BF* Freight received oh day. of sailing until tour
o’clock P, M.
C. C. EATON.

Benj. Babcock,

John D.

HOUSE,

STYLEST

SPRING

For Sale.
Chebeque Island, a farm containing 15 acres
land
and
35 acres pasturage and wood
tillage
land, a young and thrifty orchard, two dwelling
houses in perfect repair, possessing the best ol water
privileges; also one barn, etc.; a good seashore
privilege tor sea dressing. Said (arm is situated on
the west end of the Island, 8 miles irom and In sight

For Sale.

Miscellaneous.

day.

Fletcher Westray,

TwEA«?JT??,i??£TES

Wanted Immediately.

Sturgis,

Henry K. Bogert,

CASH

PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL'S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particular* enquire
of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & 04.
Nov. 11—dtf

TRIPS

No.

On and alter MONDAY, June
the Steamer, ol tbo luternatlonal Line will leave Railrooil
Wharf, foot of State Street, every
■MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
at
6
o’clock
P. M.,for Eaatport and St.
FRIDAY,
John.
will
leave St. John and Eaatport tame
Returning,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

For Sale.

Falmouth and back,
4*
Cumberland
44
Yarmouth
Yarmouth June.**

Calais and St. John.

■

Lime Street.

May 18,1866_dtt

ifcegj

WITH KEDUCED FAKE.

Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gallard, Jr.,
J, Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
C. A. Hand.
B. J. Howland,

Royal Phelps.
Caleb Barstow,
A. P.Plllot,
Wm. E. Dodge,
Geo. G. Hobson,
David Lane,
James Bryce,
Leroy M. Wiley,
Daniel S. Miller,

PROCTER,

y

..

In order to alford increased accommodation to the
on and alter Monday, May 28th, a train will
leave Portland at, 6.00 1*. M. daily, conveying
p**.
Hungers lor South 1 oris and all intermediate su;.ions
and a tram will have South. Paris in the
afternoon
arriving in Portland at «.501\ M.
With the exception ol such alteration of time as
may be desirable in the winter sea»tiii,lt is intended
should sulliciem encouragement be extended to
trains, to continue them ail the year round.
Return Tickets,!good tor the day of issue only,) I.y
any train, will be sold to and from all stations at the
following reduced rates, vlx:

4th,

Wm.

Wm. C. Plckersglll,
Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

Valuable Lot for Sale!

can

Sch J C

Sid

For Sale.
Tho new FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of land, situated on the Cape Cottage road, in
.Capo Elizabeth. The house contains
--——’fourteen rooms. The sea view is un-

be aocomodatedwith bond
gentlemen
** Wo- 26 Myrtle Street.
A_™w
junefidlw

maySldtf

THREE

all

public,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

6—dlw*

Plate and Sheet Iron worker, at 33
Exchange street, Portland.
june2dlw*
E. B. HOWARD & CO.

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

JOHN C. PROCTER,

.lft
2—tl
April

Boarders Wanted.

Eastport,

ra

Portland and South Par it.

follow., until

as

International _Steamship~Oo,

Chables Denni«, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moobe, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3J Vico-Preet.

LlmeStreeL

And Issue of Return Tickets to and fire
Stations between

Leavo
Buruhau}’. Wharf tor Peak’, and Cushing'.
Islands, at 1) and 10) A. M., and Sand 3) P. M.
for Portland,
at 9.46 A. M, and 2.45 P. M.
Leave Cushing's Island, touching at
11.15
/>cal’i,,at
A. M., and 6.16 P. M.
Tioket* down and back 26 cts. Children 18 rt„
Juna 7—dtl

310j860

Henry Colt,

REAL ESTATE BROKER,

Reduction of Fares

I- E

$ 12,139,870

Kn"

to

June 1—dim

Wanted.
FIRST class Journeyman Hairdresser: good
Awages and steady employment. Apply to
H. H. WESCOTT, Cor. Fore and i—ni° g^gi
June
_•_

Risks.

The Company has Aeeete, Over Twelve
Million Dollar*, viz:—
United States and State of Now-York Slocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
$4,828.365
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3,330,360
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable, Real
Estate, Bond and Mortgages and other seciirities,
3,C50,015United States Gold Coin.
80,460
Cash in Bank

Wh*rf.andwlJ»lning the site for the new

----*

---■

TUESDAY, June 12th, running
further notice:—

Tlic whole profits ot the Company revert to tho
are divided annually, upon the Premiterminated during the year; and ior which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent, in each ol the years
1863-4, and 5, and 36 per cent, in i860.

Custom House, 50 feet front, and about 50 fbet
deep.
Also several lots on
Munjuy Hill, situated on Turuer street and the Eastern
Promenade,
containing
alwnt lao,0*0 square feet.
Also owe lot of Flats adjoining the above, 104 feet front and extending
* to the
channel; a fine lot for a Ship Yard. #v

WANTED.

131

Nickerson.

UALL')s^r

GRAND TRUNK RAILW AY

«sii3iE52a»Wili commence her trip, to
PEAK’S* CUSHING’S ISLANDS,

ums

the Homestead ot the late Lemis near the Grand Trunk
Depot,
j”11!8on*°tCommercial
about, 117 feet
Street, extending back
valuable lot for stores or a manufacturing
establishment. Also a lot on the northerly side of
CommercialiStreet, nearly opposite the head ot Cu§-

JuneSdlw

The best Stock in the

CLEARED.

“

Islands!

G A. 35 E

Assured, and

On Commercial St., for Sale,

LABORERS to go to California.
Fare
And subsistence will be tarnished a/ter

-cl

Company.

William, NEW YORK,
January, 1868.
cor.

f
Insures against Marese and Inland Navi-

Desirable Real Estate

signing the necessary papers. For further particulars enquire at 4J Free Street.
Per Order.
P. 8.—Preference given to old soldiers.

THE
I^jpnienta

Railroads.

THE STEAMER

TRUSTEES:

Apply

highest cash price will he paid lor Arms and
ol aU description at 4* Free street

Wall St,

51

the

For

Rent $21 per month, paya-

sAppIy

A

4~e

to

Commercial St.

juneC

Tailor9s

Brig Isaac Carver, Shute, Philadelphia—master.
Soli Debonaire, (Br) Tobin, Hillsboro NB—master.
Sch Marcus Hunter, Orr, Philadelphia—Moses B

York

june2d2w

AND

New

Barque Lochiel, (Brl Graham, Picton NS.
Sch Sterling, (Br) Miller, Windsor NS.
Sch J Price, Nickerson, Phlladelpliia.
Sch Gen Marion, tietchell, Salem.
Sch H Presoott, Freeman, Saco.
Sch Hattie E Sampson, Blake, Tbomaston.

York-

Apply
J* c- BROOKS,

Xo Let.

Found

Thursday, Jnne 7.

New

rpHE valuable lot of Land with the buildings there1'an/orth and Emery Streots,
.
."?Vnn
tU.e Sonl^.of
the estate
of the late Gov. Parris.
being

left at this office, a part of a Sewing Machine,
which the owner can have by paying for this

PORTLAND.

ARRIVED.

Rockland;

For Sale.

A

i OO

a

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St.

...

June 4—<12w

and be

Wanted.
GOOD two-seated Bockaway Jumper, or light
Carryall—second-hand. Also Saddle and Bridle.
Address T, P. O. Bo* 1543.
june6d3t»

±.KJyj

'““d under

®°te*°*

Mutual Insurance

gation

ire
a

til VO r

the premise?.

For Sale in Westbrook.
'b'eirable Residence, with modern and val-

Middle
Free streets,
Ladies’ GOLD
LOST
WATCH, CHAIN, BELT and BUCKLE. The
tinder will

Sun

MARINE

on

hfgh^tateofcSt?°*ti**
of

or

Steamers.

ATLANTIC

SALE.

fj

Lost!
on

Insurance.

The two-8*oried House No. 23 Mayo Street,
EL together with Lot. Said House Is nearly new,
finished througlihout: has 15 rooms, and is very
pleasantly situated.
Persons desirous of purchasing should call and examine betore
purchasing elsewhere. For particulars
inquire of
WENDELL LEIGHTON,

Lost and Found.

v

Cotton

Cora0 wifo““ ats'to?.1 w“£«h>»«1fBjto? No 1.

Wants,

Chas

FAME
Andrew Johnson.

FOR

Tin

IMPORTS.

and

Milwaukee Market.

from Mobile for Havre,
June 4, off Chlncote gue, brig
from Havana tor Philadelphia.

Wanted

Bentley, Clark,Trinidad;
whs Alqulzer, WvUc, Calais ;
Castilllan, Jordan,
Ellsworth; Olive Hayward, Wyman, Bangor:
M Til*
ton, Frltzinger, Portland.
At Delaware Breakwater 3d,
barque Eventide, Im
Philadelphia for Cardenas; sch Tennessee, fin do for

The Markets.

SPOKEN.

Lewiston, Dr Peabody, and others.

should be a
their work.

judicious mixture of play with
By his means a gymnasium was
a cricket club
got up, and a boxing

York.

May 17, lat 46 46, Ion 85, ship Uncle Joe, from New
Orleans tor Liverpool.
May 18, lat%>, Ion 87 56, barque Chief, Harding,

Sale and to Let.

For
*

4th, sch Mary Louisa, Hamilton, for Philadel-

phia.

MARRIED.

__DIED.

on a matter
necessarily wrapped
close in secrecy. As to the difficulties to be
thrown in bis way by United States
officers, it
is evident that general
has found

New
Perry,
Cld

notice.

insignificant numbers. He depends upon
disaffection among the regular troops, and upIn Buckfleld, June 1, Albion W Robinson and Miss
A
on the apathy 01 the French
population of Mary Heald, both of Sumner.
Canada. He counts upon meeting no very E In Norway, June 3, Rudolphus Young and Lizzie
Barrows.
serious hindrances from the United States
In West Sumner, June 3, Albion P Bonney, of
troops upon the border. Allowing his premises Buckfleld, and Abby Tuell. ol Sumner.
In Bedford, Indiana, May 30, Mr Noyes E Strout,
to be correct, we must admit the scheme of
of Nashville, Penn, Route Agent of Adame
Express
his campaign to be by no means so wild as it
Co, aud Miss Lizzie Vestal, of Bedford.
at
the
first
appears
glance.
As to the force of Fenians at command on
the border, it by no means reaches, fifty thousand as yet. But the aetual numbers gatherIn this city, June 7, Charles E Hamilton, aged 25
ed, and the rapidity with Which men have
years—member 1st Me Cavalry.
come forward since the war note was sounded
gy Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at 3 o'clock,
at Fort Erie, seem to indicate that it a success- lrom
No 4 Pine street.
ful advance across the border even of a few
In this city, June 7, Mr Thomas
Means, aged 81
miles could be made, even a larger number years K months.
jy Funeral this (Friday) afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
could be rallied. This then seems to me the
from his late residence, No 81 Oxford street. Rela
present intention; to push into Canada far tires and friends are invited to attend.
to
have
the
news
In this cjty, June 6, the bu nt daughter of John Y
enough
spread abroad, and
defeat the first line of British
Georgia Sherry, aged 3 weeks 6 days.
troops; relying and
fcF Fun oral this (Friday) afternoon, at 3 o'clock,
upon the belief that the Irish will rally from
from No 25 Elm street. Relatives and friends are
the United States to the
support of the green inivted to attend.
In this city, June 7, Pbebe E Adams, aged 33
flag faster than the regulars and volunteers
years
In this city, June 1, Alice M, daughter of Charles
can be brought up to the
support of the red.
Daggett,
aged 4 years.
As to the character of the Fenian
In this city, June 7, of consumption, Mr Lothrop
troops,
they are certainly capable of much hard Skillings, aged 58 years.
Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at his late resfighting. The men are muscular, used to beidence. No 31 Oxford street. Relatives and frienos
ing under fire, obstinate, and devoted. The are
invited to attend.
officers are cool and
sagacious, and many of
Edward H Aduns>
them have bad such experience in our
army
the
war
as
to qualify them for
during
high
positions. As to the amount of aid to be rePASSENGERS.
ceived from Canada itself, I think it is overIn
the
steamer
but
of
course
I
Asia, from Boston fiir Liverpool—
estimated,
cannot speak with
certainty

Bid 24th, barque Eagle, Potter, Philadelphia; 2ftth,
Mga Paragon, (Br)'Weleb, Portland; 26th, Cyclone,
Haakell, Boston.
Ar at 8t John, NB, 4th test, ehip Star of the West,

New

~

_

vf uen 1 was m roe department I made it a
rule with regard %o soldiers, that if a man
came in with one leg, or one
arm, that should
be a sufficient recommendation, provided he
could get along at all; I appointed him and
gave him time to learn; but it created very

or

The Theory of the Fenian Inraelon.
[Special dispatch to the Boston Daily Advertissr.l
St. Albans, June 6,—evening.
The Feuian invasion of Canada from the
American frontier,—an invasion in plan and
intention, compaired to which the raid on
Fort Erie was a most insignificant affair, has
fairly begun. The army has begun to move
across the boundary to day in several columns,
covering a line many miles in extent, and
with the full purpose of establishing a foothold on British soli by defeating the British
regulars and volunteers in fair battle. That
the movement will result substantially in the
same result as the attack on the Niagara fron-

Steam Boilers!

boilers 700 dcgs. of heat is thrown away.
a
The question is
can
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes pertect control ot all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is

CYLINDER

HOE’S LARGE

Capable of throwing off 2/500 sheets

an

PRESSES,
hoar;

one

of

some

the fhel.
ONmaking loss 011-3
this be saved.
often asked how

in its construction; after the engine Is in
very
motion the smoke pipe Is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200 (legs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can bo no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of

simple

WM. WILLARD,
Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly

Vessels Wanted.
To load Lumber and Lath, at St. John,
N. B. tor Philadelphia and Baltimore,
.and Beals for Kuropo, Also vessels wanted to freight Pool Irom Lingan, Cowbay,
and other Nova Scotian porta to New
York, and other ports. Also v**™* to take lumber at Bangor for Baltimore, Phdadclphia, Providence, &e. Apply to
LITfhlUilHSi ti CHASE,
No. 3 Moulton St., opposite Head ot Long Wharf.
May 30, lSOO-dtt
.....

R

E M

O

yr

a

ri

The beat

!

ggS^Dr. W. R. Johnson,
dentist,
Ha. Rem.Ted hi. oner to 18 1-8 Free Si.
Second Home from H. H. Hay'l Apothecary
d*wtf
Store.
may 10

PremeN,

Book I'rea* In the world;

Potter's Past Machine Job Presses ;
Haggles' Snftcrlor Card Press; Adams' X
Union large Hand Presses, Standing

Adams' X

Presses, and alt the
essary
Wc have

New

i04

Corner of

A<lamw' Power

for

a

Machinery

nec-

irelt appointed office.

loot addod to onr former stock over Two
TnousANi, Dollars worth ok

Type, Borders, Ornaments, (fee,,

Of the latest styles, which renders this department
of our business complete, anti unsurpassed by any
other office in the City or State.
Wo execute all orders far every description of
Printing in the shortest possible thne, and in tho
neatest and best manuor. Those sending orders from
tho country may rely on receiving prompt attention.
The Job Office Is under the personal supervI»*ou of
the senior proprietor, who is the City Printer, and
Is himself an experienced practical workman, am!
employs only well-skilled mechanics in this department of his work.

FOR

_SALE.

lOOO

Barrels

Choice St. Louis Flo ur,
Ground from 1864 Wheat, by

F. O. THOMES,
maySOdSw

Ho, 2 Central Whart,

